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Jobs and Living Wage Ordinance

In response to various suggestions from staff, community based organizations and the business
community, I have modified the draft living wage ordinance. Attached for your consideration is a
redlined version of the latest draft which shows the changes I have made since initially
submitting the draft for staff review.

The three major changes are:

Sec. 2 (c) - I have simplified the definition of when City Financial Assistance Recipients (CFAR)
are covered by the ordinance, because of concerns that the initial definition would be difficult to
administer. The new definition is that CFARs are covered if they receive $100,000 in a 12
month period. The definition has also been extended to include tenants and leaseholders of
CFAR with twenty or more employees.

Sec 7(b) and 1O(d) - These sections now include specific penalties for non-compliance as per
staff recommendation.

Sec 14 - This section from the original draft has been removed. This section was included in the
Los Angeles ordinance which served as our model. However, subsequent research has
determined that the U.S. Department of Labor finds these ordinances to be in compliance with
federal wage statutes rendering this section unnecessary.

IGNACIO DE LA FUENTE
Vice Mayor
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Oakland 1!l1!111!IIIIJl!!Living Wage Ordinance

Whereas, the City of Oakland awards many contracts to private firms to
provide services to the Publicl'.:II. and to City Government; and

Whereas, the City of Oakland provides financial assistance and funding
to others for the purpose of economic development or job growth; and

Whereas, the City of Oakland has a limited amount of taxpayer
resources to expend; and

Whereas, even in promising economic times, far too many working
Oakland residents and their families live below or near the poverty line; and

Whereas, the use of taxpayer dollars to promote sustenance and
creation of living wage jobs will increase consumer income, decrease levels
of poverty, invigorate neighborhood businesses and reduce the need for
taxpayer-funded social programs in other areas; and

Whereas, the City of Oakland's payment of prevailing wage rates for
public works projects has been tremendously beneficial for working people in
Oakland and their families, Oakland neighborhoods, and the area economy;
IJfllf~:
W'f}"~£fi.

Whereas, the experience in the City of Oakland indicates that the
procurement by contract of services has all too often resulted in the payment
by service contractors to their employees of wages at or slightly above the
minimum required by federal and state minimum wage laws. Such minimal
compensation tends to inhibit the quantity and quality of services rendered by
such employees, to the City and to the public. Underpaying employees in this
way fosters high turnover, absenteeism, and lackluster performance.
Conversely, adequate compensation promotes amelioration o~llJJlII. these
undesirable conditions

and

Whereas, the inadequate compensation typically paid today also fails to
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provide service employees with resources sufficient to afford life in the City of
Oakland. It is unacceptable that contracting decisions involving the
expenditure of City funds should foster conditions placing a burden on limited
social services. The City, as a principal provider of social support services,
has an interest in promoting an employment environment that protects such
limited resources; and

Whereas, financial assistance recipients of the City are engaged in
manufacturing or some other line of business that is an integral part of the City
of Oakland economy and such entities often pay wages at or slightly above the
minimum required by federal and state minimum wage laws. The City as a
provider of subsidies to these entities has the same interest in requiring the
payment of a higher minimum level of compensation to employees of financial
assistance recipients as it does of service contractors;!IIII::.'

Whereas, when the City uses contractors or subsidizes businesses
which do not provide health insurance to their employees, this often imposes
the costs of their medical care on the County, State and Federal governments.
The City has an interest in avoiding such impacts, which the City finds can only
be done if the employer provides health insurance in a reasonable form. The
City finds that benefits avoiding such
impacts costlr at least 1.25 per hour on average in contributionsfllllllllllitli

The City also has an interest in ensuring that persons
delivering services are healthy, as lack of health care can effect.lllf,
performance and absenteeism. The City finds that employees are far likelier
to be healthy if their employer provides than reasonable health insurance to
them and their dependents. In addition, one of the City's reasons for providing
financial assistance is to promote the public health, an interest served by
having employers receiving such assistance spend a reasonable portion of
this money for health purposes.

Whereas, in requiring the payment of a higher minimum level of
compensation, this chapter benefits these interests;

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL FOR THE CITY OF OAKLAND:
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The Municipal Code of Oakland is hereby amended by inserting a new
Chapter as follows:

Section 1. Title and Purpose

(a) Oakland Jobs and Living Wage Ordinance

This Chapter shall be known as the "Oakland ng Wage
Ordinance." The purpose of this ordinance is to require that nothing less than
a prescribed minimum level of compensation (a living wage) be paid to
employees of service contractors of the City and employees of City financial
assistance recipients.

Section 2. Definitions

The following definitions shall apply throughout this chapter:

(a) "Awarding authority" means that subordinate or component entity
or person of the City (such as a department) that awards or is otherwise
responsible for the administration of a service contract or the financial
assistance , or if none thani~f~~~,11 the City.

(b) "City" means the City of Oakland and all awarding authorities
thereof, including all City departments.

(c) "City financial assistance recipient" (CFAR) means any person who
receives from the City financial assistance as contrasted with generalized
financial assistance such as through tax legislation, in accordance with the
following monetary limitationsll["'i~~~i'll. Assistance given in the amount of
five"I,1 hundred thousand dollars ($500,0001.111111) or more in any twelve
month period shall require compliance with this article for
I~rjf'ifive years ffem1!11 the eatel~[~

For assistance in any tVv'eh/e month period totaling less than fhfe hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000) but at least fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), there
shall be compliance for one year if at least fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) of
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such assistance is given in what is reasonably contemplated at the time to be
on a continuing basis, it'rt'ith the period of compliance beginning 'vvhen the
accrual during such twelve month period of such continuing assistance
reaches the fifty thousand dollar ($50,000) threshold.

Categories of such assistance include, but are not limited to, grants, rent
subsidies, bond financing, planning assistance, tax increment financing
exclusively by the City, and tax credits. ,.tl.I,I',~,i::;::lj3"Q~ such assistance

.- City staff assistance shall
not be regarded as financial assistance for purposes of this article. A loan
shall not be regarded as financial assistance. The forgiveness of a loan shaH
be regarded as financial assistance. A loan shall be regarded as financial
assistance to the extent of any differential between the amount of the loan and
the present value of the payments thereunder, discounted over the life of the
loan by the applicable federal rate as used in 26 U.S.C. §§ 1274(d), 7872(f).

A recipient shall be exempted from application of this article if (a) it
employs fewer than five employees for each working day in each of twenty or
more calendar weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, or (b) it
obtains a waiver as provided herein. The City financial assistance recipient
must also demonstrate that the waiver will further the purposes of the financial
assistance, . I
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asl~lf••IIIIJ'!.lIill['III'llllIlifIlmI(I~~j.I:III:11111111l'~II.lll~!llllllil:I.;:rs'.lliill'~:liBlililll:;iilil!ifl
'\""i;i:(:it;y------ ------'-'-\;)g;))(+W&}hi:::::::mt::}::ll::)~:<:::::Hg~1~~ 1@)~~\::\)::::):::::::::::::I!::m:r:)tl#(t,;'{;j!i!#'Jt;tj§4i {:;'i4li0iW;;<;;}:::<:::>::}:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::nnmk:~&gdilmw@::::i:::::::::;:::::::::::;:::::::::t::L)!i@i!fi::;::::<::::}*I:R-tnm:I"··"\~?:!~;9:::#&?~fhx:::::::~rThWx::<M§WnM:K1.filliHm::::::::::::::::R:-

illll:,II:I••::II.lllii!:llllilr.JJillil~I;I~?~illill:1iml:llllll·creating job for the long term
unemployed, creating training positions which 'Nill enable employees to
advance into living wage jobs or better. A recipient \,vho employs the long
term unemployed or provides trainee positions intended to prepare employees
for permanent positions, and who claims that compliance '1lvlth this article
would cause an economic hardship may apply in '1lwlting to the City
department or office administering such assistance, vv'hich department or office
shall forward such application and its recommended action on it to the City
Council. Waivers sllall be effecte~ by Council resolution only.

A eity~!,11 financial assistance reci~lent wllo conten~s it is unable to ~ay

all or ~art of tile living wage must ~rovi~e a ~etaile~ ex~lanation in writing to
the City ~e~artment or office a~ministering sucll assistance, wllicll may
recommen~ to tile City Council a waiver of this requirement, wllicll waiver may
only be grante~ by a resolution of tile Council. A waiver will be grante~ only
if tile eity.ill financial ~§~,tlill~'llreci~ient can sllow economic lIar~shi~ an~

tllat tile waiver of tile or~inancewill furtller tile interests of tile City in creating
jobs for the long term unemployed or ~rovi~ing training ~ositions wllicll will
enable em~loyees to a~vance with the employer into ~ermanent living wage
jobs or better. However, no waiver will be grante~ if tile effect of tile waiver is
to re~lace or ~is~lace existing ~ositions or em~loyees or to lower tile wages
of current em~loyees.

Tile ex~lanation submitte~ by the City financial assistance reci~ient

seeking a waiver must set fortll tile reasons for its inability to com~ly witll tile
~rovisions of tllis or~inance, inclu~ing a com~lete cost accounting for tile
~ro~ose~work to be ~erforme~ witll tile financial assistance sougllt, inclu~ing

wages an~ benefits to be ~ai~ all em~loyees! as well as an itemization of tile
wage an~ benefits ~ai~ to tile five lIigliest ~ai~ in~ivi~uals employe~ by tile
City financial assistance reci~ient. Tile City financial assistance reci~ient must
also ~emonstrate tllat tile waiver will furtller tile interests of tile City in creating
jobs for the long term unemployed or providing training ~ositions wllicll will
enable em~loyees to a~vance with the employer into ~ermanent living wage
jobs or better an~ will not be use~ to re~lace or ~is~lace existing ~ositions or
em~loyees or to lower tile wages of current em~loyees.

Waivers from tile Or~inance are ~isfavore~, an~ will be grante~ only
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where the balance I~competing interests weighs clearly in favor of granting
the waiver. If waivers are to be granted, partial waivers are favored over
blanket waivers. Moreover, any waiver shall be granted for no more than one
year. At the end of the year the City financial assistance recipient may reapply
for a new waiver which may be granted subject to the same criteria for granting
the initial waiver.

(d) llContractor" means any person that enters into a service contract
with the City.

(e) llEmployee" means any person -- who is not a managerial,
supervisory, or confidential employee who is employed (1) as a service
employee of a contractor or subcontractor and under the authority of one or
more service contracts and who expends any of his or her time thereon,
including but not limited to: hotel employees, restaurant, food service or
banquet employees; janitorial employees; security guards; parking attendants;
health care employees; gardeners; waste management employees; and
clerical employees; or (2) by a City financial assistance recipient who expends
at least half of his or her time on the funded project, or (3) by a service
contractor of a CFAR and who expends at least half of his or her time on the
premises of the CFAR directly involved with the activities funded by the City.

(f) ltEmployer" means any person who is a City financial assistance
recipient, contractor, or subcontractor and who is required to have a business
tax registration certificate by Oakland Municipal Code §§ or successor
ordinance or, if expressly exempted by the Code from such tax, would
otherwise be subject to the tax but for such exemption.

(g) llPerson" means any individual, proprietorship, partnership, joint
venture, corporation, limited liability company, trust, association, or other entity
that may employ individuals or enter into contracts.

(h) IlService contract" means (1) a contract let to a contractor by the
City primarily for the furnishing of services to or for the City (as opposed to the
purchase of goods or other property or the leasing of property) and that
involves an expenditure in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000)
and a contract term of at least three months or (2) a lease or license under
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which services are rendered for the City by the lessee or licensee.

(tiill) nSubcontractor" means any person not an employee that enters
into a contract (and that employs employees for such purpose) with (a) a
contractor to assist the contractor in performing a service contract or (b) a City
financial assistance recipient to assist the recipient in performing the work for
which the assistance is being given. Vendors, such as service contractors, of
City financial assistance recipients shall not be regarded as subcontractors
except to the extent provided in subsection (e).

U) "Contract Compliance" refers to the Office of Contract Compliance
of the Public Works Agency of the City of Oakland.

Section 3. Payment of Minimum Compensation to Employees

(a) Wages

Employers shall pay employees a wage to each employee of no less
than the hourly rates set under the authority of this Chapter. The initial rate
shall be eight dollars ($8.00) per hour worked with health benefits, as
described in this Chapter, or otherwise nine dollars and twenty five cents
($9.25) per hour. Such rate shall be adjusted annually, no later than July ftfstIll
to the sum equal to the increase at the immediately preceding December 31
over the year earlier level of the Bay Region Consumer Price Index as
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, applied
to $9.25. The City shall publish a bulletin by April 1 of each year announcing
the adjusted rates, which shall take effect upon such publication. Said bulletin
will be distributed to all awarding authorities and City contractors upon
publication. The contractor shall provide written notification of the rate
adjustments to each of its employees and the employees of its subcontractors,
if anYi!l!l! and make the necessary payroll adjustments by July 1.

(b) Compensated Days Off

Employers shall provide at least (20) twenty days off per year for sick
leave, vacation, or personal necessity at the employee's request. Employees
shall accrue one compensated day off per month of full time employment.
Part-time employees shall accrue compensated days off in increments
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proportional to that accrued by full-time employees. The employees shall be
eligible to use accrued days off after the first six months of employment or
consistent with company policy, whichever is sooner. Paid holidays, consistent
with established employer policy, may be counted toward provision of the
required 20 compensated days off.

Employers shall also permit employees to take at least an additional (10)
ten days a year of uncompensated time to be used for sick leave for the
illness of the employee or a member of his or her immediate family where the
employee has exhausted his or her compensated days off for that year. This
Chapter does not mandate the accrual from year to year of uncompensated
days off.

(c) Minimum Hours

The Employer shall offer at least 16 hours per week to each
employee. This guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee engaged
only for a special event, such as a holiday event, or any week in which the
employer is not operating for at least 40 hours.

If an employee declines to work 16 hours, the Employer shall make
a written record of its offer and the employee's declination.

Section 4. Health Benefits

Health benefits required by this Chapter shall consist of the payment of
at least one dollar and twenty five ($1.25) per hour towards the provision of
health care benefits for employees and their dependents. Proof of the
provision of such benefits must be submitted to the awarding authority not later
than 30 days after execution of the contract to qualify for the wage rate in
Section 3 for employees with health benefits.

Section 5. Notifying Employees of their Potential Right to the Federal
Earned Income Credit

Employers shall inform employees making less than twelve dollars
($12.00) per hour of their possible right to the federal Earned Income Credit
("EIC") under §32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,26 U.S.C. §32, and
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following procedures:

(1) The awarding authority shall complete the normal and
customary process of issuing RFP's and rating all bidders for the contracts in
question.

(2) The awarding authority shall make a preliminary
determination as to whether a prospective contract

imeeilleiilmeelts the term and dollar limitations of this Chapter as provided
in Sections . For those prospective contracts ,l!d!!tt~!l&Jt

CSIIMr"lQli::lltll"1ll"'1 such term and dollar limitations, the awarding authority
shall then submit a request for determination to Contract Compliance as to the
applicability of this Chapter pursuant to Section __

(3) Contract Compliance will issue a written determination of
applicability of this Chapter within five working days of receipt of a written
request from the awarding authority. If the prospective contract

determined to be subject to the provisions of this
Chapter, the awarding authority shall include compliance language in the RFP
or prospective contract and attach a Declaration of Compliance form.

(4) If a bidder is otherwise qualified and is being considered for
a contract award, the awarding authority shall review the bid documents for
inclusion of the completed Declaration of Compliance. If the declaration is not
furnished, the bidder shall be deemed to be non-responsive and shall be
disqualified subject to the Appeal Process under Section herein.

(5) If the information in possession of the awarding authority
indicates that a bidder should be disqualified the awarding authority shall
inquire, in its request for a determination from Contract Compliance, whether
any of the exemption provisions of this Chapter applies to the prospective
contract in question.

(6) If a bidder is disqualified as non-responsive to the
requirements of these Rules and Regulations but challenges the applicability
of this Chapter, the Appeal Process shall be activated.

(7) Each bidder that has been disqualified under this Chapter
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shall be given written notice of such fact.

(d) There shall be a two level appeal process as described below. A
contract shall not be executed until there is resolution of the relevant appeal.

(1) The following appeal process shall be available to every
bidder who has been disqualified by the awarding authority because the bidder
was deemed to be non-responsive to the requirements of this chapterllll.111
or who disputes the determination of applicability of this Chapter to its
business operation which will be involved in the proposed contract.

(a) Within five working days of being notified in writing of
the awarding authority's disqualification decision and reasons therefor, or
written determination of the applicability of this Chapter, the subject bidder
may file an appeal with the awarding authority that made the disqualification
and Contract Compliance.

(b) If such appeal is made, the awarding authority shall
prepare written findings to support the disqualification and solicit the written
findings and recommendations of Contract Compliance. Contract Compliance
shall submit the written findings and recommendations within five working days
of receipt of the request for consideration by the awarding authority.

(c) As soon as reasonably practical, but not more than ten
working days from receipt of the bidder's appeal, the awarding authority shall
conduct a hearing on the appeal. The scope of the hearing shall be limited
first, as to whether the bidder responded to the bid process as directed relative
to this Chapter, and secondly, as to whether the provisions of this Chapter
applies to the contract.

(d) The appellant may present oral or documentary
evidence, under oath, to rebut the information relied upon by the awarding
authority and Contract Compliance.

(e) After reviewing all the evidence and testimony
presented, including the written findings and recommendations of Contract
Compliance, the awarding authority shall make a written determination as to
whether the disqualified bidder was non-responsive. Contract Compliance
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shall make a written determination as to whether this Chapter applies to the
bidder's business operation which will be involved in the proposed contract. If
there is sufficient supporting evidence, Contract Compliance may grant an
exemption under the terms of this Chapter.

(2) In case of an unfavorable determination to the bidder as to
the applicability of this Chapter to its business operation which will be involved
in the proposed contract, a bidder may file with Contract Compliance, within
five working days, an appeal for a second level review. The second level
review panel will consist of the director of Contract Compliance, the general
manager or director of the awarding department or Contract Compliance, and
the appropriate supervising attorney of the Office of the City Attorney. The
Contract Compliance director shall chair the panel.

After review of all evidence, testimony and reports presented, the panel
shall make a written determination within ten working days as to the
applicability of this Chapter to the bidder's business operation which will be
involved in the proposed contract. The determination of the second level
review panel as to the applicability of this Chapter to the subject contract
performance shall be final, after which action the City contract may be
executed.

(e) Contract Compliance shall maintain a listing of all its
determinations and a file of all complaints, findings and results, and shall
submit a regular report on compliance with these Ordinances no less than
annually to the City Council. Special reports and recommendations on
significant issues of interest to the Council will be submitted as deemed
appropriate.

Section 7. RFP andl Contract
Language

All RFP's---attel-r, City contracts
subject to this Chapter shall contain the following two paragraphs or
substantially equivalent language:

(a) ng Wage Policy
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This contract is subject to the 1IIlrilIJIlilliiLiving Wage Ordinance, Chapter
-- of the Oakland Municipal Code. The Code requires that, unless specific
exemptions apply, all employers (as defined) under contracts primarily for the
furnishing of services to or for the City and that involves an expenditure or
receipt in excess of $25,000 and a contract term of at least three months or
certain recipients of City financial assistance, generally shall provide payment
of a minimum initial wage rate to employees as defined in the LWO of $8.00
per hour with health benefits of at least $1.25 per hour or otherwise $9.25 per
hour. Such rate shall be adjusted annually pursuant to the terms of

Living Wage Ordinance, Chapter -- of the Oakland
Municipal Code.

(b) Termination Provisions relating to Wage Policy

Under the provisions of Section of the Oakland Municipal Code,
the City shall have the authority, under appropriate circumstances, to
terminate this contract and otherwise pursue legal remedies that may be

if the City determines that the
subject contractor or financial assistance recipient violated the provisions of
the referenced Code Sections.

Section 8. Obligations etll Contractors Andlii:11 Financial Assistance
Recipients

(a) All proposed contractors and City financial assistance recipients
subject to the provisions of this Chapter shall submit a completed Declaration
of Compliance form, signed by an authorized representative, along with each
proposal. The completed Declaration of Compliance form shall be made a part
of the executed contract.

(b) Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall be
responsible for informing:llilil. their subcontractorsof the subcontractor's
obligation to comply with the provisions of this
Chapter. Language indicating the subcontractor's
intent to comply shall be included in the contract between the contractor and
su
A copy of the subcontract shall be submitted to the
awarding authority and made a part of the contract.
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(c) Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall maintain
a listing of the name, address, date of hire, occupation classification, rate of
pay and benefits paid for each of its employees and the employees of its
subcontractors, if any, and submit a copy of the list to Contract Compliance by

une and December 31 of each year the
contract is in O't1'fOe'c"U:;la;frt1Jrr;:jtl~iiiiii

Contract Compliance shall transmit a
copy of the list to the awarding immediately upon receipt. Contractors
and City financial assistance recipients shall maintain payrolls for all
Employees and basic records relating thereto and shall preserve them for a
period of three years.

(d) Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall give
written notification to each current employee, and each new employee at time
of hire, of his or her rights to receive the benefits under the provisions of this
chapte~lliIII~III. The notification shall be provided in English, Spanish and
other languages spoken by a significant number of the employees, and shall
be posted prominently in communal areas at the work site. A copy of said
notification shall be forwarded to the awarding authority which must include the
following:

(1) Minimum compensation - The initial rates of $8.00 with
health benefits or $9.25 without health benefits will be adjusted annually to
correspond to adjustments, if any. The Living Wage shall be upwardly
adjusted each year 110 later than April first in proportion to the increase at the
immediately preceding December 31 over the year earlier level of the Bay
Region Consumer Price Index as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, applied to $9.25, whichever is greater. The
Employer shall offer at least 16 hours per week to each employee. This
guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee engaged only for a special
event, such as a holiday event, or any week in which the employer is not
operating for at least 40 hours. If an employee declines to work 16 hours, the
Employer shall make a written record of its offer and the employee declination.

(2) Health benefits - Proof of the provision of such benefits shall
be submitted to the awarding authority not later than 30 days after execution
of the contract to qualify for the wage rate in Section 3. Health benefits shall
be provided to part-time employees as well as full-time employees.
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(3) Twenty compensated days off per year for sick leave,
vacation or personal necessity at the employee's request, and ten
uncompensated days off per year for sick leave which shall be made available
to all covered employees as provided in this chapter. Employees shall accrue
one compensated day off per month of full time employment. Part-time
employees shall accrue compensated days off in increments proportional to
that accrued by full-time employees. The employees shall be eligible to use
accrued days off after the first six months of employment or consistent with
company policy, whichever is sooner. Paid holidays, consistent with
established employer policy, may be counted toward provision of the required
20 compensated days off. Ten uncompensated days off shall be made
available, as needed, for personal or immediate family illness after the
employee has exhausted his or her accrued compensated days off for that
year. This Chapter does not mandate the accrual from year to year of
uncompensated days off.

(4) Federal Earned Income Credit (EIC) - Forms to inform
employees earning less than $12 per hour of their possible right to EIC and
forms to secure advance EIC payments from the employer shall be provided
to the eligible employees in English, Spanish and other languages spoken by
a significant number of the employees within 30 days of employment under the
subject agreement.

(5) Notice that the employers are required to file a Declaration
of Compliance form as part of the contract with the City and that the
declarations are available for public inspection at the Awarding Authority.

(e) Contractors, City financial assistance recipients and
subcontractors shall permit access to work sites and relevant payroll records
for authorized City representatives for the purpose of monitoring compliance
with this Chapter, investigating employee complaints of non-compliance and
evaluating the operation and effects of this Chapter, including the production
for inspection and copying of its payroll records for any or all of its employees
for the prior three year period.

Section 9. Retaliation Aftdlill!,ll Discrimination Barred
wA&;6k:0'i::~

Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall not discharge,
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reduce the compensation or otherwise discriminate against any employee for
making a complaint to the City, otherwise asserting his or her rights under this
Chapter, participating in any of its proceedings or using any civil remedies to
enforce his or her rights under the Chapter. Contractors and City financial
assistance recipients shall also be in compliance with federal law proscribing
retaliation for union organizing.

Section 10. Monitoring Andllnvestigation Aftdlilll Compliance

The provisions of this Chapter will augment the awarding authority's
normal and customary procedure for administering its contracts. Contract
Compliance shall administer the requirements of this Chapter as follows:

(a) Contract Compliance will be available to review all contract
documents in cooperation with the awarding authorities to insure that relevant
language and documents are included. It shall be the responsibility of the
awarding authority to insure that all required documents are included.

(b) Contract Compliance will monitor the operations of the contractors,
subcontractors and financial assistance recipients to insure compliance by
conducting random site visits and payroll audits. The provision of wages and
benefits by each employer shall be reviewed prior to the contract renewal and
no less than annually.

(c) Contract Compliance will perform designated reviews where there
is a specific concern or a complaint about the employment practices of a
contractor-eF~~i subcontractor to this Chapter. In such cases,
the awarding authority will be notified and efforts made for a resolution to the
problem within 30 days.

(d) Where a violation of any provision of this Chapter has been
determined, the contractor will be given a written notice by Contract
Compliance to correct the violation within five days. Should the violation
continue and/or no resolution is imminent, Contract Compliance, in
cooperation with the City Attorney and the awarding authority, shall pursue
available legal remedies including t1)(j]ti r\

tOl"'rY'IlI""l!:ltll"'\n of the ,..t"\,..,t ..•.. ,..ti
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for cause~:

(e) If necessary for the enforcement of this Chapter the City Attorney
may issue subpoenas, compel the attendance and testimony of witnesses and
production of books, papers, records and documents relating to payroll
records necessary for hearings, investigations, and proceedings. In case of
disobedience of a subpoena, the City Attorney may apply to a court of
appropriate jurisdiction for an order requiring attendance and testimony of
witnesses and the productions of books, papers, records and documents.
Said court, in the case of the refusal to obey any such subpoena, after notice
to the person subpoenaed, and upon finding that the attendance or testimony
of such witnesses of the production of such books, papers, records and
documents, as the case may be, is relevant or necessary for such hearings,
investigations or proceedings, may issue an order requiring the attendance or
testimony of such witnesses or the production for such documents and any
violation of the court's order may be punishable by the court as contempt
thereof.

Section 11. Employee Complaint Process

An employee who alleges violation of any provision of this Chapters by
a covered employer may report such acts to Contract Compliance and, at the
employee's discretion, exhaust available employer internal remedies. The
complaint to the Contract Compliance shall be handled as follows:
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(1) The employee shall submit to Contract Compliance a completed
complaint form and copies of all documents supporting the allegation. Contract
Compliance shall provide the complaint forms in English and Spanish.

(2) Contract Compliance shall notify the awarding authority and the
employer of the complaint and seek resolution within five days from receipt of
the complaint form. If resolution is not accomplished, Contract Compliance
shall initiate an investigation, report the results to the awarding authority and
the City Attorney within 30 days and seek appropriate legal remedies.

(3) An employee claiming retaliation (such as, termination, reduction
in wages or benefits or adverse changes in working conditions) for alleging
non-compliance with this Chapters••fllll, may report the alleged retaliation
in the same manner as the initial complaint.

(4) The complainant's or witness' identity will not be divulged to the
employer without the individual employee's written consent.

Section 12. Private Right mil Action

(a) An employee claiming violation of this article may bring an action
in the Municipal Court or Superior Court of the State of California, as
appropriate, against an employer and may be awarded:

(1) For failure to pay minimum wages, back pay for each day
during which the violation continued.

(2) For failure to pay medical benefits, the difference during the
involved period between the minimum wage required herein without benefits
and such minimum wage with benefits.

(3) For any violation of this Chapter, including retaliation, the
Court may award any appropriate remedy at law or equity, including but not
limited to reinstatement, compensatory damages and punitive damages.

(b) The Court shall award reasonable attorney's fees and costs to an
employee who prevails in any such enforcement action.
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(c) Notwithstanding any provision of this Code or any other ordinance
to the contrary, no criminal penalties shall attach for any violation of this article.

(d) No remedy set forth in this Chapter is intended to be exclusive or
a prerequisite for asserting a claim for relief to enforce the right under this
Chapter in a court of law. This Chapter shall not be construed to limit an
employee's right to bring common law cause of action for wrongful termination.

Section 13. Collective Bargaining Agreement Supersession

All of the provisions of this Chapter, or any part hereof, may be waived
in a bona fide collective bargaining agreement, but only if the wavier is
explicitly set forth in such agreement in clear and unambiguous terms.
Unilateral implementation of terms and conditions of employment by either
party to a collective bargaining relationship shall not constitute, or be
permitted, as a waiver of all or any part of the provisions of this ordinance.

Section 14. Expenditures CO';r'ered By This Article

This Chapter shall apply to the expenditure AA whether through aid
to City financial assistance recipients, service contracts let by the City,
or service contracts let by its financial assistance recipients AA of funds
entirely "t'vithin the City's control and to other funds, such as federal or
state grant funds, Vi'here the application of this Chapter is consonant
'tvith the laviS authorizing the City to expend such other funds. As to any
grant or similar program, this Chapter shall become applicable to the
funds authorized by such program if and only if the City Attorney's Office
has obtained from the funding gO'"ernment either an opinion or other
determination indicating such consonance or a judgment of compliance
from a court of la"tv or other tribunal, which procurement has been
reported in 't"t"riting by such Office to the City Council by a letter to the
City Clerk.
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Section 15. Chapter Applicable fflll New Contracts Andlli:..:
City Financial Assistance

The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to (a) a contract entered into
and financial assistance provided after the effective date of this Chapter; (b)
a contract amendment consummated after the effective date of tl1is Chapter
which itself meets the requirement of Section _ above or which extends the
duration of the contract; and (c) supplemental financial assistance provided for
after the effective date of this Chapter which itself meets the requirements of
Section above.

Section 16. Implementing Regulations

Contract Compliance shall promulgate implementing regulations
consistent with this Chapter. The proposed regulations shall be subject to
public comment and City Council approval before becoming final.

Section 17. SeverabiIity

In the event any provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid or
unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such holding shall not
invalidate or render unenforceable any other provisions hereof.

Section 18. Effective Date

The law shall be effective from the date of July 1, 1998.
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CITY OF OAKLAND

DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Living Wage Ordinance

The Oakland Municipal Code Chapter XX provides that all employers
(except where specifically exempted) under contracts primarily for the
furnishing of services to or for the City and that involve an expenditure or
receipt in excess of $25,000 and a contract term of at least three months, or
certain recipients of City financial assistance, shall comply with all provisions
of this Chapter.

The contractor or City 'financial assistance recipient further agrees:

(a) To pay employees a wage no less than the minimum initial
compensation of $8.00 per hour with health benefits, as described, or
otherwise $9.25 per hour, and to provided for the annual increase pursuant to
Section 3; To offer at least 16 hours per week to each employee. This
guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee engaged only for a special
event, such as a holiday event, or any week in which the employer is not
operating for at least 40 hours. If an employee declines to work 16 hours, the
Employer shall make a written record of its offer and the employee's
declination.

(b) To provide at least 20 compensated days off per year for sick
leave, vacation or personal necessity at the employee's request, and at least
ten additional days per year of uncompensated time off pursuant to Section 3;

(c) To inform employees making less than $12 per hour of their
possible right to the federal Earned Income Credit (EIC) and make available
the forms required to secure advance EIC payments from the employer
pursuant to Section 5;

(d) To permit access to work sites for authorized City representatives
to review the operation, payroll and related documents, and to provide certified
copies of the relevant records upon request by the City; and,

(e) Not to retaliate against any employee claiming non-compliance
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with the provisions of this Chapter and to comply with federal law prohibiting
retaliation for union organizing.

The undersigned authorized representative hereby obligates the
proposer to the above stated conditions under penalty of perjury.

"inno::l.... re Officer
Authorized Representative

Company Address and Phone Number Type or Print Name and
Title

Date Bid Number Type of Service

FOR CITY USE ONLY

Determination: Bidder is Not Exempt,__ Bidder is Exempt, _
Date _

Department

22
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CITY OF OAKLAND

AGENDA REPORT

TO:
ATTN:
FROM:
DATE:

RE:

SUMMARY

City Manager
Robert C. Bobb
Public Works Agency
March 10, 1998

REPORT ON A LIVING WAGE POLICY FOR THE CITY OF OAKLAND
AND THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

This is a report and a recommendation on the request from the Association of
Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) for the City of Oakland (City)
and Redevelopment Agency (Agency) to adopt a living wage policy. This report will
also include an analysis performed by the National Economic Development & Law
Center (NED&LC), comments from City agencies and ACORN. In addition,
included is a proposed draft living wage policy submitted by Vice Mayor De La
Fuente, Chair of the Community and Economic Development Committee.

FISCAL IMPACT

The fiscal impact will vary depending on the policy adopted by the City Council.
Based on the information received from the Life Enrichment Agency (LEA) an
additional $500,000 may be needed to maintain it's current services if the living
wage policy applies to these programs. However, LEA will be requesting an
exemption of $260,000 for the City's workreation program which would reduce the
$500,000 to $240,000. The Community & Economic Development Agency (CEDA)
indicated that the policy may result in a $48,000 increase in the annual allocation for
the neighborhood improvement program (approximately 890 clients) for the 75
Public Service Programs funded by the Federal Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG). The estimated cost for monitoring and enforcement of a living wage
policy can range from $10,000 to $200,000 depending on the enforcement
requirements of the policy.

DISCUSSION

ACORN requested that the City Council, Community and Economic Development
Committee review a living wage policy for City and. Agency contracts, projects,
subsidies or tax incentives. ACORN is a national organization actively involved in
building coalitions made up of grass root community organizations, churches and
unions to campaign for a living wage policy.

A living wage policy, as adopted in other communities, is designed to increase
wages paid to very low-income workers above the state and federal minimum wage.

.I~ 8
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This is accomplished by requiring state or municipal contractors, recipients of public
subsidies or tax breaks, or, in some cases all businesses to pay employees wages
significantly above the federal minimum wage.

On October 7, 1997, the City Council passed a living wage policy for the "Kids First"
program. The wages established were $7.72 per hour with benefits and $8.50 per
hour without benefits. Nationwide, fourteen jurisdictions have adopted a living
wage policy. Attachment A lists the jurisdictions that have adopted a policy.

Staff Response to ACORN Request

As a result of ACORN's request, staff met with ACORN and the Oakland Chamber
of Commerce (Chamber) to discuss issues relative to the adoption of a living wage
policy and requested information from an Oakland-based, national organization,
NED&LC. Due to their expertise and knowledge in this area, the Public Works
Agency contracted with the NED&LC. In the past, they have provided the City with
analysis of wages in the construction, retail and telecommunications areas.

NED&LC is a national organization based in the City of Oakland. NED&LC is in its
twenty-seventh year and is a nonprofit, public-interest community and economic
development technlcal assistance provider. They provide assistance to community
economic development organizations in the areas of legal, taxation, real estate,
strategic planning, housing and business development, employment, organizational
development, etc.

NED&LC Living Wage Policies Nationwide Analysis

NED&LC was asked to provide the most current issues regarding living wages and
provide information based on data gathered from living wage programs, in other
cities, as follows:

• Review the cities/states that have a living wage policy to determine what
impacts the living policy has had on the various jurisdictions.

• Evaluate the benefits of a living wage policy. .
• Determine the costs impacts of a living wage policy.
• Evaluate the benefits of applying a living wage policy on to certain

industries / services.
• Determine if the policies have had an impact on welfare reform.
• Determine if the policies have had an impact on the competitive bidding

process.

• Determine if the policies have impact on small, minority and women owned
businesses.

• Develop living wage options for the city/agency to consider.
• Determine what would be needed to enforce or monitor a living wage policy

and the related costs.
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Findings
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NED&LC analyzed the living wage policies of Baltimore, Boston and Los Angeles.
These cities were chosen because their ordinance had the most detailed reports to
respond to the City's request for information. The executive summary pointed out
that several common themes emerged out of the analysis. Listed below are the
findings. For a detailed report refer to Attachment B, NED&LC complete analysis.

Living wage policies:

• increase the standard of living of impacted individuals, but may not
necessarily impact economically disadvantaged individuals or communities;

• have not deterred businesses from initiating contracts, based on the Baltimore
study and the Davis-Bacon Act;

• do involve administrative costs to cities at varying levels to monitor and
enforce the ordinance, ranging from $84,000 for the City of Baltimore to a
projected $600,000 for the City of Los Angeles;

• do not necessarily impact the unemployment rate;

• do not generally create increased cost to cities as a result of bidding price
increases based on the Baltimore plan;

• may impact welfare recipients based on a newly released study by the
Preamble Center for Public Policy; and

• may target only certain service sectors (several cities have chosen to target the
service sector or specific occupations within that sector with the idea of
impacting the greatest number of low wage workers and exclude nonprofit
organizations such as job training agencies or summer youth employment
entities because of the nature of the service they provide).

Comments from City Agencies and ACORN

On January 8, 1998, staff met with the following City agencies, chambers of
commerce and ACORN to present NED&LC living wage analysis. Upon completion
of NED&LC's assessment and analysis, City agencies and organizations (listed below)
were asked to review and comment on their findings.

City Agency
Community Economic Development Agency
Life Enrichment Agency
City Manager's Office
Administrative Services Agency
Budget & Finance Agency

Chambers IOrganizations
Oakland Metropolitan Chamber
Oakland Chinatown Chamber
Hispanic Chamber
ACORN
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Staff has received comments from two city agencies and ACORN. CEDA reported
that the implementation of a living wage policy would have minimal impact on the
operation but may result in a $48,000 increase in the annual allocation for the
neighborhood improvement program (approximately 890 clients) for the 75 Public
Service Programs funded by the Federal Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG). LEA reported that an additional cost of $500,000 would be needed to
continue at the current level of services for their programs if the living wage policy
was applied. However, LEA will be requesting an exemption of $260,000 for the
City's workreation program which would reduce the $500,000 to $240,000.
Attachment C is a list of responses from the City Agencies.

ACORN was pleased with the NED&LC living wage analysis and based on the
analysis urged the City to adopt a living wage policy.

The various chambers of commerce have not provided a response because they
have not been able to meet with their various committees that deal with this issue.
Once the various chamber committees meet, they will forward the comments to the
City.

Draft Proposed Policy

The draft proposed living wage policy submitted by Vice Mayor Ignacio De La
Fuente requires employers to pay employees a minimum of $8.00 per hour with
benefits and $9.25 without. The policy is intended to promote the use of taxpayer
dollars in promoting sustenance and have the creation of living wage jobs to
increase consumer income, decrease levels of poverty, invigorate neighborhood
businesses and reduce the need for taxpayer-funded social programs. Attachment D
is a draft proposed policy.

• The policy would be applicable to the following:

1. Any business that is required to have a business tax license such as
contractors, subcontractors, and non-profit organizations;

2 Any person (individual, proprietorship, partnership, joint venture,
corporation, limited liability company, trust, association, or other entity
that may employ individuals or enter into contracts) who receives
assistance of $500,000 in any twelve month period shall be required to
comply with the living wage ordinance for five years from the date that
such assistance reaches the $500,000 threshold;

3. Any person (individual, proprietorship, partnership, joint venture,
corporation, limited liability company, trust, association, or other entity
that may employ individuals or enter into contracts) who receives
assistance of $50,000 in any twelve-month period shall be required to
comply with the living wage ordinance for a period of one year; and
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4. Any person (individual, proprietorship, partnership, joint venture,
corporation, limited liability company, trust, association, or other entity
that may employ individuals or enter into contracts) who receives
assistance of $25,000 in any twelve month period shall be required to
comply with the living wage ordinance for a three month period.

• The policy would apply to bond financing, planning assistance, tax increment
financing exclusively by the City and City tax credits.

• Employersthat receive contracts from the City or Agency shall:

1. Offer at least a minimum of 16 hours of work;

2. Provide their employees with at least 20 days off per year for sick leave,
vacation or personal necessity;

3. Provide at least 10 days of uncompensated time for sick or personal
leave;

4. Inform employees making less than twelve dollars per hour of their
possible right to the federal Earned Income Credit; and

5. Earned income credit forms are to be supplied to the employees in
English, Spanish and other languages spoken by a significant number
of employees.

• Program exemptions:

1. A recipient that employs fewer than five employees for each working
day in each of twenty or more calendar weeks in the current or
preceding calendar year;

2. A recipient that employs the long-term unemployed or provides
trainee positions intended to prepare employees for permanent
positions;

3. Employers with collective bargaining agreements;

4. Assistance provided by the Community Development Bank and City
staff would not be regarded as financial assistance; and

5. Vendors, such as suppliers shall not be regarded as contractors or
subcontractors.
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• Monitoring:
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1. Contract Compliance shall be notified in writing of a proposed RFP,
RFQ, contract, lease or financial assistance agreement and shall include
the contract amount, term of contract, scope of work, number and
classification of full-time and part-time employees and employees rate
of pay.

2. Contract Compliance will issue a written determination of applicability
to the ordinance within 5 working days of a written request.

3. Contract Compliance will monitor the operations of contractors,
subcontractors and financial assistance recipients by conducting
random site visits and payroll audits.

4. Contract Compliance will perform designated reviews where there is a
specific concern or a complaint about employment practices.

Staff Analysis of Proposed Draft Policy

Below is a list of issues raised by staff regarding the draft living wage policy.

No allocation of resources for
monitoring and enforcement
or personal necessity

No enforcement penalties for
non-comp liance

Sick leave, vacation and personal
benefits may be difficult to
monitor

Employers provide Earned
Income Credit Tax information
in different languages

Employer shall provide at least
20 days off per year for sick leave,
vacation and 10 uncompensated

Recommendation

Staff recommends appropriate
resources be allocated to Contract
Compliance should it be necessary
that complaints be investigated. Staff
cost could range from $10,000 to
$50,000.

Staff recommends that a penalty be
assessed of $500 or $1,000 per day for
non-compliance with the policy.

Staff needs to develop a monitoring
method to indicate that employees
are receiving sick leave, vacation and
personal benefits

The City must develop earned
income credit tax information in
different languages and provide
support services for these languages

Staff needs to obtain information
from employers to determine cost
impact to the City and employers.
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It is recommended that City Council provide staff with direction regarding the draft
proposed policy. Should Council proceed with the draft policy, the policy should be
reviewed by the City Attorney's office, community groups and the various chambers
of commerce prior to implementation. Additionally, the issues listed above should
be addressed.

Should Council choose not to proceed with the proposed draft living wage policy
staff recommends that one of the following scenarios be adopted by City Council.
NED&LC in their analysis listed five living wage scenarios for the City to consider.
Attachment E provides more detail of the living wage scenario. Based on staff's
analysis the following three scenarios were deemed to be the most economically
feasible.

1. Adopt a living wage ordinance for all service industry occupations to pay a
minimum wage of $7.78 per hour.

2. Adopt a living wage ordinance for all service industry occupations to pay a
minimum wage of $6.08 per hour (with benefits).

3. Adopt an ordinance that transitions to a $7.78 per hour living wage over a 3
year period. Service occupations would pay a starting wage of $6.26 per hour
with an annual increase of $.76 per year.

Upon Council direction to develop one of the above living wage policy, staff will
return to Council within 45-60 days with the final implementation package.

Respectfully submitted,

:bRoberts ..,. ....~~
Director, Public Works Agency

Prepared by:
Roy Cordero
Manager, Contracting &
Employment Services

APPROVED AND FORWARDED TO THE
COMIVIUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMIVIITTEE

Office of the City Manager



Attachment A

Attachment B

Attachment C

Attachment D

Attachment E

LIST OF EXHIBITS

List of Jurisdictions That Have Passed Living Wage
Policies

National Economic Development and Law Center Living
Wage Policies Nationwide Analysis - An Analysis for the
City of Oakland

Matrix of City Agency Responses

Vice Mayor Ignacio De La Fuente's Proposed
Oakland Living Wage Ordinance and Policy

National Law Center Living Wage Scenarios
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Living Wage Ordinances
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Boston, MA 11997, July IOrdinance 1$7.49 from JUly 1 and upwardly Any grant, loan, tax incentive, bond financing, sUbsidy
adjust either by fed'i poverty or other assist. over $100,000 of for-profit employer of
guideline, the CPI, or 110% of at least 25 employees or any non-profit with over 100

I ~fed'i min. wage, whichever is employees.
higher Leaseholders or renters of a Beneficiary that occupy <

25 sq.fl.

Des Moines, Iowa 11988 original Resolution of '96 '88 ord. required $7.00ihr. Non-management, full-time employees of companies
1994, Nov., replaces policy of '94, '94 ord. required $8.50/hr that receive assistance through urban renewal or loan
update July, which replaced '88 '96 res. sets goal of average programs.

I 01996 age rate of $9.00/hr.

Duluth, MN

Gary, IN

1997, JUly

1989,June

Ordinance which
amends the city code

Ordinance

$6.50 with health benefits
$7.25 wlout health benefits
To be adjusted July 1 each year
Ito reflect change in CPI.

icommensing with prevailing
iWage of the county

IAny person that receives $ for any of these city
'services: Minnesota investment fund loans,
enterprise zone credits, business loans and grants,
Itax increment financing land Write-downs, industrial
park land write-downs, lease abatements.

Industrial revenue bonds, economic grants, or any
economic development incentive

~

~

~ersey City, NJ 1996, June Ordinance to amend
and supplement prevo
legis., Chapt. 3, Article
VII JC, city code

$7.50/hr with 5 days paid~ontractors that employ clerical workers, food service
Ivacation for 1st 6 mos. & 5 days orkers, janitorial workers and unarmed security
for 2nd 6 mos. and $2,OOOlyr. for guards under the contract.
Ihealth benefits

Page 1
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Living Wage Ordinances
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Baltimore, MD IConstructio contracts < $5,000. -post wages Wage Commission and $50 a day for each employee

-submit 2 copies of project Board of Estimates underpaid, $1 O/day that the
payrolls (for subs too) payroll is late
-pay employees bi-weekly

~ 1/8/98

Fines (up to $500/day), wage
reslilution for employees,
suspension of assistance,
and debarment from future
City assistance.

IBoston, MA

Des Moines, Iowa

nonprofit orgs. with less than 100 Emps. must use comm based Ord. Creates a Citizen
employees. hiring halls or One Stop centers Assistance Advisory
Construction, prevailing wage to hire city residents. Must report Commillee (CAAC),
and union jobs exempt. on job creation, wages and meets quarterly (one
Exceptions made for seasonal or training plans member fro AFLCIO,
pt youth employment progs. and Qtrly reports to the city of one fro ACORN & 5
econ. hardship exception employment activities. ~pointees by Mayor.

Revolving Loan Fund, Enterprise Employers who may be a startup Community Economic Have not found any signif.
Community Business Capital or have other hardships may . Dev. Office. Though Impact on the bidding
Fund and companies in the retail, have the $9.00 wage as a goal. Stricker fell that it would process or the number of
restaurant & hospitality industries be beller for dif office to companies that present bids.
where ave. wage rate standard of monitor since his is
$8.50 is a goal resp for gelling the

contracts

'Duluth, MN

Gary,IN

Small employers as def. By
Minn. Statutes.
Job readiness & training servo
CDBG recipients.
Summer youth employ. progs.
Reclp. of less than $25,000.

NA

Employers shall pay at least 90%
of their employees a this living
wage.
Provo Payroll reports on biannual
basis.

Employers must file a schedule
of the wages to be paid with the
City of Gary's Wage Rate Officer
and In the Gary Common Council
Office prior to work being done.

Appropriate city staff. ITermination of contract if
emp. violates 3 times.

Common Council of the IFines ($1,000) for each
City of Gary violation for each day.

Jersey City, NJ NA
I

APPlies to full and part time (25 INA
hrs+/week).
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los Angeles, CA 1997, March Ordinance $7.25 wlhealth benefits All service contracts in excess of $25,000 and a

$8.50 wlout health benefits contract term of at least 3 months. Bond Financing
and Tax Credits

1/8/96

Milwaukee, WI

Minneapolis, MN

New Haven, CT

1995

1997, March

1997, May

SubstiMe Ordinance

Resolution

Ordinance

1$6.05 adjusted each March in

l

accordance wlHHS pov.
gUidelines for family of 3

110% of fed'i poverty level for
family of 4, and 100% w/benefits

97-98--100% of federal poverty
standard for fam of 4
198-99--105%
99-00--110%
00-01--115%
01-02--120%
City Controller shall calc.

\All service contracts, subcontracts and agreements
et, entered into or mady by the cfty.

leconomic development contracts
-land sales at less than the fair mrkt price
-loans
-bonds excluding conduit bonds
-grants, and city tax incentives.

Service Contracts (Food Preparation, Security,
Custodial/Maintenance, Clerical, Transportation, &
lManagement of these services.)

IilI

o

~

New York City, NY 11996, Sept. local law to amend the
administrative code

Employees shall be paid the
applicable prevailing wage rate
'of workers in same trade or
Ioccupation, determined by cfty
comptroller.
Securily-$7.90; Food-$15.50
Cleaning-$14.46

IAny contract for security, temporary, cleaning and
food services

IilI

Portland, OR 1996,June Ordinance
1

96/97 - $6.75 ~II formal service contracts for janftors, security
97/98 - $7.00 guards, parking allendants, and temporary clerical

l

and shall be adjusted by a %age orkers.
according to cost of living
increase given to city employees
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Los Angeles, CA Contracts less than $25,000. Employer shall provide at least 12 Bureau of Contract City may cancel contract in

Employment training orgs that paid days off for sick, vacation or Admin. In DPW event of non-compliance.
serve homeless, chronically personal.
unemp. Or TANF reclps. Health benefits shall consist of at
First yr. City financial asst. recip. least $1.25/hr.
Employs fewer than 5 Inform employees of their right to
employees, Obtains a waiver. EIC

Milwaukee, WI Service contracts does not Applies to part time workers also. Department of Public City may withofd payment on,
include those that Involve the Works--Standards and terminate or suspend the
purchase of goods Procurement Division of contract, after due process.

Administration Deny contractor right to bid In
future for one yr.

~inneapolis, MN -contracts < $100,000 in one FY 60% of new jobs will be held by City of Minneapolis & Sanctions for non-compliance,
-small business as defined by City residents and jobs wilt be Minn. Community Dev'l
state advertised to entire community Agency
-CDCs and job training and job
readiness orgs.

New Haven, CT Non-profits whose chief Encourage employers to hire and City Controller $100 finelday for not meeting
executive earns less than 8 times train current or former welfare wage standard or not posting
that of the lowest paid. recipients, required documents.
Does not include carpenters,
electricians, glaziers, painters,
roofers or other indiv. employed
by the city.

New York City, NY Non-profit sector. -Post wages for employees City Comptroller's Office After investigation, may
-submit payroll records with each withhold any payment due.
RQ May issue a disposition which

directs payment of wages
w/lnterest.

-
Portland, OR The Commissloner-in-Charge of Employers shall consider NA NA

any city Bureau may waive non- including In bid other wage and/or
monetary compensation, I.e.: benefit criteria Ie, vacation, retire-
training or educational work. ment, child care, training

118198
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San Jose, CA 11988, Ocl. Resolution requires prevailing wage City funded public works construction projects

1991 Prevailing wage originally. Later extended to city housing projects &
amended ordinance direct services: residential sl. sweeping, convention I
1989, Feb. cntr food servs., parking lot mng. services, janitorial 0

servo & other routine contracts over $1,000.

1/8/98

Santa Clara
County, CA

SI. PaUl, MN

1995,Sepi.

1997, Jan.

Tax Rebate Policy

Resolution

$101hr w/health benefits or a
suitable alternative

110% of fed'i poverty level for
family of 4, and 100% w/benefils

IManufacturers that, but for the rebate, would not have

l

otherwise located in SC County & who create &
sustain at least 10 f.I., perm manufac. Jobs over the
rebate period.

economic development contracts
-land sales at less than the fair mrkt price
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-bonds excluding conduit bonds
-grants, and city tax incentives.
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San Jose, CA Parperty owned by City Requirements shall be included State Dept of Industrial Rescission of the contract or

Employee Retirement System in RFP Relations agreement, or to seek jUdicial
relief for damages

1/8/98

Santa Clara
!county, CA

NA Comp looked more fav upon If
prov health care for all emps.,
prov childcare, hire County job
trng alum, hire residents, locate
near pUb transpo, have public
'giving prog, worker trng, env
standards.

County Board of
Supervisors and
Finance Director

County shall recover the
rebate If company commits a
willful or negligent act with
regard to its business wlin
SC County.

St. Paul, MN Excludes
-contract $100,000
-intermediarlon such as CDC
-small business
-1 st year business
-job training and readiness
organizalion

..

Administrative gUidelines outline
all requirements.

Department of Planning ISanctions for non-compliance.
and Economic
Development
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Executive Summary

Background

In October of 1997, the City's Public Works Agency contracted with the National

Economic Development & Law Center (the Center), a national nonprofit technical

assistance intermediary, to research and analyze the reporte:d benefits and

impacts of living wage policies to other cities. The City also posed several

questions for the Center to address based on this research, which are outlined in

the Introduction of this report.

Summary

There were several common themes that emerged out of the analysis of other

living wage policies and studies.

Living wage policies:
• Increase the standard of living of impacted individuals, but may not

necessarily impact economically disadvantaged individuals or communities;

• Have not necessarily deterred businesses from initiating contracts with cities,
based on the Baltimore study and the Davis-Bacon Act;

• Involve administrative costs to cities at varying levels to monitor and enforce
the ordinance, ranging from $84,000 for the City of Baltimore to a projected
$600,000 for the City of Los Angeles;

• Do not necessarily impact the unemployment rate;

• Do not necessarily create increased costs to cities as a result of bidding price
increases; and

• May impact welfare recipients based on a newly released study by the
Preamble Center for Public Policy.

Several Cities have chosen to:
• Target the Service sector or specific occupations within that sector with the

idea of impacting the greatest number of low wage workers; and

National Economic Development & Law Center December 1997



I. Introduction

Living Wage policies have been adopted in cities and counties across the country with

the intent of raising wage levels of the working poor. Each of these policies lift wage

floors above the state or federal minimum wage levels, with some including benefit

stipulations. Wages are increased by requiring municipal contractors, grantees, and/or

subsidy recipients to pay those employees working under a city contract a "living" wage.

The City of Oakland (the City) has contracted the National Economic Development and

Law Center (the Center) to perform research on the reported impacts that these policies

have had on other cities as well as to help the City answer several questions as the City

Council begins to consider adopting it's own living wage policy:

1. What are the benefits of a living wage ordinance for other cities?

2. What type of fiscal impacts might a living wage policy have?

3. What are the benefits of applying a living wage policy to certain industries and how

do cities go about making that decision?

4. How has competitive bidding in other cities been impacted?

5. How have living wage policies impacted welfare reform?

6. Do living wage policies have an impact on small, minority and women owned

businesses?

7. What oversight infrastructure is necessary to enforce or monitor a wage policy and

what might be the cost?

Findings

To answer these questions the Center analyzed: city and county ordinances; studies

which estimate the impact of proposed living wage ordinances; and an impact analysis

of an ordinance that had been in effect for one year at the time of it's writing. Common

themes which emerged out of analysis of these ordinances and studies were that a

living wage ordinance:

• increases the standard of living of impacted individuals;

National Economic Development & Law Center
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• Excluded nonprofit organizations such as job training agencies or summer
youth employment entities because of the nature of the services they provide.

Conclusion

This report can serve as a tool for the City of Oakland as it considers

implementation of a living wage policy for Oakland. Specifically, this report

analyzes prior research on living wage policies, current City of Oakland contracts

and grants, self-sufficiency wages for Alameda County, and the Kids First!

Initiative. We also present scenarios of various wage levels that the City might

refer to as a starting point for discLission. The report also explores possible next

steps for the City to consider in implementing a living wage ord~nance.

National Economic Development & Law Center
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• does not necessarily deter businesses from initiating contracts with cities;

• involves administrative costs to cities at varying levels to enforce the ordinance;

• does not necessarily impact the unemployment rate; and

• does not necessarily create increased costs to cities as a result of bidding price

increases.

The majority of this report, Section I, will focus on answering the above questions posed

by the City by focusing primarily on three cities where studies have been conducted;

Baltimore, Los Angeles and Boston. In Section II, we will examine the contract and

grant agreements that the City of Oakland has entered into in fiscal years 1995 and

1996 and the loan agreements for fiscal year 1996. Section III examines the self

sufficiency wage standards as estimated by Wider Opportunities for Women and the

California Budget Project for Alameda County and how these wage levels compare to

the federal poverty threshold. Section IV looks at the Kids First! Initiative and it's

projected impact on nonprofit corporations. Finally, Section V explores possible next

steps for the City as discussions begin around implementing a living wage policy based

on the examples set by other cities.

The Living Wage Ordinance Across the Country

The Center examined fifteen ordinances or resolutions that are currently in place across

the country including: Baltimore, MD; Des Moines, IW; Gary, IN; Milwaukee, WI; Santa

Clara County, Los Angeles and San Jose, CA; Boston, MA; Duluth, MN; St. Paul and

Minneapolis, MN; New York City, NY; Portland, OR; Jersey City, NJ; and New Haven,

CT. Though there are similarities in the wage levels and in the processes used to

determine the type of policy to implement, each of these areas has created a policy that

is unique to their city or county. Appendix 1 highlights similarities and differences in

each of these policies in a matrix format.

We identified fourteen other jurisdictions in addition to Oakland that are considering

adopting a living wage ordinance in their area. These cities include S1. Louis, MS;

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, PA; Albuquerque, NM; Denver, CO; San Francisco,

National Economic Development & Law Center
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Pasadena and San Jose1
, CA; Albany County, NY; Montgomery County, MD Missoula,

MT; Spokane, WA; Louisville; KY; and Knoxville, TN.

Failures in passing living wage policies have occurred at the state level in Minnesota,

where it was vetoed by the Governor, and in Chicago, where there was opposition from

the Mayor and, when brought to Council vote, did not have sufficient support.

II. Ordinance Analysis

The Center isolated only three studies where the living wage ordinance has been

examined in detail: one for the city of Baltimore and two studies for the city of Los

Angeles. We also examined a report done for the City of Boston prior to implementation

of that ordinance. In addition, Center research staff conducted interviews with city

officials in each of these cities. While these studies were useful in guiding our research,

none were written in such a way that would answer the questions as posed to us by City

of Oakland staff.

A brief description of the three city ordinances can be found in Table 2.1 below. Wewill

attempt to answer each of the questions shown in the introduction as they might be

applicable to these three cities. Other city ordinances will also be drawn on where

relevant.

, San Jose's first ordinance in 1988, later amended in 1989 and again in 1991, required city contractors to pay union
scale wages for direct services, including: street sweeping, convention center food services, parking lot managers,
janitorial services and other routine contracts over $1,000, in addition to construction. The city is now considering
adding subsidy recipients.

National Economic Development & Law Center
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Table 2.1

It:rr:t¢.ijj~JJJt:fu.'i~Hr.ijil~ffHr::::::rr::.i:$.t.,,~mier:;rrrlr:tJJ:r:~rrt:;:m:~:rr:.J.i:'il:mrtm:J~r::::r:m::~::::1:Jm:tt~;:lrt:J:t~jl~J.'J.J:::~~:JJJ~jJttml
:Baltimore :December, : 1996 - $6.10 ;Construction contracts and their jConstruction contracts :
: h 994 ;1997 - $6.60 isubcontractors in excess of $5,000. All < $5,000. Purchase of goods. :
: . i 1998 - $7.10 iservice contractors and subcontractors. :

:1999-$7.70 I
:·so·stilii············Iji:iIY:·1·9·9i' ""'T$'i:49'from'jiJly',"a'nd' "········'·:Aii'se-rvb~··coiitractors·and·s·ubcc;n~'··'·····"'rNoii'pri:ifit'orgaii·iz·atioii·s·witii'iess··~

:upwardly adjusts either by :tractors, Any grant, loan, tax incentive, !than 100 employees. Contracts :
; federal poverty threshold for :bond financing, sUbsidy or other iunder $100,000.
~ family of four, the CPI or :assistance over $100,000 for for-profit :Construction, prevailing wage
i 110% of the federal :employers with at least 25 employees, or ;and union jobs exempt.
:minimum wage level, :any non-profit with at least 100 :Exceptions can be made for
:whichever is higher. :employees, and a contract over :seasonal or part-time youth

:$1 00,000. :employment programs (under
:Leaseholders or renters related to above '21) and City Council or Mayor .
:assistance that occupies> 25 sq. feet. :may grant an economic hardship ~

, 'exception. Purchase of goods. :

: :: : :. :

:·Lo·s·i\ii'ge·ies··:·Marcii:··1·997···:·$7.25 with 'iie·a·itii··beiie-iiis·······;·AII·service·co·ntracts·iii··excess··of··.. ·············;·cc;,:;ir·a·cts·ie·ss·iiia·n·$25:000:·········[
:$8.50 without health benefits: $25,000 with a contract term of at least ,Employment training organiza- :
, ;three months. Includes subcontractors. .' tions that serve homeless, :

chronically unemployed or TANF :
'recipients. Any first year :
,. recipient of city financial
"assistance. Purchase of goods.

2.1 What are the benefits of a living wage ordinance for other cities?

One benefit of a living wage ordinance to low wage workers is obvious. An increase in

wages leads to an increased standard of living. However, the studies we examined

showed other benefits that are less obvious.

In Los Angeles, two comprehensive studies were done prior to implementing the city's

wage ordinance. One study was prepared under contract for the City of Los Angeles by

University of California - Los Angeles professors (UCLA study-Appendix 2)? The

second study was conducted by several professors and researchers from the University

of California-Riverside (UC Riverside study -Appendix 3).3

The Los Angeles studies estimate the benefits to affected employees. The UC

Riverside study states that direct benefits to affected families amount to 33.0 percent in

2 Sander, Or. Richard H. (UCLA) and Or. Douglass Williams (Carleton College), An Empirical Analysis of the
Proposed Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance, January 2, 1997.
2 Pollin, Or. Robert (UC-Riverside), et. aI., Economic Analysis ofrhe Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance, October,
1996.
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pretax income, 27.9 percent in after-tax earned income, and 10.6 percent including all

taxes and subsidies. The report makes the assumption that as a result of this wage,

affected families will have much greater access to bank loans and other forms of credit

that can be used to purchase a home or automobile or to finance higher education. The

report also projects that effected workers and their families will reduce the amount of

government subsidies they receive by 50.4 percent or $33.3 million.

Similarly, the Chicago Institute on Urban Poverty states that minimum wage households

require double the government subsidies needed by living wage households. Their

report states that a worker earning $7.60 per hour qualifies for $302 per month less in

government subsidies than a worker earning $4.25 per hour.4

The UCLA study, however, questions this large decrease in government subsidies.

Sander's and Williams' study states that for purposes of analysis, the UC Riverside

study assumes that all of the workers covered by the living wage ordinance come from

low-income families who utilize subsidies. They noted that not only does this

assumption increase the "anti-poverty" impact of the proposal, it also projects that there

will be a significant decrease in government subsidies. The UCLA study finds that the

number of people in poverty affected by the ordinance, and the loss of government

benefits as a result of their increase in wages and benefits, are much lower than the UC

Riverside study indicates.s

The UCLA study further indicates that many low wage workers that are eligible for

benefits do not use them. This particularly holds true in Los Ange~es where many of the

low wage workers are Latino, a population whose participation rate in social welfare

benefits is significantly lower than Anglo and African-American populations.

The UC Riverside study also points out that some of the communities in which the

affected employees reside will experience increased spending at businesses, higher

rates of homeownership, education and entrepreneurship. Researchers estimated

4 Chicago Institute on Urban Poverty, The Living Wage: In the Public Interest?, 1996, p. 4.
5 The UCLA study bases this finding on the analysis of data from the Current Population Survey, which is an in-depth
study of some 65,000 households undertaken by the Census Bureau. For a detailed explanation of their
methodology, see page 41 of Appendix 2.
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these effects for the areas of Pacoima, Lincoln-Sereno, and Crenshaw-Figueroa.

However, we believe that these benefits are not only difficult to measure, but are also

based on the assumption that affected workers live in these low-income areas.

Another report that looks at the projected benefits of a living wage ordinance was done

by the Policy Development and Research Development Departments of the Boston

Redevelopment Authority for that city. This report is significantly less detailed than the

other studies and only presents what contractors should be impacted by the ordinance.

The overall conclusion of their study is that a living wage of $7.806 per hour will not

result in a significant increase in the City of Boston's budget.

In the Baltimore impact analysis (Appendix 4), the Preamble Center looked at several

areas of concern for opponents to the ordinance including, the costs of city service

contracts, the number of bidders applying for city contracts, administrative costs, and

the overall business climate of the city. They found that contract costs were down after

the living wage ordinance was implemented.

Baltimore's Bureau of Management and Budget Research determined that the total

value of contracts that would be affected by the wage requirement was $26,811,544.

Preamble obtained full or partial information on 23 contracts for which pre- and post

ordinance costs were available. The value of these contracts was $19,326,066 in 1994,

or 72% of the total value of those contracts affected by the ordinance. The study's

findings indicate that in real terms, the total co~t of city contracts declined by 2.4% from

$19,326,066 to $18,860,329 since the ordinance went into affect. 7 Table 2.2 lists these

contracts and their value.

6 This wage is 31 cents higher than the $7.49 wage that was eventually adopted by City Council and was based on
the newly released 1996 poverty threshold for a family of four. The $7.49 wage is based on the 1995 threshold,
calculated by the Census Bureau. .
7 Sforza-Roderick, Michelle and Mark Weisbrot, The Preamble Center for PUblic POlicy, Baltimore's Uving Wage Law:
An Analysis of the Fiscal and Economic Costs of Baltimore City Ordinance 442, October, 1994, p. 9.
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Table 2.2 Baltimore's Contract Costs Before and After a Living Wage Ordinance8

Pre-Living Wage '94 Post-Living Wage '95

Cost Cost Weighted

Contract Name ~ Bids (current $) (constant $) • Bids % Diff.

Public Pupil Bus Transportation 14,137,507.50 14,500,000.00 14,213,263.74 0.4038

Homemaker Services 72,000.00 4 84,528.00 80,170.87 5 0.0482

Carpet Repairs 4 2

Athletic & Cultural Bus Transportation 23 15

Homemaker/Personal Care Service 268,400.00 4 258,280.00 246,192.10 5 -0.1080

General Moving & Hauling 118,650.00 5 118,508.20 112,623.18 4 -0.0303

Maintenance & Repairs on Trailers 2 1

Grass Cutting -- Cluster H 44,604.00 4 31,500.00 30,692.69 4 -0.0508

Janitorial, People's Court BUilding 21,372.00 15 18,456.00 17,399.96 13 -0.0171

Hauling of Voting Machines 2 2

Camp Variety .Bus Transportation 30,000.00 7 35,440.00 32,653.63 3 0.0153

Janitorial, Library Branches 19 & 21 8,010.00 8,700.00 8,210.39 0.0011

Janitorial, Library Branches 2 & 4 5,939.72 8,736.00 8,244.36 0.0170

Janitorial, Library Branches 30, 36 & 38 10,067.84 12,000.00 11,324.67 0.0075

Janitorial, Library Branches 6 & 18 6,672.00 8,000.00 7,341.63 0.0039

Janitorial, Library Branches 23 & 26 8,100.00 8,400.00 7,363.66 -0.0035

General Charter Bus Service 750,000.00 18 750,000.00 709,916.65 17 -0.2012

Commission on Aging Nutritional Meals 2,523,069.12 3 2,161,391.00 2,047,918.39 2 -2.0449

Summer Foodservice Program for 1,289,500.00 1 1,332,000.00 1,296,569.57 1 0.0377
Youth
Janitorial, Dunbar Day Care 9,600.00 1 7,312.56 6,873.52 2 -0.0104

Janitorial, Wyman Park MPC 5,628.00 7,615.86 7,172.93 0.0104

Janitorial, Govans MPC 7,346.21 7,312.56 6,887.27 -0.0023

Janitorial, Arena Garage 9,600.00 10,128.00 9,510.41 -0.0005

Total Costs 19,326,066.39 19,368,308.18 18,860,329.62

Mean % Difference -1.9240

Standard Deviation 0.4836

Total Number of Bids 93 76

The last column of the table shows that the average contract price, weighted by its

share in the total cost of the sample, also declined, by 1.92%. While this decline is

noteworthy, the report indicates that it is not conclusive that the living wage ordinance

contributed to this factor. However, based on Preamble's interviews with contractors,

some noted the decline may be the result of the practice of trying to underbid previous

years contracts, thereby causing contractors to absorb the increased costs of the living

8 Ibid., p. 8.
9 These costs were adjusted by the Consumer Price Index for the time that elapsed between each pair of contracts.
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wage. The Baltimore study also noted that firms stressed the relationship between

higher wages and reduced turnover among their staff. While this may lead to increased

efficiency for contractors and possibly lower total costs, as Preamble indicates, there is

no conclusive evidence to indicate this is true. One benefit that is commonly raised in

the Baltimore and Los Angeles studies is the linkage between high wages and

increased efficiency, which the Los Angeles studies indicate may lead to improved

services for the city. But, again, there is no direct evidence, other than Baltimore

employers' comments during interviews, that this is a specific result of the living wage

ordinance.

2.2 What type of fiscal impacts might a living wage policy have?

It is very difficult to measure the fiscal impact to cities as a result of implementing a

living wage policy. Though all the studies we reviewed attempted to measure this

impact, we find that researchers are often forced to make assumptions about the data

without the benefit of very detailed city budget data, in depth and pointed interviews with

employers regarding the current wage and benefit levels of their employees, and

adequate time and resources to conduct such a study.

With this information in mind, three studies we examined report that the expected or

actual (in the case of Baltimore) fiscal impact of the ordinance will be minimal. One

study indicated an increase in contract costs of potentially 4-7%.

"Given [the] overall relationship between the $39.4 million in direct wage increases and

$3.9 billion in total firm output, we conclude that the living wage ordinance can be

implemented while causing no net increase in the City budget, no employment loss and

no loss of City services to the residents of Los Angeles. "

-the UC Riverside study

"The real cost of [Baltimore's] contracts has actually decreased since the ordinance

went into effect. "

"The cost to taxpayers of compliance has been minimal, with the City allocating about

17 cents per person annually for this purpose. "

National Economic Development & Law Center December 1997



"There is no evidence that businesses have responded negatively to the passage of the

ordinance. In fact, the value of business investment in the City of Baltimore actually

increased substantially in the year after passage of the law."

-the Baltimore Study

"We have concluded that the living wage of $7. 80 per hour would not result in a

significant increase in the city budget, either directly through wages to city employees or

indirectly through wages to contractors with city government."

-the Boston report

As noted in Table 2.2, research by Preamble has shown that the total contract costs

before and after implementation of the living wage ordinance actually declined. Again,

while this research is noteworthy to some degree, Preamble states: "We cannot, of

course, conclude that the living wage ordinance actually contributed to lowering the cost

of the average contract."10

The Boston report (Appendix 5) estimates the possible increased costs to the various

city departments based on fiscal year 1997 to be $136,756. For city employees, the

starting pay is already above the living wage level at $8.97 per hour, creating no

additional costs for the city as an employer. In addition, interviews with city staff

indicate that they expect the ordinance to effect very few occupations, since many

people in the City of Boston already receive living wage earnings due to the high cost of

living.

The UCLA study estimates the cost of the ordinance to service contractors to be about

4-7% of the total amount of all city service contracts. The report states that the overall

increase in labor costs would be between $28 and $42 million, which it predicts the City

would eventually pay for through higher costs or a reduction in services.

10 Sforza-Roderick and Weisbrot, p. 9.
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2.3 What are the benefits of applying a living wage policy to certain industries

and how do cities go about making that decision?

in many cases, in determining which industries to target, cities will look at those

industries that typically have low wages. For this reason, several cities have targeted

the Service sector and all the industries within that sector. These cities include

Baltimore, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New Haven and San Jose. Other cities target

specific industries or occupations within the Service sector, most often: cleaning,

security, parking lot management, clerical and food preparation.· Cities which have

chosen this option are Jersey City, New York, and Portland.

The benefit of targeting the Service sector and specific service industries is that the city

is most likely to impact the largest number of low-wage workers. As we will see in

Section III of this report, where we look at the City of Oakland's contracts by industry,

Service contracts make up the bulk of contract dollars for the City. If a City's goal is to

have the greatest impact on low wage workers, focusing on the Service sector is the

area where a living wage policy could have a large impact.

Improving the quality of city services provided by private businesses is another

projected benefit of targeting the Service sector. The City of Los Angeles set this as a

goal for their ordinance. Again, the three studies we examined indicate that higher

wages and benefits could reduce worker turnover. This in turn increases the average

level of experience among employees, and therefore may improve the quality of

services provided. Likewise, higher wages and benefits enable employers to recruit

workers with stronger skills.

2.4 How has competitive bidding in other cities been impacted?

The Baltimore study and interviews with other city enforcement arms indicate that the

impact of the living wage ordinance on competitive bidding has been minimal. The

Baltimore study found the decrease in bids to the city between 1994 and 1995 to be

statistically insignificant. Researchers examined those contracts where the labor costs

were immediately impacted by the ordinance. For these contracts, 43% either had

National Economic Development & Law Center
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more or an unchanged number of bidders as the previous year, and 57% had fewer

bidders.

According to the janitorial contract buyer for the city, there had been no decrease in bids

outside the normal fluctuations in the companies' bidding practices. The Baltimore

study further points out that in two janitorial contracts, where the ordinance created the

greatest wage increase among entry-level positions, there was an increase in the

number of bidders. Whereas, the contract with the largest decline in bidders was

already meeting the living wage standard. 11

Neither of the Los Angeles studies make projections regarding the effects on the

competitive bidding process.

2.5 How have living wage policies impacted welfare reform?

As the City of Oakland considers adopting a living wage policy, it is important to

consider how this policy might impact welfare reform. None of the studies we reviewed

address this question. And, it is still largely unclear how welfare reform will be shaped

for the state of California or what the City's living wage policy will be. However, even

without this information, City officials should keep some key points in mind as the living

wage and welfare reform debates unfold.

The first key point will be to make clear distinctions between unsubsidized employment,

subsidized public and private sector employment, and on-the-job-training.12 While many

cities exempt non-profit training organizations from their living wage policies, it becomes

unclear how welfare reform factors into this equation if a private sector employer is

providing similar forms of training. For example, consider a TANF recipient who is

earning a minimum wage while working 20 hours per week for a private sector company

on a job that is covered by the living wage ordinance. This employee, under TANF

guidelines, is also receiving on-the-job training by this company. Should this company,

in addition to providing the required training under TANF also be required to pay the

11 Ibid. p. 11.
12 "The Implications of Applying Federal Minimum Wage Standards to TANF Work Activities," The Center for Law and
Social Policy, www.c1asp.org.
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living wage rate to this employee, or would this company be exempt from the policy

because it is providing a training service to the city?

Another key point to consider is the availability of jobs for TANF recipients. On

December 10,1997, Jobs for Justice released a study on the impact of welfare reform,

which was conducted by the Preamble Center for Public Policy. According to this study,

living wage policies could reduce the number of jobs available to entry-level job

seekers. As wages increase, the quality of employee sought could also increase,

thereby reducing the low-wage jobs that may be available to individuals coming off of

welfare. The study indicates that there will be 97 former welfare recipients for every

available job paying a living wage, which they define as $25,907 for a household of

three in the Midwest. The report states that jobs that pay t~lis living wage will be nearly

impossible to find. The ratio of workers-to-available jobs improves to 22-1 for those

seeking to find a job that meets the federal poverty line, which for a household of three

is $12,278.13

If, however, the City of Oakland were to focus on service sector jobs for its living wage

policy, the estimated number of jobs that might be affected by a wage increase is

actually fairly small. Therefore, the impact of this policy on welfare reform may not be

as great as Preamble predicts in their December study. Likewise, when we look at the

other living wage policies based on the size of the city, the numbers of jobs impacted is

also minimal. The UCLA study estimates that the number of workers to be affected by

the ordinance is 2,500 out of a city of almost 3.5 million residents. 14

2.6 Do living wage policies have an impact on small, minority and women

owned businesses?

The studies we examined did not discuss the impact living wage policies might have on

small, minority and women owned businesses. While no ordinance specifically

excludes minority or women owned businesses, many do exclude small businesses.

Six cities specifically exclude small businesses or indirectly exclude them by stating the

minimum number of workers a contractor must employ to be considered subject to the

~: Shepard, Paul, Welfare Recipient Job-Hunt Odds Poor, Associated Press, December 10, 1997.
1990 US Census Data
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ordinance. If the City of Oakland has specific concerns for these businesses, then this

should be kept in mind when drafting the ordinance.

It is also important to note that seven of the fifteen living wage policies we examined

exclude non-profit, job training or youth employment programs from their policies.

These entities are excluded because they often provide many other support service

needs for city residents. Job training organizations offer specific training benefits to

workers in addition to wages. Enforcing a living wage on these types of organizations

could create undue hardship and reduce the number of individuals able to benefit from

their services.

2.7 What oversight infrastructure is necessary to enforce or monitor a wage

policy and what might be the cost?

Based on the studies we reviewed and interviews with city staff, we determined that

administrative costs to other cities has been minimal. We project that these costs might

also be minimal for the City of Oakland. However, determination of enforcement costs

is largely dependent on the scope of the ordinance, the reporting requirements and the

penalties.

The UCLA study makes a comprehensive recommendation to the City of Los Angeles

regarding that city's administrative mechanism. Sander and Williams recommend that

this mechanism have the following characteristics: 15

• a strong educational component to make covered employees aware of the

requirements of the ordinance, and a mechanism to gather information from

employees regarding employers compliance;

• serious but not disproportionate penalties for non-compliance;

• a two-tiered reporting system with lower reporting requirements for firms with few

covered employees; and

• a reporting system that is tied into existing state forms and time-lines to minimize

employer burdens and paperwork.

Both Los Angeles studies estimated the administrative costs for enforcement to be

approximately $600,000 or less.
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According to interviews with the city's administering arm, these cost estimates have

proven to be high. The City of Los Angeles formed a new Office of Contract

Compliance to serve as the enforcement arm for the ordinance. Since the ordinance

passed in July of 1997, these cost figures represent the start-up costs and the salaries

for four employees for the first fiscal year. Salary costs totaled $211,203 and indirect

costs totaled $43,862, giving the office a total first year budget of $255,065 for a city of

almost 3.5 million residents.

Likewise, administrative costs for the City of Baltimore's ordinance have not been

significant. The Wage Commission was awarded $121,000 to enforce the ordinance in

1996. According to Wage Commission staff, prior to 1996, there were nine staff

members who monitored the city's Minimum Wage Ordinance and the Prevailing Wage

Ordinance, both of which had been in place since roughly the mid-1960s. The budget

for this office in 1994 was $332,000 for staff and overhead costs. To enforce the Living

Wage Ordinance, two additional staff members were hired during 1996, adding an

estimated $84,000 to the Wage Commission's budget for salaries and administrative

costs, almost $40,000 less than what the office had been awarded. This for a city with a

population in 1990 of 736,014.16

The Baltimore Wage Commission's efforts were focused on educating employers about

implementation of the ordinance in the first half of 1995 and phased in the enforcement

of the ordinance after that time. Penalties to contractors and subcontractors for

delinquency are $10 for each calendar day the payroll is late and $50 per day for each

employee that is underpaid. For fiscal year 1996-1997, the Wage Commission

collected $75,523 in late payrolls and restitution fines, some of which may off-set the

cost of enforcement.

Administrative costs for the city of Boston are not yet known. According to

conversations with the Boston Redevelopment Authority, it has not been determined

what the cost will be to the city. There is currently a monitoring office in place that

15 Sander and Williams, p. 60.
16 1990 US Census data.
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reviews affirmative action hiring policies, and it is generally believed that the living wage

oversight component will be incorporated into this office.

III. City of Oakland Contracts

The Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) is a grassroots

organization composed of community groups made up of low and moderate income

families whose goal is to gain a greater voice in their communities, cities, states and

nationwide. ACORN has been instrumental in initiating living wage campaigns across

the country. For the City of Oakland, ACORN conducted primary research of contract,

grant, and loan agreements entered into by the City of Oakland to determine how these

agreements might be classified by industry. The data consisted of the company name

and address, contract, grant or loan amount, contract description (available only for

contracts), and the date the agreement originated. The information was gathered from

several different city sources including the Contract Compliance Office within the

Department of Public Works, the Budget and Finance Agency, CEDA, the

Redevelopment Agency and the Life Enrichment Agency. Most of the data was in

database format, with the exception of loan information where data was entered directly

from files. All information was based on fiscal years 1995 and 1996, except for loans,

which were only supplied for fiscal year 1996.

To the best of ACORN's ability, procurement contracts were not included in the

information submitted to the Center. Where certain contracts included line items for

both goods and services, ACORN attempted to remove the procurement data.

Based 011 the data received, ACORN attempted to assign industry sectors to the

contracts using Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes at the two-digit level.

However, the method of assigning codes was somewhat haphazard given the limited

information. ACORN assigned industry sectors based on the name of the company and

the description, (descriptions were only available for 6.5% of all entries). Many sectors

could be reasonably assigned SIC codes by name, however, 21 % of the 19,306

contracts were not assigned SIC codes. We labeled these contracts as unclassified.
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Other shortcomings in the data received from the City are that itdid not include the

number of employees hired under the contract, the wages of the workers, or whether

the agreement is multi-year. Without this data, it is difficult to determine what specific

contracts and occupations under those contracts might be impacted by a living wage

ordinance.

Though this data is somewhat imperfect, we believe it will give the City a "ballpark"

estimate of current agreements let by the city, thereby giving a starting point upon which

to begin discussions around a living wage ordinance.

The Center analyzed the information provided by ACORN to determine which industries

might be affected by a living wage ordinance. Based on our analysis and according to

ACORN's assignment of SIC codes, the city awards the greatest number of dollars to

the Service sector. The charts below show the number of contracts per sector, the

average contract size, and the total amount in dollars of those contracts for contracts,

grants, and loans.
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Contracts - FY 1995

·1I1·1~l!lilllill·I:.II:I~:111111111111111~111~1·1111~1·111111~11:~I~IIII:~:1~1ililll~11Ii'I:I~I:I'I]I~ljlll!l:rtlilij
' ~:lli;i~:': ..:.:.:::.:.:::.:.:.: ~~: 11••11111;:

:~~~i~~I~~~~~,~~r~~try. Fis~i~~~~i~I~g .~i ..."....,,~.~?,?~?:11L $149.827.00:
:Durable Manufacturing 3~ $3,500.31: $10,500:92~
n=j'iia'nce:"insuraii'ce':'Rea'j"Estate'" :...... ·s: ··············$3~(94·9·:27i········· ··$279:S9~(1·3·:

rGove·rnm·e·nt········································ : ······1··:····················..·$27S·:oiii·········· ..··········'$:27S:'O'O·:

~iiW;;~~~~~~f2~~~~4~~~~~ii
:Transportation, Communications, Utilities j 36:$40,972.56! $1,475,012.01::·Unciassifie·(j'rr..·..·········.. ··· ..······················ ·········· .. ········:· .. ·······.. ···············3·~····· ..· $f54{·67T····..··· ..····$22·..6.2Koo~
:~~~ ..~~ . ", -- ~ ..- '.~'...........•...~~. ......•......~ :.•.•.•._.•.•._ ~ - - -•....: ······-··.-.·.v.···.·.·.·.·.·· · .,:

Contracts - FY 1996

~:!:li!!!:II!illllllllilililii~liiilllllilil:IIII:1111II:ill.iilllil~III:llllli~!.i~I:11:1:1:!·I:::·~:I:~1!·~1]1:.J~:II.IIIIIUllllilrl'ral!liliIUill.If:I!II·:
'Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Mining 23~ $9,359.27: $215,263.251
ibura·t)·ie..M·a·nufactuii·iig······ ..·.... ·······.. ····.... ····· : .... ·················1!··· ... ·······..··$4","OoO·..oO!··· ·········$4·:riOO:Ori·~

~111:~::~r::;;~&r~:li~1~11~
:Transportation, Communications, Utilities 82j $16,277.65: $1.334,767.19:
\Jiiclassified··········· ..···· ................18 i $4,274.!{··.0$.!.S,945.:3·.a.J

Grants - FY 1995

·llli:i11:I:iill~11::·I·I:I:i~II~lllllli1illllllllllil1111;lil:i.III:I:I:II:iil:!llii!I!!illi!~!:1111:li1Ij·i:llj·UII"~IIU!II.'illlll~....;:tt:~~:~lii:r'ri'II:.11iil:jlj:~
:Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing. Mining 167 $120.96: $20.200.00:rOu·r·abie··Manufactuiing····· ..·························· 99)" $920.:961 ·······$·9·1··..1·74·..69·:

I·~:t~~ei·tii~~·r.~·n.·~~·!··~·~·~'·~~t~~e. : ··ib~:···11~;~f~:I····$l:;~:·~:f~~i
:·Non~bu·rabie ..Maii·u·faCiu·iiii·g····················..·.. ·····..··,.. ······· .. ·······.. ····S·S·;·········· ..········$·9S7:4·Sr.. ·······················$S4:31·1·:27·i
:·RetaiiTrade ·· ·..· ·r······· ······· .. ·1·9·9r ·.. ····$4SS:·0Sr ·..·..······ .. ····· ..$97j'24:'s'f

j:§!tYl$~§,iiI::i:'::::I::!:::::~::::'::::::::i:::::::: I::':j::!:~::::i.:.:i:iii::ii::::I:::::~:.:::::::!:::: :::::::::::!:!:.:,:::.:.:.::.:::::::::]::::~:::I!:::;::::!:::::::.:::IP§~:i::'I::::I;.:~:::.:::i:::~~!*gZi;!ii:::::.::i::i·:::!::::::.:.:lgQi.I:I!i.~il;1:i~:i
:Transportation, Communications, Utilities: 1018: $643.63:. $655,214.14:

rq~:~i~~~!:~~~::::::::::::::::::::···············:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::··:::::::5~~~:::·:::::::::::::::::~~~:~::~~::::::::::::::::::::~:~:;:~~·8.:,:~:?:~:·:~:~:i

17The "Unclassified" category indicates insufficient information to assign an SIC code.
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Grants - FY 1996

l~~j~,~;
:Durable Manufacturing . ! 31' $558.68: $17,319.06:
............................................................................ . ··········1··········································· :
:Finance, Insurance, Real Estate . 306 $1,333.78(. .. $408,136.94:
:Government I 629"'$'3';905.32: $2,456,448.34\
rNon~D"u·rabie·M~iiiufaCtuiing :' 74; ${O·19.39T·.. · $75,435.04:
:·Rei"a·fi·Trade·····································································:·····················24·t3";····················$787j·O·:······················"$'1'92:887:'57':

~:§~r¥\i~~;::::::::::1:·::;:]:··::::::':'::::::r··:··:·.·.· .......:.:.. ··:l:·:·:::;·;::::;::1::::·:I1:'.... ::1:·]:::::::;:I;::::II::1':1;:1·:·:::·:·::I~·1:·1.1·:·:::I':';:':I1:::::'I~~!g~:;M~1:1;:::::1;;iii::;::;:::::1Ig~l~~~;:~g:!:*~~::
:Trallsportation, Communications,Utilities: . 1031; $671.8{ $692,668.61 :

::Q~:~!.~~~)~~~:::::::::::: ::.::::::::::.:.::: ..:..:.. ::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~~J:: ::::::::::::::::::~~?~:;!~L::::::::::::::::)~A~~A:~:?: ~~t.::

For Loans in fiscal year 1996, like in grants and contracts, the Service sector leads in

the number of loans awarded and the dollar amount.

Loans - FY 1996

::::1:1:::1:1:1:1::::::
1
1:1:1:1:111:1:1111111111111111:11:11:11:111:1:111111111:1:1111:1:1:11:1:::1:1:1::'::::1:::1:1:1:1::'1:::111:1:1:11:11:1'1:1:1·1· ·:IIIII·lli::,llrilllll'::: !:I:I:.:·II:·I::II:IIII"'111:11'11:I,I:1111111

:Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Mining : l' $25,000.00: $25,000.00:

Ig~~t~icj~~'~;~~~~rill~""""'T ..~! ~~~~:~~f~~L ~;~~·:~~~:~~I
iFinallce,'lnSLJrance,RealEstaie 1: $475,000.00: $47S,oci6.00:
:Non~bl.lrable·Manufacturing4 ·$585,bbb.cioi $2,340,000·.ci01
iRetailTracle .. .. 21 r .. '$65.744.76: . ${380,640.00:

:.:.:.S:.....•.e&lBe'$::::\):" . ··········:::'·22$1?~;~1?l·$:s:.·· ••·: ·..·$.·...•·.2.•·.·.•.•.•..•·.•.:.8.·.•• ·.·.3.•·...•·.•.6.:.•·...•·.•.•·.;.·.0.·...•·...•·.8.•·...•·.,.5.•·.·.·.•.• ·.:.•:.'.,.0.·,·.·,·.·.·.0.·,.·.·..• ·,.:.'.:.·;.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.;.;.:.;.:.:...:.....;...;.'.;.;.;.;.;.:.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.'.;.'.;.'.;.' ;.;.; ;.;.; ;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;;;;;;;.;;;;;:;;;;: ;~~~:~:~;t~:.:;~~I~~~~~~~:~:~:~:~:~::::::::;::::::;;·

City of Oakland staff requested that we break down the Service sector further to

determine what industries within that sector receive the greatest number of dollars. The

two charts below, Breakdown of Service Contracts for fiscal years 1995 and 1996, show

that Engineering and Management Services contracts receive the most funding from the

City, both in terms of overall dollar amount and for the number of contracts let.

According to the California Employment Development Department, the types of services

that fall under this industry include Architectural, Accounting, Surveying, Research,

Management, Facilities Support, and Business Consulting. While the greatest dollar

amount goes to Engineering and Management Services, according to ACORN, the

largest average grant size goes to Legal Services, followed by Health Services.
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Breakdown of Service Contracts - FY 1995 .

;;:;.~::: :::::jj!:lj!:!:III~·lil:!II!IIII~!il!I!I!lj:~ill·ljl·lill111·1·liillill:I:llillill:II:lli~ill!iil:II!llill!llii~1·lil!IIII:·il~HIIII~1
:Amusement and Recreation : 2: $7.713.50:
jAuto··R·e·pai·r;··s·e·iVic·es··a·nd··G·a·rages··························:···························3·:·············$7"}·73j·3·:··································· .
ji3usiii·ess··s·e·iVices································ ! ·1·04·["··········S·1·3;·4·09j}·8·j···················· .
j·Edu·caiion·a·j·s·e·iVice····························· : ····1·1··:··············$9:·S·os·..iij············$·1·04·:S·6·g·..66j
j·En~l"inee·rfn·g··a·n·(j··M·a·nagement··s·eiVices················:·····················1·8·9·:···········$39;2·s7· ..6oT······$7:·4·1·9:·S·72·..91·:
j·Heaiiii··s·e·iVice·s·······································································i························1·3T"·········$34;·S4S·..0·0·j············$·4·S23~·98· ..60·:
["Cegai··Servi·ces······································ : ·················22·r··········$28;-442"."Eij·j············$625':7"37'''76:

rMiscel(~:n.~?~~.·Repa.ir Service~ :········ ·····::::·:?~.C:::::.::::~?;:~:~:s.~:~~r·::: ..:·:}60,8S3.50:
j.~ i~~~II.~.n.~?~.~. ~.e.I'J.i~.e.~.. . 2..: ~!.!.?~.o.:.~g.: ~.1..S.,500.00:
:Mus~lJ'!'~~,6.~.§~IIe.~~~.,.l?ot~ni~l:Il.~~.r~e~.~ : 2..~.: ~.~.~!.~l)1.:.~.2..: ~?~~!.~?~::?~~
:Personal Services ; 8: $7.800.00: $62,400.00:
~:~odaiseiV'i'ces""" ~~: ·~~~;9~~:9.0:.···${121.66~:9.9:

Breakdown of Service Contracts - FY 1996

:Amusement and Recreation 1: $4,000.00: $4,000.00j

.
:Susiness·seiVices···· : f4~OS ~.·.:: $$36··::,·71:·36·:2j·.:.5S··:3D. ~.:..: $$.42 87 7~',.03.:~1..s3 :•. 67:..0j.:::::·Edu·caiion·a·j·SeiVice······························· .
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:·Heaiiii·S·e·iVices..············ ..··················· .. ···· ::.:: .. :.::.:.: :::: ..::.: ..:.:::::::..2

2
.. :1
1
::-:.:.":::":·::":$$:'4~70::·,·:7~:31:70.:::.:8S:::7~:::.:.:::::':::'::::::)$::7

8
)5)5:::',:6

3
::
41
4
2
::::.. :0

0
::0
0

::::.:.:
i:~~~~~::~~~(~~~::::::::::::···:::::::::::::::.::.: .:Miscellaneous Repair Services ~ ..· ·13r ·${999:·9·gT · $2S:·999:84·i
t:t0.i~~~i!:~:n.~~~~::~:~:ry.i.~.e..s..::::: .. :: ..:.:::::.:.:::::::::::::::::::::..: ::: :.:.::::::::~I:::: ::::::::::::.~~::~H;:~~L:::::::::::::::::.~j:~:;9.~~:?~·~
:.~.~.~~lJ'!'.s.~ ..,6..~.§~~!.e..~~~.~ ..I??t.~.n.i.~l:I~ ..~.~.~~~.~.~ j 12: $14,276.26! $171,31.5.12::Personal Services . ···············....·..ij"..........·..·....·..$238:·0·9'j"....···· ....·..·........ ·$47S:·1·8·:
SocialSeiVices ... ...... . ··1f.jl*-!?5?:5.9i.~~i§?$.~:~~:

Within the Service sector of the Grants category of city funding we see that an

overwhelming majority of dollars for both fiscal years 1995 and 1996 go to the Social

Services category. Inclusive in Social Services, according to EDD, is Individual and

Family Services, Job Training, Child Day Care, and Residential Care. While the overall

dollar amount going to Social Services is high, the average grant size is only $7,573 for

1995 and $10,096 for 1996. The second highest category among grants for 1995 and

1996 is the Engineering and Management Services, however, in 1995 the average grant

size was significantly lower in this category than other services.
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Breakdown of Grants in Service Industr - FY 1995

:Amusement and Recreation : 49: $3,701.17j $181,357.41:

/"~:tit~~:t~~~i~~ces··a:~~··Gar.~·~ies··"···"·····:··············:··:···:~~;:L·::::::::::::~~~~~~~~I:::::::::·::::::'::"~:~:J~:::~:~t:~~:1
:'E'(j'ucaii'o'nai"servi'ce" ·····43T···············$i:(·1·1·2:1·5r..················"'$34'8','8'2'2'.'43':
:'E'ngi'neering'and'Man'ageme'nt'Services 930-:-···············$2;463:25-:-··············· ..$2:·290,8'25'''9'2':i'H·e·a·ii·h··seiVices·· .. ······ .. ·· .. ·····················................. ·329·\······ ....·..·..$1':2oojf··..........·· ......·$3·9~(9'62'.41·\

f~~~~~~~~~~~~ices. .~:=~E~~ijF .$1~~ffiH~
i~i~tfttit~~;~~ri~~.~~ani~":'i1~iriJ*:f!!ii!,~i~~iii:!~:!!!
: -_ _---_ _- : : .

Breakdown of Grants in Service Industr - FY 1996

Amusement and Recreation 181: $5,456.32' $987,593.04:
\Auto Repa'ir;'Services and Garages{j $275.00: $275.00:
[StisinessServices 652 ($425.30[$277,29503f
[EelLJcationai"seiVice .'46: $5~b55.1i$232,53i.94:rE·n·g·fneering ..and··Ma·n·a·g·em·e·nt·seiVice·s········ ············677T·················$3~·642:·l"O·: .. ············$2",·4·6·5·:6·9·9·..96·::'H'e'a'iiil"servi'ces ············ ..·272·:··················$1:·70'1·:·63·:···················$4-62":84·3':91·\
:'Leg·a'i'se·iVices·..· ··· .. ·· ·· ······ .. ·· ··············85·:· ·· ·.. ·$1·~·580:·69·:· ···· $134·:3·07'.·59·:

i:~:tf~tl~::t-u?~t~it~t~i~~:~: ··· :..:..·.. :·::·:: ..:...::~:?~r .. ·:· .. ·:·:·:..:~~$:~:~::~:n:·::::: ..:::J1A;~:.~:~·f~~:.
1:~~f:~~~:~:~LJ~:~::~~tf~:~~~~:i~:~,::~~;~:~·~~:::::::::::::::::::::::;~r::::::::::::::::~~:%:~~::~~:::::::::::::::::::::~~:r~:~{~~:l
r~~~~·~·~~j"·~·e.·lVi·~e..s.:··:::··::···· ..···················.. ·························,···············:··:··~I:::·::·:·:·::::·:::·::~:~~~§~I·::·:::::·:::::::::::::~:~:::~:~:~: ..~~:!
.Soci~l?e,:".i~~~............ . 1..9..3.~L ~.1.a.,.~~~:.?~.:......~1.~~?~?'~.~9..~.~:

The Center also analyzed contracts based on the size of the contract to give the City a

better idea of how many contracts might be impacted if the ordinance applied to only

those contracts or loans over a certain size. As shown on the following page, we looked

at both grants and contracts in the Service sector by number of contracts/grants,

average size and total dollar amounts, that are less than or equal to $25,000 and

$50,000. We also looked at those that are greater than $50,000.

Again, while the data this analysis is based on may not be 100% accurate, we believe it

could be helpful to the City as it decides what type of policy to implement and at what

level it might exclude certain contracts and grants.
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Less than or equal to $25,000 Less than or equal to $50,000 Greater than $50,000

Amusement and Recreation 1 ~ $4,000: $4,000 1! $4,000: $4,000 0: 0: 0

'Eniji;;ee'riiig"aiid'Ma;;agem-e'iii'se'rVi~e~"""" ······..····· ..22sr..·..············$s..s19r·······..·$1·,91'6':832' ··················2s7"['"··············$·1"(8·69-:--..·....·..·$3:Cisif21'6' ···················:;wr..··········$1·73;52·4T"···········"'$7;635:072'

Personal Services 2: $238: $476 2: $238: $4761 0: 0: 0."."............................................. . " ]. . : " :·· ,,· ,,·..··..·· ·..· 1··..····.. ·· . ~: : ······· ·· ·· ..···"· 1 "..· "" , , ..
Social Services 15: $3,6531 $54,794 15 $3,653: $54,794 2: $127,750: $255,500

:. . ::

Service Related Grants - FY 1996 Less than or equal to $25,000 Less than or equal to $50,000 Greater than $50,000

Amusement and Recreation 174: $3,112~ $541,401 178 $3,868: $688,553 3: $99,680: $299,040
Auto·Repaij.·:·S·ervices..an·'i'Ga·rag·es·······..······ ·····....·..·.. ·····i··!··········..·..·....···$275j..·......· ·· ..····$275· ············..········1·;·....·······.. ··....··$2·75·!········· ..·..·.. ··· .. ···$275· ·..·.. ·· ..· ·.. ··..01· .. ·· · ·..· 0]"··..· · ·· · ···0·
·Busi;;e~s··SE;rvice~·· ·..· · ·..·..······ ·.. ··· ··········..·..652·:·········· ·..····$42S\..·..·· ..· ·$2ii:295 ····· · ····652l·..··· ..·..······..··$425·:··············· ..$277','295· · ·.. ··· ·..01..·· · ·· ·0)···· · ·..· · ····0·
........................................................................................................: ; :~ ; ~ ~ .
Educational Service 44: $2,026: $89,141 45) $2,570: $115,638 1: $116,900: $116,900
·Engiiiee·riiig··and·Ma·nag·eme·;;i·se·rvlces········ ···············656'!'············..····$2..44sj..····· .. ··$1·:604,'5so ··················673'[··················$3;280·:··············$2;207:41'3· ··· ..·········.. ··· ..·4r..··· ..·..···· ..$64;S7"21"········· ..···"'$258:287'

~i~;~~~;"~~ __~~II~~rjt~$l~~ijL:~I~~~~I-$l~;~~~~~[~~~L~~~~
Miscellaneous Repair Services 4: $785: $3,142 4 $785: $3,142 O~ 0: 0

........................................" "" " " ".... . ".: : ,,· ·..····..··· ..·,,·· .. ··"· 1···.. . :, " "" :.. " " " """ : ; " """ ...
Miscellaneous Services 38: $1,624: $61,694 39 $2,535: $98,875 O~ 0: 0
.................... " " " ·..,,",,· · ·······1··········:··· : j " " '. " ",,".." : " "" " " ; ".." " : "" .
Museums, Art Galleries, Botanical Gardens 35: $2,529: $88,524 37 $4,407: $163,051 0: 0: 0.." "" " "" · "··· · ,,,,·· ··.. ·,,· 1··: ; [. "................ .. : " "" ""., " : .
Personal Services 3: $546: $1,638 3' . $546: $1,638 Ol . 0: 0.................................................................................j' : : ······ .. ············.. f························:;······· : : : .
Social Services 1779 $1,580: $2,811,0811 1853, $3,007: $5,572,717 85~ $164,413: $13,975,123. ... ::
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IV. Self-Sufficiency Standards for Alameda County

Detailed studies on the wages required for households to attain economic self

sufficiency are surprisingly scarce. We find the following three standards helpful in

discussions of self-sufficiency; 1) the Wider Opportunities for Women standard;18 2) the

California Budget Project standard;19 and 3) the federal poverty threshold.2o

Wider Opportunities for Women (WOW) Standard

In 1996, Wider Opportunities for Women, a Washington, D.C. nonprofit organization,

estimated the wage level required for various households to maintain economic self

sufficiency for each county in California. WOW defines self-sufficiency as receiving no

assistance from family, friends or government. Certainly, a county-wide standard is not
(r,

completely accurate as costs change significantly even within the county. The WOW

standard, however is arguably the most comprehensive.

WOW has run calculations for different household types (Appendix 4). Table 4.1 shows

the estimated WOW self-sufficiency wage for a single adult ($6.65/hr.) and a single

parent with a pre-schooler and school age child ($15.52/hr.). This is the type of

household that occurs with the greatest frequency of all Alameda County households on

public assistance.21

WOW Self-Sufficiency StandardTable 4.1
One Adult Single Adult with

Preschooler & School
Aae Child

Housing $615.00 $771.00
Child Care 0.00 794.00
Food 125.00 321.95

I
Transportation 62.40 62.40
Medicare 77.35 157.68
Miscellaneous 87.97 210.70
Taxes 202.24 494.48
Earned Income Tax Credit (-) .00 .00
Child Care Tax Credit (-) .00 (80.00)

Monthlv Self-Sufficiency Wage $1,169.96 $ 2,732.22
Hourly Self-Sufficiency Wage $6.65 $15.52

18 Dr. Diane Pearce, Wider Opportunities for Women, The Self-Sufficiency Standard for California, 1996.
19 California Budget Project, Are There Enough Jobs for all Those VWlo Must Work, May 1997.
20 U.S. Census Bureau.
21 Calculated by the National Economic Development and Law Center with 1990 US Census Public Use Microdata.
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The California Budget Project Standard

The California Budget Project estimates the income required to maintain a single parent

with two children in Alameda County, as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 402 WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO LIVE IN ALAMEDA COUNTY?22

F °1 B d t F A S" I P t W"th T Choldami y u ge or mgie aren I wo I ren
Expenditures Monthly Annual **Bare **Bare Bones

Bones Annual
Monthly

HousinglUtilities $794 $9,528 $633 $7,596
Basic Phone Service 17 204 17 204
Food at Home 342 4,104 342 4,104
Food away Home 80 960
Clothing 25 300 15 180
Medical 196 2,354 196 2,354
Savings, Emergency 60 720
Transportation 70 840 70 840
Child Care 943 11,321 861 10,329
Recreation, Reading 20 240
Personal Care 25 300 25 300
Miscellaneous 70 840 50 600

Total: $2,643 $31,711 $2,209 $26,507
~ Standard Bare Bones

Hourly wage needed based on full time work: $15.27 $12.76

Sample Earnings and Taxes
Earnings for full-time worker earning $8.631hr.
Payroll Tax (FICA/SOl) full-time wrk. @$8.631hr
Federal Earned Income Tax Credit for full-time
Worker earning $6.00/hr. with 2 children

Monthly
$1,496
($122)

$185

Annual
$17,950
($1,463)

$2,221

Total: $1,559 $14,836
** Bare bones budget eliminates some expenditures, assumes a 1-bedroom apartment, and child care in
family day care home.

The Federal Poverty Standard

The poverty standard cited most frequently in many of the ordinances is the federal

poverty threshold that was developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and since

adapted by the Census Bureau. The Department of Health and Human Services uses

22 California Budget Project, "Who In Alameda County Will Be Affected by the Californial Legislature's Welfare Reform
Decisions?", August 1997.
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this threshold to establish its yearly poverty guidelines. It is a national standard that

was developed based primarily on the cost of food and is now adjusted by changes in

the consumer price index. The poverty threshold for a few household types is given in

Table 4.3 below.

Table 4.3

Weighted Average Poverty Thresholds for Families of Specified Size:
Families of 2 persons or more (in unadjusted dollars)
Year 3 people 4 people 5 people 6 people 7 people
1990 $10,419 $13,359 $15,792 $17,839 $20,241
1991 10,860 13,924 16,456 18,587 21,058
1992 11,186 14,335 16,952 19,137 21,594
1993 11,522 14,763 17,449 19,718 22,383
1994 11,821 15,141 17,900 20,235 22,923
1995 12,158 15,569 18,408 20,804 23,552
1995 Hourly
Wage $6.08 $7.78 $9.20 $1040 $11.78
Standard

National Economic Development & Law Center
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v. The Kids First! Initiative

The City of Oakland adopted Measure K or the Kids First! Initiative in November of

1997, setting aside 2.5% (almost $5.3 million in fiscal year 1997-98) of the City's

general fund for direct services to children and youth under the age of 21. It isa 12

year initiative that calls for the development of a "Strategic Plan" every four years to

guide in the allocation of funds. Funds can be allocated to private non-profit

organizations and public agencies through a competitive request for proposal (RFP)

process.

The general fiscal eligibility requirements in the RFP mandate that all employees (18

years and older) of the organization that are working on a project funded by the Kids

First! Initiative receive a livable wage of $7.72 per hour with health benefits and $8.50

per hour without health benefits.

Since this is a newly adopted initiative, it is extremely difficult to determine the costs and

benefits that it might have to employers, recipients and the city. Preliminary research

with nonprofit organizations that provide youth services and youth employment indicate

that it will limit the number of individuals they will be able to serve, or that they will

attempt to circumvent the wage requirement by only serving youth under 18 years old.

The Center's research of living wage ordinances, as noted elsewhere in this report,

indicate that many cities have exempted nonprofit and job training organizations from

their living wage requirements. In interviews with City of Boston staff, the consensus

was that human service organizations should be exempt from a wage requirement

because of the undue hardship it would cause. Their report to the Director of the

Boston Redevelopment Authority indicates that:

"Human Service agencies operate on very tight budgets, particularly in this era of

human service budget cuts. It would be an unreasonable burden on these

agencies to require the application of a Living Wage. 23"

23 Memo from researchers within the Boston Redevelopment Authority to their Acting Director, January 31, 1997.
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It should also be noted that job training organizations provide many services such as

GED tutoring, Job placement services and soft skills training. These are benefits that

actually cost far more than the traditional health and vacation benefits provided by

private sector employers, because they require staff and facilities to implement.

Providing these types of services or "benefits" are in large part these organizations' sole

reason for being.

Other cities that have exempted job training or other types of human service

organizations as outlined in their city ordinances include Duluth, Los Angeles,

Minneapolis, New Haven and New York City.

The Kids First! Initiative will have a significant impact on the City of Oakland's decision

making process as it begins to address the living wage question. Should the city decide

that it wants to follow the lead of these other cities mentioned above by exempting

nonprofit organizations, it will first have to grapple with the wage mandate within the

Kids First! Initiative.

VI. Recommended Next Steps for the City of Oakland

Each city that has adopted a living wage ordinance is unique, just as the City of

Oakland is unique. While there may be certain similarities between these cities in terms

of population or infrastructural elements, there are many factors that should be taken

into consideration when designing such a policy. From the matrix in Appendix 1 we see

some of the differences between the various city ordinances. Whether the City decides

to apply its policy to the Service sector, to a particular industry within the service sector

or to all sectors and industries, there are some fundamental issues to address in terms

of wage levels.

Rather than give recommendations of how the City might proceed, the Center will

provide examples of various wage levels as well as address some basic living wage

"issues" City staff and the Council might consider as they make their decision.
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It is important to remember that while the examples below may give city officials a

general idea of how certain wage levels might impact the City, the actual dollar amounts

of the contract and grant levels are based on imperfect information, such as: lack of

access to full grants and contract data. limited information with which to apply SIC

codes to contracts, and estimates of numbers of low-wage employees that might be

employed under the contracts.

Examples

1. The City could adopt a Self-Sufficiency Wage Policy, which mirrors the actual cost

to live in the City of Oakland for a single earned income with the average household

size of three, at $12.74/hr. Wider Opportunities For Women ('NOW). a national

intermediary that provides research, technical assistance and planning to promote

economic self-sufficiency strategies for economically disadvantaged and low

income communities, has developed an Economic Self-Sufficiency matrix for all

cities and counties throughout the State of California. Section IV of this report

explains their matrix, which can be found in detail across all household sizes in

Appendix 4.

This policy would have a sizable impact on raising the standard of living of effected

employees but also might have a large fiscal impact on employers.

2. The City could adopt a Prevailing Wage Policy. This policy could apply to all

occupations which pay below an established self-sufficiency wage standard. A

useful standard could be the WOW standard for a household of three (again

focusing on the average household size for City of Oakland residents), which is

$12.74 per hour. Using this standard as a benchmark, the City could mandate that

employers pay a prevailing wage for all those occupations in which the median

wage in the county is below $12.74 per hour.

The prevailing wage could simply be the median wage paid in the County for that

occupation. Median wages for Contra Costa County were compiled for the following

occupations:
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Occupation

Adjustment Clerk

Order Clerks

Janitors (union)

Hotel Desk Clerks

Wage Range

$6.00 - $12.00/hr.

$7.00 - $14.50/hr.

$6.50 - $11.75/hr.

$5.00 - $9.00/hr.

Median Wage

$10.40/hr.

$8.00/hr.

$7.48/hr.

$8.00/hr.

In addition to the above, there are numerous other occupational categories that fall

below the $12.74/hr. wage level.

Currently, the City of Oakland enforces the Davis-Bacon Act, which governs the

monitoring and implementation of a Prevailing Wage Law for the construction

industry. Various reports indicate that the Prevailing Wage Policy does not deter

employers from conducting business with cities and counties.

3. A third option that the City might consider is to follow the lead of many of the other

cities that were analyzed for this study by adopting a wage level that is based on the

federal poverty threshold for a household of four. This wage level is $7.78/hr.,

based on a forty-hour work week and fifty weeks. As is evident from the matrix of

ordinances, some cities calculate this wage level differently. The wage levels can

range from $7.49, (Boston, who considers a work year to contain 52 weeks) to

$8.56. Some cities apply a wage level that is 110% of the federal poverty threshold

for a household of four, (Minneapolis and St. Paul with Boston and New Haven

eventually adjusting theirs to this level).

4. The City of Oakland could adopt a Livable Wage Policy based upon the federal

poverty guidelines applied to the average household for the City of Oakland.

In a separate research study for the City of Oakland, the Center conducted a

population analysis that revealed that the average household in Oakland24 is

composed of three individuals (two adults, and one school age child). Additionally,

the average AFDC recipient household in Oakland is one adult with two children.

24 Figures from 1990 U.S. Census.
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The federal poverty threshold based on the U.S. Census Bureau Historical Poverty

Tables for a household size of three individuals in 1995 is $12,158.25

Assuming that an individual wage earner would need to earn $12,158 a year to

support a household of three to minimally meet the federal poverty threshold, this

head of household must earn at least $6.08 an hour ($6.08/hour x 40 hours/week x

50 weeks/year =$12,158.) If the City of Oakland chooses to adopt a Living Wage

Policy based upon the federal poverty threshold applied to the City of Oakland's

average household size, this wage would be $6.08 per hour.

If this wage were applicable to all industries, analysis of the grants and contract data

collected, the Oakland sectors most inspected would be the service and retail

sectors. The Alameda County Projected Job Growth report from the Employment

Development Department shows that 75% of the occupations in these two industries

are low wage.

The City of Oakland awarded a total of $396,845 to the retail industry, and

$39,706,205 to the service industry in grants and contracts, or a total of $40,103,049

for both industries. If we assume that 50% of the total dollars, or $20,051,524, is

directed towards low wage salaries, and that the individuals work 40 hour weeks and

50 weeks per year, the $20,051,524 would translate into 206 jobs. This assumes

that the ordinance would apply to employees working under the City contract as is

the case implemented for all other cities that have living wage ordinances.

5. Lastly, the City of Oakland could choose wage levels that are phased in slowly over

a three year period, like the City of Baltimore. That city's goal was to phase in an

hourly wage rate of $7.70 by fiscal year 1999, increasing the wage by approximately

50 cents each year. Oakland's goal might be to reach the federal poverty guideline

for a household of four ($7.78 per hour) in three years. The first year the wage level

25 The Department of Health and Human Services uses the federal poverty threshold to determine their federal
poverty guidelines. The guidelines are calculated by multiplying the previous year threshold level by the projected
increase in consumer price index for the current year. The two numbers are quite similar with the guideline being
slightly higher that the threshold.
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begins at $6.26 and increases by 76 cents per year, until the $7.78 wage level is

reached.

The benefit of this type of an ordinance is that wage increases are gradual, creating

less of a burden for employers. Implementing a staggered wage increase for a living

wage policy might require the City to award contracts and grants on an annual basis

without multi-year contracts or at least might require more vigilant monitoring

practices.

Potential Costs

The cost to monitor and enforce a Prevailing Wage Policy can be minimized by using

the City's existing monitoring and enforcement arm. This unit currently houses the

reporting, tracking, analysis, monitoring and enforcement capacity. Depending on the

type of ordinance the city chose, actual costs may range from $109,000 for one full-time

equivalency staff member to $204,000 for three FTE of different job classifications.

These figures include benefits and the City's administrative costs.

The following matrix outlines the above examples with an estimation of what the

administrative costs might be to implement an ordinance with such a wage level. These

examples assume that the City will utilize the Department of Publics Works to monitor

and enforce the ordinance and we have based these figures on their administrative

costs, which include benefits and administrative costs.
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Next Steps

It is possible that these steps could take place within a three (3) month time frame.

1. The City Council might clearly define the mission and objectives of implementing a

living wage policy. The policy's mission and objectives could help shape and

establish the implementation guidelines in the formulation of the policy. Some

potential questions that might be addressed in formulating the mission and

objectives of a living wage policy might include (but are not limiited to) the following:

• Is the living wage policy an anti-poverty tool?

• Is the policy's mission to raise the standard of living for all Oaklland residents?

• Is the policy's mission to level the playing field between high wage employers and

low wage employers?

• Is the policy's mission to leverage city resources and transfer it back to benefit the

community?

2. The City Council might then request that the Department of Public Works, the

Community Economic Development Department, the City Managers office, the

Finance Department, the City Attorney's Office and other relevant entities

collaborate to craft a draft living wage policv. This could take place within one month

of the drafting of the mission and objectives of the policy.

3. The City Council might then establish a Review Committee comprised of a City

Council designated representative from business, labor, interfaith organizations,

community-based organizations, the Chamber of Commerce, and ACORN. This

Review Committee could be charged with reviewing the draft policy and making

recommended changes to the City Council. The review could take place within 30

days of the submission of the draft policv to City Council.
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SCENARIOS REASONING ESTIMATED ADMINISTRATIVE COST !
;

1. Adopt an Economic Self Average household size in the city of Oakland is 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce i• •
Sufficiency Policy for all service three. policy ($109.000).
industry occupations to pay a • This is based on actual cost to live in the City of • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
minimum of $12.74/hr.. Oakland, based on W.O.W.'s economic self- track reports ($45,000).

sufficiency study. • Total administrative cost ($154,000).

2. Adopt a Prevailing Wage • Using W.O.W.'s economic self-sufficiency • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
Ordinance for all service standard as the cut-off benchmark. policy ($109.000).
industry occupations that falls • Setting occupational wage rates based on the • 1 FTE administrative support staff to input and
below $12.74/hr.. county's median market rate. track reports ($45,000).

• 1 FTE researcher to research median market
rate for all service industry occupations, with
annual adjustments ($50,000).

• Total administrative cost ($204,000).

3. Adopt a Living Wage Ordinance • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enfor~

for all service industry guideline for a household size of fOUf, (a figure policy ($109,000).
occupations to pay a minimum that several other cities have chosen). Assuming • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
wage of $7.78/hr.. they are working 40 hrs.lwk., and 50 wks.lyr.. track reports ($45,000).

• Total administrative cost ($154,000).

4. Adopt a Living Wage Ordinance • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
for all service industry guideline for a household size of three. Assuming policy ($109,000).
occupations to pay a minimum they are working 40 hrs.lwk., and 50 wks.lyr.. • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
wage of $6.08/hr.. • The average household size in the City of Oakland track reports ($45,000).

is three. • Total administrative cost ($154,000).

5. Adopt a Living Wage Policy • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
that staggers in a wage over 3 guideline tor a household size of four. policy ($109.000).
year period. to achieve • Ta lessen the impact on employers employing low • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
$7.78/hr. by end or 3rd year. wage workers. track reports ($45,000).
Service occupations must pay a • Total administrative cost ($154,000).
starting wage of $6.26/hr, and
increase by $.76 each year.
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Appendices

1. Living Wage Ordinance Matrix

2. UCLA Study - "An Empirical Analysis of the Proposed Los Angeles Living Wage

Ordinance."

3. UC Riverside Study - "Economic Analysis of the Los Angeles Living Wage

Ordinance."

4. Baltimore Study - "Baltimore's Living Wage Law: An Analysis of the Fiscal and

Ecomonic Costs of Baltimore city Ordinance 442."

5. Boston report - Memo to the Directro of the Boston Redevelopment Authority on

the Boston Living Wage Campaign.

6. Wider Opportunities for Women Self-Sufficiency Standards for Oakland/Alameda

County.
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Living Wage Ordinances

::Jt:r¢.~t$.:jjtf.tt:tlJ$~~I.M~tlt:!wp'~ij¥Qml.~M:drtt:::::rr::w@~$.#'ij*.@ijtiiit:::r:tr::::t:rWt:rftttttttrtt:tipM,-~~1W:ti:Ittttrtittttitt:tt:lI:$.ij~f.$.#ij,f.~tt::
Baltimore, MD 11994, Dec. IOrdinance 1996 - $6.10 Construction contracts in excess of $5,000. All

1997 - $6.60 service contracts.
1998 - $7.10
1~9-~ro I ~

Boston, MA 11997, July IOrdinance 1$7.49 from July 1 and upwardly Any grant, loan, tax incentive, bond financing, subsidy
adjust either by fed'i poverty or other assist. over $100,000 of for-profit employer of
gUideline, the CPI, or 110% of at least 25 employees or any non-profit with over 100

I ~fed'i min. wage, whichever is employees.
higher Leaseholders or renters of a Beneficiary that occupy <

25 sq.ft.

Des Moines, Iowa 1988 original Resolution of '96 '88 ord. required $7.001hr. Non-management, full-time employees of companies
1994, Nov., replaces policy of '94, '94 ord. required $8.50/hr that receive assistance through urban renewal or loan
update July, which replaced '88 '96 res. sets goal of average programs.

D1996 wage rate of $9.oo/hr.

1/8198

Duluth, MN

Gary, IN

1997, July

1989, June

Ordinance which
amends the city code

Ordinance

$6.50 with health benefits
$7.25 wlout health benefits
To be adjusted July 1 each year
'to reflect change in CPI.

commensing with prevailing
Iwage of the county

IAny person that receives $ for any of these city
services: Minnesota investment fund loans,
enterprise zone credits, business loans and grants,
Itax increment financing land write-downs, industrial
park land write-downs, lease abatements.

Industrial revenue bonds, economic grants, or any
economic development incentive

~

~

Jersey City, NJ 1996, June Ordinance to amend
and supplement prevo
legis., Chapt. 3, Article
VII JC, city code

$7.50/hr with 5 days paid Icontractors that employ clerical workers, food service
Ivacation for 1st 6 mos. & 5 days workers, janitorial workers and unarmed security
for 2nd 6 mos. and $2,000Iyr. for guards under the contract.
health benefits
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Living Wage Ordinances

::t:rr¢.~$~tltt:rt ::tJrr:t:rrt~t~p.~l9.ij,itrr::trJtt:f :::J::::::::~mPmmd~~MWi.ffl~ij~~rrt:: t::r:~~Mf.($.~ijWMt::t ::::r::#.~Q~~t.9¢l:iij~f!@~4.trr:
Baltimore, MD Constructio contracts < $5,000. -post wages Wage Commission and $50 a day for each employee

-submit 2 copies of project Board of Estimates underpaid, $1 Olday that the
payrolls (for subs too) payroll is late
-pay employees bi-weekly

Boston, MA nonprofit orgs. with less than 100 Emps. must use comm based Ord. Creates a Citizen Fines (up to $500/day), wage
employees. hiring halls or One Stop centers Assistance Advisory restitution for employees,
Construction, prevailing wage to hire city residents. Must report Committee (CAAC), suspension of assistance,
and union jobs exempt. on job creation, wages and meets quarterly (one and debarment from future
Exceptions made for seasonal or training plans member fr. AFLCIO, City assistance.
pt youth employment progs. and Qtrly reports to the city of one fro ACORN & 5
econ. hardship exception employment activities. appointees by Mayor.

Des Moines, Iowa Revolving Loan Fund, Enterprise Employers who may be a startup Community Economic Have not found any signif.
Community Business Capital or have other hardships may Dev. Office. Though Impact on the bidding
Fund and companies in the retail, have the $9.00 wage as a goal. Stricker felt that it would process or the number of
restaurant & hospitality industries be better for dif office to companies that present bids.
where ave. wage rate standard of monitor since his is
$8.50 is a goal resp for getting the

contracts

Duluth, MN Small employers as def. By Employers shall pay at least 90% Appropriate city staff. Termination of contract if
Minn. Statutes. of their employees a this living emp. violates 3 times.
Job readiness & training servo wage.
CDBG recipients. Provo Payroll reports on biannual
Summer youth employ. progs. basis.
Recip. of less than $25,000.

Gary, IN NA Employers must file a schedule Common Council of the Fines ($1 ,000) for each
of the wages to be paid with the City of Gary violation for each day.
City of Gary's Wage Rate Officer
and in the Gary Common Council
Office prior to work being done.

Jersey City, NJ NA Applies to full and part time (25 NA NA
hrs+/week).
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Living Wage Ordinances

~i~Jtt¢~$.:..t~HiHt: :t~f{~~imiJttr::p'i[iQm,,:':':lM~iW::::rri::::::t:rt:Wi·:·i$.jij~(l..tt:i:t~tr::~:r rrtf~~rrr::::::ttrrr:tlr:~:tA:::p.!l~it&::fftfJ@:f~:i~~:~rrrr:JJttr:r~ij~AAmt.~it~t.i!¥m
Los Angeles, CA 1997, March Ordinance $7.25 w/health benefits All service contracts in excess of $25,000 and a

$8.50 w/out health benefits contract term of at least 3 months. Bond Financing
and Tax Credits

1/8/98

Milwaukee, WI 1995 Substitute Ordinance 1$6.05 adjusted each March in
accordance w/HHS pov.
guidelines for family of 3

IAII service contracts, subcontracts and agreements
let, entered into or mady by the city.

~

Minneapolis, MN 11997, March !Resolution /110% of fed'i poverty level for /economic development contracts
family of 4, and 100% w/benefits -land sales at less than the fair mrkt price

-loans
0-bonds excluding conduit bonds

-grants, and city tax incentives.

---
New Haven, CT 1997, May Ordinance 97-98--1 00% of federal poverty Service Contracts (Food Preparation, Security,

standard for fam of 4 Custodial/Maintenance, Clerical, Transportation, &
98-99--1 05% Management of these services.)

I ~99-00--110%
100-01--115%
01-02--120%
City Controller shall calc.

New York City, NY 11996, Sept. Ilocallaw to amend the IEmPloyees shall be paid the Any contract for security, temporary, cleaning and
administrative code applicable prevailing wage rate food services

of workers in same trade or
~occupation, determined by city

comptroller.
Security-$7.90; Food-$15.50
Cleaning-$14.46

Portland, OR /1996, June IOrdinance
1'""7 • $6.75 F" '0""" "Moe "'0""" '0';"'0"" ","'"

97/98 - $7.00 guards, parking attendants, and temporary clerical
land shall be adjusted by a %age orkers.

I 0according to cost of living
increase given to city employees
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:ljfIH:;~~~(i:~r:tt :fri:~tt~~t::::t:~#~ffl.p~l9.ij~tjf:jtjjj:tj:j:t~:j:: :t::t:::~~Y~~R.gij~~tttjj ~:t:::~~~~t9.f~~hU\fffl.rit :tt:p.M~~t~¢'M~~*(ijfm:~t:!
Los Angeles, CA Contracts less than $25,000. Employer shall provide at least 12 Bureau of Contract City may cancel contract in

Employment training orgs that paid days off for sick, vacation or Admin. In DPW event of non-compliance.
serve homeless, chronically personal.
unemp. Or TANF recips. Health benefits shall consist of at
First yr. City financial asst. recip. least $1.25/hr.
Employs fewer than 5 Inform employees of their right to
employees. Obtains a waiver. EIC

1/8/98

Milwaukee, WI Service contracts does not IApplies to part time workers also.
include those that involve the
purchase of goods

Department of Public City may withold payment on,
Works--Standards and terminate or suspend the
Procurement Division of contract, after due process.
Administration Deny contractor right to bid in

future for one yr.

Minneapolis, MN -contracts < $100,000 in one FY
-small business as defined by
state
-CDCs and job training and job
readiness orgs.

60% of new jobs will be held by
City residents and jobs will be
advertised to entire community

City of Minneapolis &
Minn. Community Dev't
Agency

Sanctions for non-compliance.

New Haven, CT INon-profits whose chief IEncourage employers to hire and
executive earns less than 8 times train current or former welfare
that of the lowest paid. recipients.
Does not include carpenters,
electricians, glaZiers, painters,
roofers or other indiv. employed
by the city.

City Controller $100 fine/day for not meeting
wage standard or not posting
reqUired documents.

New York City, NY INon-profit sector. I-Post wages for employees
-submit payroll records with each
RQ

City Comptroller's Office IAfter investigation, may
withhold any payment due.
May issue a disposition which
directs payment of wages
w/interest.

Portland, OR The Commissioner-in-Charge of
any city Bureau may waive non
monetary compensation, i.e.:
training or educational work.

Employers shall consider INA
including in bid other wage and/or
benefit criteria ie, vacation, retire
ment, child care, training
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San Jose, CA 1988, Oct. Resolution requires prevailing wage City funded public works construction projects

1991 Prevailing wage originally. Later extended to city housing projects &
amended ordinance direct services: residential st. sweeping, convention
1989, Feb. cntr food servs., parking lot mng. services, janitorial 0

servo & other routine contracts over $1,000.

1/8/98

Santa Clara
County, CA

St. PaUl, MN

1995,Sept.

1997, Jan.

Tax Rebate Policy

Resolution

$10/hr w/health benefits or a
Isuitable alternative

110% of fed'i poverty level for
family of 4, and 100% wlbenefits

Manufacturers that, but for the rebate, would not have
otherwise located in SC County & who create &
sustain at least 10 f.t., perm manufac. jobs over the
rebate period.

economic development contracts
-land sales at less than the fair mrkl price
-loans
-bonds excluding conduit bonds
-grants, and city tax incentives.

o

o
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:tt::t¢:::'::')~~~l:!:j:tjt: :!j:jttjj@@:ttI!~i~ij(::~I9.~itjt:tttttm:!:! !::::j:!:I:~·::::::·:·:: ..·:··:·:·::~~r(:::···::::'~i~ittt!! tj:!I~ij(QtW~ijwmtt!! !It!!~ijfij.t.~¢~ijmw.~ijfIlj:

San Jose, CA Parperty owned by City IRequirements shall be included State Dept of Industrial Rescission of the contract or
Employee Retirement System in RFP Relations agreement, or to seek judicial

relief for damages

1/8/98

Santa Clara
County, CA

NA Comp looked more fav upon if
prov health care for all emps.,
prov childcare, hire County job
trng alum, hire residents, locate
near pub transpo, have public
giving prog, worker trng, env
standards.

County Board of
Supervisors and
Finance Director

County shall recover the
rebate if company commits a
willful or negligent act with
regard to its business wlin
SC County.

St. Paul, MN Excludes
-contract $100,000
-intermediarion such as CDC
-small business
-1 st year business
-job training and readiness
organization

Administrative guidelines outline
all requirements.

Department of Planning !Sanctions for non-compliance.
and Economic
Development
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Summary and Recommendations

The proposed Living Wage Ordinance (hereinafter lithe Ordinance") would require
about twelve hundred finns that lease from, or provide serivces for the City of Los Angeles to
to pay their workers (if eng~ed in the City-funded or City-based work) a "living wage·
"($7.50 an hour, or enough to raise a family of three above the poverty line), provide health
benefits, and provide compensated time off for illness, holidays. and vacations. The goals of
the Ordinance. as described by its Council sponsors, are threefold: (a) to ~, by example. a
standard of what the City considers to be fair and appropriate terms of employment; (b) to
improve the quality of City selVices provided by private businesses; and (c) to reduce poverty
and improve the living conditions of the affected workers.

The City Council commissioned this study of the Ordinance. Broadly speaking," the
study had fOUf putposes: (a) to estimate the direct scope. cost and coverage of the Ordinance
as proposed; (b) to evaluate the likely success of the Ordinance in achieving its goals~ (c) to
assess the indirect economic effects of the Ordinance; and (d) to make recommendations,
including alternate ways of approaching the Ordinance's goals while minimizing costs and
adverse side-effects. The study has provided some fairly clear answers to each of these
questions. and identifies important ambiguities that remain. Our key findings are summarized
below.

Scope, Cost, and Coverage of the Ordinance: City Service Contracts

The Ordinance, in its current version (City Attomefs November 27th edition,
reflecting changes through November 13th), covers three groups of employers: rums
contracting with the City to provide services; some rums that conduct business on City
property (e.g.• LAX concessionaires); and fmns that receive substantial economic
development incentives from the City. Over these three categories, we have the most
complete information about the fmt, and less about the last; there is also more ambiguity
about the scope of coverage in the second and third categories. Section 2 of the main text, and
Appendix A, describe the methods behind each of the following estimates. Note that with
each of these estimates, we describe current businesses as being ·covered" by the Ordinance.
although only future contractors would in fact be covered.

--The City currently has roughly 1,000 scrvice contracts that exceed the $25.000
threshold at a total annual cost of roughly $350 million. Only about 350 of these contracts,
worth $100 million, actually involve workers earning less than $7.50 per hour. If the
Ordinance applied to all of these rums:

. • 2,500 workers would get an average wage increase of $1.25 an hour to
$7.50;
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• 1,800 workers would receive health benefits;

• At least 3,500 workers would receive more paid days off for sick leave,
vacation, and holidays;

• The total cost of these changes would be around $16-24 milli.on,
depending on how the Ordinance's health insurance mandate is
interpreted. Only a little over $5 million of this total would go into
actual wage increases. .

• The principal uncertainty in our estimate of costs to service contractors
concerns the reach of the "time off" provisions. In the Ordinance's
current fonn, these requirements extend to all employees of the covered .
fl1111 who work on City-funded activities, regardless of their rate of pay.
Our data only covered hourly employees; this provision could have
significant coverage effects in fInns that have mostly salaried employees
or employees making more than SID per hour.

• These estimates do not include any figures for subcontractors.' Out of
two hundred sixty fInns contacted on this issue, only eleven of the fl1111s
reported subcontractors engaged in City-related work. Inclusion of
subcontractors would increase our estimates of coverage, but not
significantly.

--The total cost of the Ordinance to service contractors thus represents about 4-7% of
the total amount of all City servicve contracts, although most of the cost is concentrated among
a relatively small number of contractors. These costs could be covered in one of three ways:

• The City could decide to absorb the cost, and fmd higher revenues or
offsetting spending reductions to pay for it. If the City did absorb the
cost, the increase in City expenses would take several years to be fully
felt, since many of the contracts are for several years and only new
contracts are covered.

• The City could make case-by-ease judgments about the ability of
contractors to absorb the cost, increasing contract amounts where it
concluded that the i1Dn could not absorb the. cost. We have seen no
evidence on the question of whether City service contractors have, in
some cases, above-average profit margins that would make it possible
tor them to absorb the higher costs. Even if such profits existed,
however, the City will have difficulty making contractors absorb costs in
the absence of changes in methods of awarding contracts.
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.• The City could allow the coverage of the new expense to be worked out
by individual contracting departments. We predict that under this
policy, the cost will eventually be borne by the City in the fonn of

.higher contracting costs (when departments are able to secure higher
appropriations) or lower services.

Scope,Cost, and Cove~ge: City-Authorized Concessions

--Over a thousand businesses operate on City property with leases and pennits. The
Ordinance covers some but not all of these; the exact line of coverage is unclear. We defmed
the coverage to include businesses that provide services (mostly public services) that the City
could and would probably provide if the lessee or permit-holder did not. We studied three
City operations that would include most of the possible coverage: LAX, LA Harbor, and the
City's parks and outdoor recreational facilities." We did not study the Convention Center or
the Sports Arena. In the three major operations we studied, about 250 businesses were
potentially covered by the Ordinance; most of whom did have workers earning less than S7.50
per hour. If the Ordinance applied to all of these fInns:

• 2,300 workers (about 1,900 FTEs) would get an average wage increase
of S1.38 an hour to S7.50;

• 670 additional workers would receive health benefits;

• 3,200 workers would receive additional time off;

• The total cost of these changes would be betweenS12 and S18 million,
depending on how the Ordinance's health insurance mandate is
interpreted. Only about $5.s million of this total would go into actual
wage increases.

• The major uncertainties in these estimates stems from the "time-off"
provision (see the previous section) and the lack of information on two
major City operations.

--Because the concessions generally support themselves by selling goods and services to
the public, and not through City payments, the allocation of the higher labor costs is more
complex. The City would probably bear some of the cost through lower lease payments.

Scope, Cost, and Coverage: Financial Assistance Recipients

--We found no hard evidence that any of the current recipients of fmancial assistance
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from the City will be affected by the Ordinance. The Ordinance covc;:rs fmns receiving
assistance from the City (for economic or jobs development) if the net subsidy in the assistance
is over $100,000 annually or over $1 million at anyone time. We surveyed a number of the
City's assistance programs, and none of those surveyed met the threshold provided for in the
Ordinance. This implies that the Ordinance's impact here will be small; but if any firm does·
pass this threshold, the size of the subsidy will be large enough so that each covered finn
might have a sizeable effect on the total impact.

Overall Reach of the Ordinance

Across the th.reeareas of coverage, the Ordinance would provide pay increases to
nearly five thousand workers (about 4,000 full-time-equivalent employees, or FTEs) and
would provide added benefits to about seven thousand workers (including those receiving pay
raises). The total increase in labor costs would be between $28 and $42 million. The City
would eventually pay for most of that increase through higher costs or lower services.

Success of the Ordinance in Meeting Its Goals

--Setting a standard, by example, ofwhat the City considers fair and appropriate tenns
ofemployment. The Ordinance is very effective in meeting this goal. By creating widely
applied, uniform standards to the covered contractors and concessionaires, the Ordinance sends
a clear message about the City's labor goals.

--Improving the quality of City services. When the City contracts out for services, it is
difficult to compare bidders on grounds other than price. Bidders may thus have an undue
incentive to minimize on labor costs and provide lower quality services so that they have the
lowest bid. Bidders that plan to use more or better quality labor may thus be frozen out of the
competitive process. These situations are hard to correct if the City has poor information
about service quality. Setting a minimum wage for service contract workers is thus a plausible
strategy for setting service standards.

--It is very likely that the Ordinance would improve quality-adjusted worker
productivity in two ways:

• Higher wages and benefits reduce worker turnover. This increases the
average level of experience among workers, and therefore should
improve the quality of services provided.

• Higher wages and benefits enable employers to lrecruit workers with.
stronger skills to the jobs affected by the Ordinance.
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--However, a more narrowly-tailored Ordinance could probably capture many of these
benefits at lower cost. There are probably areas where perfonnance is easy to observe (e.g.,
landscaping) or where particular types of work are done well by low-wage workers. It is also
difficult to know whether the City is getting it's money's worth -- exactly because productivity
gains in many areas are hard to observe. A more narrowly-tailored Ordinance, by focusing on
fewer areas, might make it feasible for overseers to assess improvements in quali,ty.

1

--Reduce poverty and improve the living conditions ofaffected wor~rs. It has been
well-established by labor economists that raising the minimum wage is a4'ery blunt instrument
for fighting poverty, since low-wage workers are not always from low-income families. In
Los Angeles, we estimated that about 20% of service workers earning less than $7.50 per hour
are from families below the poverty line (Le., $16,000 for a family of four), and another 20%
are in Nnear-poor" families (those with incomes between 100% and 150% of the poverty line,
or $16 - 24,000 for a family of four). At the other extreme, 33 % of the low-wage workers in
Los Angeles live in families with incomes over $45,000 per year. Of the four thousand
workers receiving pay raises under the Ordinance, we estimate that about eight hundred would
be lifted above the poverty line. Some of the indirect economic effects of the Ordinance could
partially offset this achievement (see below).

--Other analysts of this Ordinance, or of similar proposals, have concluded that most of
the higher labor costs the Ordinance mandates would be Mlost" to the state and federal
governments, as workers paid higher taxes and received fewer welfare benefits. Our analysis
suggests that these conclusions are overstated. Since most of the covered workers are not
poor, and even those who are have less than complete participation rates in many benefit
programs, we estimate that only about 5 % of the higher labor costs will be offset by lower
worker benefits. Moreover, since most of the Ordinance's labor costs are in the fonn of
benefits, rather than wages, only about 15 % of the higher labor costs will be offset by higher
worker taxes. Thus, most of the mandated wage and benefit increases will translate into better
living standards for the recipients.

Indirect Economic Effects of the Ordinance

It is difficult for an individual City operating in a regional and national economy 
even for a City as large as Los Angeles -- to unilaterally influence wage and labor standards.
An individual city cannot capture many of the benefits (e.g., lower welfare) or control many
of the side effects (e.g., secondary labor market effects) that flow from a geographically and
administratively limited standard. These constraints, along with some intrinsic consequences
of a substantial mandated wage increase, contribute to several indirect economic effects:

--The Ordinance would produce some loss of jobs. Contractors and co~cessionaires

facing higher costs will try to raise prices (higher contract amounts, lower lease payments and
higher concession prices) and cut costs (by reducing the number of workers). How much this
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happens will depend On a number of factors discussed in the main text. Most crucially, it
depends on the willingness of the City to absorb the higher labor costs mandated by the
Ordinance. If the City responds to an increase in costs in the way cities studied in -the
economic literature typically do, the Ordinance would produce an oVlerallloss of about three
hundred and fIfty jobs. The job loss among low wage workers will dc:pend on whether the City

. allows cost pass-throughs for affected contracts.

--The size of thejob loss resulting from the Ordinance will determine the size of the
"secondary market effects" in non-covered markets. Workers displaced Q.y the Ordinance will
seek jobs in the 99 % of the Los Angeles labor market that is unaffected by the Ordinance's
provisions. Since these workers generally have a strong need or desire for jobs, they will
often accept lower wages in the uncovered market. Microeconomic theory predicts, as a
consequence, a slight decline in wages in the secondary market. In effect, displacement of
workers sets in motion a sort of domino process, in which the displaced workers will displace
other workers by accepting lower wages, and these workers will repeat the phenomenon. This
process ends of absorbing back into the labor force most of the workers displaced from city .
contract work, but the process could also lower enough workers' wages to offset, from an
aggregate point of view, a significant part of the higher payments going to low-wage workers
under the Ordinance. However, the empirical literature on these secondary market effects is
too weak to permit us to reliably estimate its size.

Nonetheless, these secondary market effects give us an important added reason to be
concerned about how many workers are displaced by the Ordinance. That number, in turn,
depends on how the City responds to increases in contractor costs.

--The Ordinance could foster unionization of low-wage workers in other sectors, or
stimulate the adoption of higher )Vage and benefIt standards by other employers. Results like
this have often followed the introduction of a "covered market" in the form of union entry into
a new industry or regional economy. We know of no analyzed precedent for this type of
effect from the creation of a small, high-wage "covered" market by a City.

--As we noted earlier, about 20% of the increased labor costs mandated by the
Ordinance is "lost" from the regional economy, due to declines in the receipt of benefIts and
increases in taxes. This has beneficial social effects, but it contributes to a slight net loss in
aggregate income for the regional economy as a whole. If, however, corporate profIts are
lowered, this loss in aggregate income will be offset to some degree by a decline in corporate
taxes. The Ordinance will produce an "inflow" of income if some of the costs are borne by
businesses whose owners live outside the Los Angeles area (and thus "remove" lower profIts
from the region). The net "inflow" is almost certainly smaller than the net outflow, so the total
direct effect of the Ordinance on the Los Angeles economy is slightly negative -- though small
relative to the scope of the Ordinance and very, very small relative to the overall economy.

--Some of the City's economic development activities (especiallly those in "enterprise
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zones") aim to reduce long-tenn unemployment by creating new, entry-level jobs. If these
activites carried a higher mandated wage and benefits, fewer of these new jobs will be created.
As a practical matter, the current coverage thresholds in the Ordinance appear to exempt all
current economic assistance recipients. However, the potential is there for a direct conflict
between the mechanisms of the Ordinance and the goal and operation of some of these

.economic assistance programs.

--Within the Los Angeles economy, the Ordinance will produce some redistribution
from areas where taxes are paid and business owners live to areas where cpvered workers live.
Our empirical research suggests that the locational differences between tnese populations are
not very great, so the redistribution would be very modest.

Recommendations

In the debate over the Living Wage concept, an important option that has been
overlooked is the federal Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC was begun in the late
1970s and was greatly expanded by the Clinton Administration in 1993. The EITC works as
a sort of "negative income tax" for low-income families with job earnings. A worker who is
the sole support for her family, has two children and worked full-time in 1996 at an hourly
wage of $5.75 (the statewide minimum wage that will be in effect in a year) would be eligible
for an EITC of roughly $3,500 -- enough, in other words, to make her effective wage $7.50
per hour. There is thus a mechanism already in place to achieve one of the Ordinance's
central goals.

The problem is that a majority of the Los Angeles residents who are eligible for the
mc do not .know about it or do not use it. Even those who use it tend to receive the EITC in
a lump sum when they fIle a tax return, even though the program now makes it relatively easy
for employers to pass the benefit on to workers in the fonn of regular "wage subsidy"
payments. We estiniate that the total value of unused EITC benefits in the City is $100 million
per year.

From the City's standpoint, the enonnous advantage of an EITC over a Living Wage is
that the BITC brings more outside funds into the metropolitan area, while a Living Wage tends
to reduce the inflow of outside benefits and increases the outflow of taxes. Moreover, from a
policy standpoint, the EITC is perfectly targeted at the neediest population: all of its benefits
go to low-income families, and none of the BITC income is taken into account in detennining
the recipient's eligibility for other means-tested benefits.

If the City takes steps to increase the use of the BITC by City service contractors, it
can help achieve some of the other goals of the Ordinance. For example, if City contractors
offer year-round wage supplements from the BITC to their qualified low-wage workers, they
will presumably secure lower turnover from their workers and some of the other productivity
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benefits that the Ordinance seeks to achieve.

The EITC cannot achieve all of the goals of the Ordinance, such as the provision of
health insurance to contract workers, or the establishment of "model employer" criteria.
Moreover, many of the weaknesses of the Ordinance can be greatly migitaged by carefully
targeting its provisions. There is good reason to think that a scaled-down version of the
Ordinance would cost-effectively meet many of its goals. The more targeted Ordiriance would
also be easier to administer and to evaluate.

We therefore conclude that the following steps would be an effecnve strategy for
advancing the goals of the Living Wage Ordinance:

1) Implement a targeted Living Wage Ordinance. The Ordinance would cover
approximately 100 City service contracts and concessions, in areas selected on the basis of
these criteria: (a) a concentration of low-wage workers in the contracts; (b) covered work in
which poor performance is a documented or suspected concern; (c) work in which the low
wage workers tend to belong predominantly to low-income families. 'Illese 100 contracts
would reach about 75 % of the workers who would be covered by the service contracts
provisions currently in the Ordinance. The office administering the Ordinance should monitor
these contracts carefully, to investigate the competitiveness of the bidding process, and the
changes in employer bidding and employment practices that result from implementation of the
Ordinance. Where the administering office is persuaded that the higher labor costs will lead to
more than a 5 % loss in jobs under the contract, the office should provIde recommendations on
cost pass-throughs to appropriate City officials.

2) The wage and benefit package mandated by the Ordinance should be modified to
provide the following:

• A minimum wage of $7.25 per hour;

• Health benefits that are either (a) comparable to those being provided to
City workers engaged in similar work, or (b) involve an. average
employer cost of $2,000 per covered employee. The employer should
bear the entire cost of the policy, though policy co~payments and modest
deductibles should be permitted. The $2,000 figure reflects the average
amount per worker spent on health insurance by service contractors who
currently provide health benefits to their workers. Employers not
providing these health benefits would be required to pay workers at least
$8.50 per hour.

• The provisions for holidays, sick days and vacation days should be
modified to permit workers a total of twelve days off annually, which
can be used· in any of these three categories at the worker's discretion.
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These provisions should also only apply to workers making less than
$8.50 per hour.

3) We estimate that the total cost of this trial program to the City would be $3-5
million annually, including administrative and evaluation costs. The exact amount would
depend on the degree of cost pass-throughs. This amount would be lower during the first few
years, until all of the covered contracts came up for renewal and coverage.

4) This targeted Living Wage Ordinance should be subjected to a.&learly specified
evaluation mechanism which will provide clear answers on the following issues: (a) is the
Ordinance being enforced; (b) how many workers are displaced; (c) are there productivity
gains in the covered contracts; arid (d) what is the added cost to the City? The City should set
targets on each of these criteria, annually review the Ordinance's success in achieving these
criteria, and discontinue the mandate if the program does not measure up.

5) The City should adopt legislation requiring parties that engage in City business to
take the following steps to encourage use of the BITC amo~g their low-wage workers:

• Inform all workers making less than $12 per hour of their potential
eligibility for the BITC;

• Make available to workers the necessary forms to secure year-round
EITC wage supplements from the employer.

• Parties certifying that less than 5% of their workers engaged on City
work make less than $7.50 per hour would be exempt from the above
requirements in (2).

6) The City should implement a program aimed at increasing participation in the ETC.
The program would have four components: .

• Overseeing compliance by employers doing business with the City with
the provisions of (5), above;

• Conducting outreach in communities with a concentration of low-wage,
low-income workers to increase familiarity with and participation in the
ElTC program;

• Conduct a media-based information project on ElTC, to disseminate
information on eligibility and usage to the general Los Angeles
community;

• Maintain a technical assistance office to help workers and employers use
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the BITC effectively.

7) The total cost of this program would be $1 million annually. If the program is
successful in increasing citywide participation rates in the ElTC from 48 % to 60 %, however, ..
the program will generate roughly $50 million for the local economy, including some $2
million in additional tax revenues for the City.

. 8) At least some parts of this program should be temporary. If the program is
successful, knowledge and usage of the EITC by employers and workers.will increase, making
the program less necessary. If the program is unsuccessful, of course, the argument for
making it "temporary" is even stronger. The City should therefore ev:l1uate, by a variety of
statistical means, the annual change in BITC usage among eligible parties in Los Angeles. The
program should be subject to annual review and should be reduced or eliminated when the
demonstrable annual increase is BITC usage in Los Angeles falls below $5 million.
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An Empirical Analysis of the Proposed
Los Angeles' Living Wage Ordinance

Section One. Introduction

The authors of this report, along with a staff of ten research associates, have spent the
past six. weeks on an intensive analysis of the Proposed Living Wage Ordfilance ("the
Ordinance"). Our charge from the City of LOs Angeles was to determine, as effectively as we
could within the short time frame, th~ likely and significant consequences of enacting the
Ordinance. The preceding Summary distills our principal fmdings; this main report explains
our methods, research, reasoning, and presents more detailed fmdings.

The dramatic erosion of the federal minimum wage over the past ftfteen years, the .
increase in income inequality in the United States over the same period, and the widely-noted
failure of wages to rise substantially during the present economic growth cycle, have all
generated wide interest in minimum wage legislation. In August, the United States Congress
enacted the first increase in the minimum wage since 1991, raising it from $4.25 to $4.75 as
of October I, 1996, and to $5.15 as of September 1, 1997.1 In November, California voters
passed Proposition 210, which will raise the minimum wage in California to $5.75 by March
1, 1998.2 Over the past two years, legislators in some two dozen local jurisdictions across the
country have introduced "Living Wage" bills, which generally seek to set a floor on the wages
paid on publicly-funded contracts.3 Baltimore and Milwaukee bOth adopted,in 1995,
proposals setting wage floors for workers on city contracts. A larger number of cities and
states have linked wage floors to economic subsidy programs of various sorts.

The Ordinan~ examined in this study is a classic embodiment of the "Living Wage"
approach and philosophy. If passed, it would require a wide group of employers that do
business with the City of Los Angeles ("the City") to pay workers engaged in that business a
wage of at least $7.50 an hour and to provide them with health insurance, paid holidays, up to
twelve paid sick days per year, and seven days annual vacation. The health insurance
requirement would be waived for employees earning at least $9.50 per hour. Under the latest

1 Paul Richter and James Gerstenzang, "Clinton Signs Minimum Wage Hjke," Los Angeles Times, 21
Aug. 1996, Part A, p. 1.

2 "Elections '96; Other State Measures," Los AngelesTimes, 7 Nov. 1996, Part A, p. 1.

3 Los Angeles Living Wage Coalition, "National Living Wage Campaigns: A Look at Corporate
Accountability and Living Wage Legislation Across the Nation" (June, 1996).
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(November 13th) draft of the Ordinance, as interpreted by the City Attorney, the Ordinance
would extend to the following workers:

--Those who do work on city service contracts of $25,000 or more, including those
who perfonn only incidental work on the c<;>ntracts and those who work for subcontractors.

--Those who are employed by lessees or licensees of the City that provide serviCes on
City property, if the service is one intrinsic to the accomplishment of the City I s goals at that
site and the service would probably be provided by the City if it was notpiovided by a lessee
or licensee." .

--Those who are working more than half-time on a project funded or subsidized by
economic development programs operated by the City, if the subsidy is either a one-time grant
of $1 million or more or an ongoing subsidy that amounts to over $100,000 on an annualized
basis.

With the emergence of "Living Wage" proposals around the country, studies have
begun to appear assessing its consequences and costs. Although no research has yet appeared
in academic journals, four unpublished analyses have come out: (1) a study by an economic
consulting fInn in Chicago (the "Chicago" study), which, on commission by the City of
Chicago, produced a highly critical evaluation of a "Living Wage" proposal there that was
quite similar to the Los Angeles proposal;s (2) a study by a team of economists at the
University of California at Riverside (the "Riverside" study), which analyzed an earlier version
of the Ordinance considered in this study, was funded by mostly private sources, and produced
a report strongly supportive of the Ordinance;6 (3) a highly critical review of the Riverside
study written by Richard Carlson of Spectrum Economics, and commissioned by the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce; and (4) a narrower study by a public policy institute in
Washington, D.C., which was coauthored by one of the Riverside coauthors and which
examined the frrst year effects of the Baltimore Living Wage Ordinance and found no negative

~ The Ordinance itself is quite ambiguous about which lessees and permit-holders might be covered.
Sec. 10.37. I(h) provides"A City tenant or concessionaire shall be deemed to be: rendering services for the
City for purposes of this article if included in a regulation to such effect promulgated under the authority of
section 10.37.5." Our interpretation is based on discussions with the sponsors and the City Attorney's
office.

Even in the tenns we have suggested, the distinction between what is covered and what is not
covered is often ambiguous. Two examples offered by the City Attorney's office are these: at LAX, a
food concession operated in a terminal would be covered, while a car rental operation would not. At a
municipal golf course, a licensed golf "pro" giving lesson would be covered but a pro shop would not.

S George Tolley, Peter Bernstein. and Michael Lesage, Economic Analysis ofDving Wage Ordinance
(RCF Economic and Financial Consulting, Inc.), 24 Jun. 1996.

6 Robert Pollin, proj. dir., Economic Analysis ofthe Los Angeles Living Wag~~ Ordinance, Oct. 1996.
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side-effects from its operation (the "Baltimore" study).7

We have studied these reports carefully ~d learned much from them. Each undertook
some imaginative analyses and produced some intriguing results. Together these studies,
which drew sharply opposing conclusions on most of the issues they collectively took up, have
set in clear relief a number of key issues that we explore here. The Riverside study also made
a very significant effort to compile data on the range of possibly affected City contracts, and
this provided a good benchmark against which to measure our own efforts (we compare our
results in detail in Section 2). We wish to acknowledge that, as in all re~ch efforts,
investigators benefit greatly from a careful consideration of earlier 'York. .

Our study is different from these predecessors in three respects. First, we had the
benefit of direct access to City officials and to the data collected by the City. We could
approach current contractors and lessees of the City as "official" representatives, and received
much helpful cooperation as a result. Second, we were not writing an "advocacy" piece in the
sense that the other studies were (though their authors might disagree with this
characterization). We began the study without definite views on the merits of the proposed
Ordinance, and we saw -- and continue to see -- many of the questions raised by the proposal
as close ones, with complex answers. Third, we did not see our mission as consisting only of
delivering a "verdict" on the proposal, but on identifying ways that the Ordinance could be
improved and better attain its goals.

OUr study does share with its predecessors an important limitation: time. We began
planning this study two months ago and began executing it six weeks ago. A longer study
could have collected much richer and more complete data on the issues we examine, might
have looked closely at the experiences of cities that have adopted similar laws, and
probably would have answered some of the questions that we leave open here. More time
would also have smoothed some of the rough edges in what we have done. But even this brief
analysis has generated quite a bit of infonnation and knowledge about the workings and
dynamic effects of the Ordinance, and suggests clear ways in which it can be strengthened.
We doubt that a longer study would substantially change any of our recommendations.

7 Mark Weisbrot and Michelle Sforza-Roderick, Baltimore 's Living Wage Law (The Preamble Center for
Public Policy, Wash., D.C.), Ocl 1996.. .
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Section Two: The Coverage and Direct Impact of the Ordinance

The most difficult question our study faced -- and perhaps the most important one,
since estimates of indirect effects in the other sections of our report flow from our conclusions
here -- concerns the practical scope of the Ordinance: how many busitnesses and workers
would its provisions directly affect? Although a large survey conducted by the Office of the
City Administration Officer during the summer and early fall gathered valuable data on a large
percentage of the finnsmost obviously covered by the Ordinance, the sux:vey had very modest

.. 4"

goals, seeking to get general information on the contracting finns that would most obviously
be affected by the Ordinance.· When we began our study, we therefore had worker
information on only about 20 % of the total population of city service contractors, no
information about some major departments (e.g., DWP and the Harbor), and limited data on
lessees, permit holders operating on city property, and economic subsidy recipients. We also
had no information about administrative support personnel or subcontJractors used by city
service contractors and possibly covered by the Ordinance.

The largest component of our study was a brief but intense survey effort aimed at
filling the gaps in our knowledge about the Ordinance's coverage. Our survey had four
components. First, we developed a fairly complete census of all the businesses potentially
affected by the Ordinance, including over 1100 service contracts, wen over one thousand
lessees and permit holders (which we will collectively describe as the "concessionaires ft

), and
dozens of finns receiving economic subsidies from the City. Second, for the service
contractors, we supplemented the City's focused survey with a longer survey of a random·
sample of the entire universe of covered contracts. Our sample, which is described more fully
in Appendix A, collected information from over 300 finns. Third, for the concessionaires, we
determined that the number of firms that were probably intended to be covered by the
Ordinance (see our interpretation in Section 1, above) was about 250. The City had provided
us with information on over half of these finns, and we attempted to contact the remainder.
For three major sites of concessionaires -- LAX, the Harbor, and the public parks and golf
courses -- we secured data from most of those covered, and had enough information on those
that we did not reach that we could generalize from our sample. A significant failing of this
part of our analysis, however, was the absence of a good census, or 3.ltly direct data, on two
city-owned sites of concessions: the Sports Arena and the Convention Center. Fourth, we
contacted officials at all of the principal economic development programs and secured enough
data to allow us to determine whether any of the beneficiaires of those programs met the
thresholds of coverage specified mthe Ordinan~.

For each of the covered firms we contacted, we sought inform.ation on the number of
workers within specified wage ranges who did some work on the City contract or concession,
the average wage rates of affected workers, the degree to which these workers recieved health
benefits and the cost of those benefits, and the current allowances these workers received for
sick days, holidays, and vacation days. We specifically asked about administrative support
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personnel who worked on the contract or concession, and about the employers' use of
subcontractors. I .

Reliability. H;ow accurate is the information collected through the methods we have
just described? There are three ways that errors can creep in. First, if our "universe" of fInns
doing business with the City had significant gaps, all of our other analyses would reflect those
gaps. There are undoubtedly some gaps of this sort, since the process of compiling the
universe relied on the resp'onsiveness of many different people across different City
departments who used a variety of methods to assemble their own lists. ijowever, the close
cooperation of the Office of the City Administrative Officer allowed us to collect information
from all major departments and virtually all of the smaller departments. Moreover, we were
able to compare our lists of service contracts with a similar "census" of contracts conducted last
year, and performed other checks to satisfy ourselves that our universe was reasonably
complete.' Second, our sample of responding flfD1s could be skewed in a variety of ways. To
examine this possibility, we have checked our sample against our universe of fums and
established that, by a variety of measures, our sample seems to fairly represent the·entire
population. Third, our procedure could produce mistaken estimates if many responding fmns
gave us inaccurate information. It seems likely that some respondents overlooked some
employees (esepcially those working only indirectly on a service contract). Some respondents
might have been embarassed to admit. even in a confidential survey, how little they paid some
employees; others might have wanted to exaggerate the number of low-wage workers to
emphasize how severely their operation would be affected by the Ordinance. We took some
comfort from the general consistency of the responses to our survey with those the City had
obtained in its own survey (it seemed less likely to us that respondents would misrepresent
facts on an official, mandatory survey). In general, however. we had to rely on our sense that
the data we were receiving hung together in ways that seemed credible and consistent.

Overall, we feel confident that all of these potential problems did not detract
substantially from the accuracy of our estimates. 10

Number ofAffected Workers. The fIrst three tables in this section (2.1 through 2.3)
show our estimates of the number of workers affected by the Ordinance. We have broken this

I We gathered this information with a survey instrument that was faxed to firms. We did not include in
our final analysis data on subcontractors, because of a Jack of available information. However, because
only 11 out 0(260 firms we spoke to on this issue had subcontractors wor1cing on City projects, we do not
think that inclusion of subcontractors would significantly affect our estimates.

9 The two notable exceptions are the Sports Arena and Convention Center as concessionaire sites, as
noted above.

10 As we will discuss more fully below, our estimates are in most respects quite consistent with those
obtained by the Rivserside study through a very different methodology, which provides another helpful
check.
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data down by individual department or operation (when that would not jeopardize any
respondent's anonymity), to provide as detailed a picture as possible. Overall, we estimate
that about 4,800 people working for covered ftnnscurrently earn less than $7.50 per hour. An
additional 2,500 covered workers earn more than $7.50 per hour, but receive no health care
beneftts -- or beneftts that probably fail to meet the Ordinance's requirements -- and would be
eligible for some increase in health benefits under the Ordinance. In both of these cases, the
number of affected workers is a relatively small proportion of the total number of persons
engaged in covered work -- the great majority of the employees on city service contracts, ~
particular, are receiving wages and/or health beneftts above the thresholds' set by the
Ordinance.

The third benefit mandated by the Ordinance -- the provision of paid holidays, twelve
paid sick days, and seven paid vacation days -- could apply to a much larger population.
Relatively few of the finns we surveyed provided as many paid days off as the Ordinance
mandated, and since there is no Ywage limit" governing the reach of this beneftt (i.e., all
employees are eligible for this beneftt regardless of their wage), it is possible that this
provision reaches most of the employees who work on City Ybusiness" at most of the covered
fmns -- potentially' tens of thousands of workers. Our database did not permit an estimate of
how many people that might be. We do know that the number of affected employees is at
least ten thousand; but in this one instance, our estimate is intended as a minimum ftgure
rather than a fairly reliable measurement.

Over a third of the low-wage employees covered by the Ordinance work part-time, so
we have provided in our tables estimates of Yfull-time equivalent" (FI'lE) workers (computed by
multiplying the number of workers by their average weekly hours, anel then dividing by forty).
Both "real" and "FI'E" counts have their uses; our FI'E estimates are generally about 20% less
than our head counts.

As we have noted, the current language of the Ordinance covers persons who work on
service contracts regardless of what proportion of their time is spent 011 the City-related work.
This means, in theory, that the Ordinance would cover not only a low-,wage security worker
stationed at a City facility, but also a low-wage clerk who spends a small fraction of his or her
time processing the security worker's paycheck. :nus language could potentially greatly
expand the reach of the Ordinance, but our survey respondents identified relatively few
"administrative support" workers who spent time on city contracts. The numbers were lower
than expected for three reasons: ftrst, many respondents probably overlooked administrative
workers who spent very little time on the City contracts; second, many of the administrative
workers earn more than $7.50 per hour; and third, many of the contracting businesses are
'small operations in which the owners do their own administrative work. ll Important

11 Only fifteen firms in our sample of 375 reported having administrative workers covered by the
Ordinance.
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exceptions are fInns that process data for the city and administrative support personnel for
social service agencies, mostly no.n-profIts. Based on the fInns reporting in our survey, we
estimate that there are between 200 and 250 administrative support workers making less than
$7.50 per hour and spending some time working on City service contracts. We estimate that
there are between 500 to 600 administrative support workers who (a) make between $7.50 arid
$9.50, (b) do not have health insurance, and (c) spend some time working on City service
contracts. We are somewhat skeptical of these numbers, however, because these figures seem
particularly vulnerable to underreporting by fInns. .

To recap, we estimate that about 4,800 workers would receive pay raises under the
Ordinance; about 2,500 more would receive health insurance; and at least 10,000 workers (but.
probably a much larger number) would receive more paid days off.
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Table 2.1
SeIVice Contractors

W ric Makin Le TIl $7 50 H0 ers Ig 55 an Per oUlr

Number of Number of Mean Wage Percentage Mean Days
Type Of Workers FTE Under With Some Off
Contract Under $7.50 $7.50 Health

Benefits

.'.
Landscape 84 61 $6.48 0.40 12

Laborer 31 22 $6.14 0.20 3.3

Transit 37 34 $6.46 0.90 13.3

Food 206 55 $6.84 1.0 N/A
Service

Other· 57 47 $6.76 0.6 29.3

Janitorial 501 461 $5.87 0.6 18.3

Security 526 498 $6.67 0.00 0.00

Parking 249 206 $5.39 0.2 7

Social 508 305 $6.43 0.49 21
Services

Child Care 52 43 $6.40 0.50 32

Subtotal 2250 1732 $6.25 0.36 11.7

Admin. 227 155 N/A N/A N/A
Support

Grand 2477 1887 $6.25 0.36 11.7

Total

·Category unnamed to preseIVe anonymity
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Table 2.2
Service Contractors

W k M lei $7 50 $9 50 P Hor ers a ng - er our

Nurnberof Number of Total Mean Wage Percent Mean Days
Type of Affected . Affected Workers With Off
Contract Workers FTE $7.50- Health

$7.50 - $7.50 - $9.50 Benefits
$9.50 $9.50 .

Landscape 77 39 77 $8.47 0.1 12.8

Laborer . 38 31 51 $8.22 0.6 19.4

Transit 55 50 59 $8.55 0.8 23.5

Food Service 372 105 372 $8.39 1.0 N/A

Other· 65 63 65 $7.50 1.0 22.6

Janitorial 6 6 6 $8.28 0.3 0.00

Security 59 83 58 $7.99 0.00 0.00

Parking 47 35 47 $8.25 0.00 0.00

Social 450 240 532 $9.00 0.47 15.25
Services

Child Care 35 35 35 $8.92 1.0 32

Subtotal 1204 687 1302 $8.59 0.62 10.8

Admin. 568 503 568 N/A N/A N/A
Support

Grand Total 1772 1190 1870 $8.59 0.62 10.8

• Category unnamed to preserveanonynuty
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Table 2.3
Concessionaires

Workers Making Less Than $7.50 Per Hour
& Workers Making Between $7.50 and $9.50 Per Hour

(Expanded Definition ofCovera~e: See Text for Disc:ussion)

Number of Number of Mean Percent Mean
Type Of Workers FTE Under Wage With Days
Contract Under $7:50 $7.5·0 !-"Some Off

Health
Benefits

Airport 1650 1532

Harbor 306 185

Recreation 313 208
& Parks

Total 2269 1925 $6.12 84% 14.6

Number of Number of Total Mean Percent Mean
Affected Affected Workers Wage With Days
Workers FTE $7.50-$9.50 Health Off
$7.50 - $7.50 - Benefits
$9.50 $9.50

Airport 596 586 810

Harbor 47 39 47

Recreation 28 26 28 .
& Parks·

Total 671 651 885 $8.44 85% 16.6
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Costs. To detennine the total cost of the added wages and benefits for the covered
workers, it was important to understand what workers currently received. Very few of those
affected by the Ordinance currently receive the minimum wage and no benefits workers. The
average worker who made less than 57.50 per hour earned about 56.25 per hour, so the cost of
increasing compensation to 57.50 for this group was 51.25 x 2,080 (the number of work hours
in a full year) x 4800 (the number of covered FTEs), or only about 511 million. Similarly,
close to half of the low-wage workers already have some fonn of health benefit, although
usually with significant gaps in coverage and only partial payment by the employer. We
calculated the cost of the health provisions by detennining what it would <::ost contractors and
lessees to bring their health insurance contribution up to full coverage. ·Finally, most of the
workers ~- particularly those working full-time -- already received some paid days off. We
calculated the added cost by assuming an additional eight hours at the relevant hourly wage for
each additional day that each worker would be entitled to receive. -.

Because our surveys gave us quite specific data about the number, earnings, and
benefits of a large sample of covered workers, most of our cost analysis was straightforward.
The main area of ambiguity arose from health care costs under the Ordinance. Since the
Ordinance provides that employers can choose between giving their low-wage workers full
health insurance or paying them an additional 52 per hour ($9.50 instead of $7.50), one" could
estimate the cost of health insurance as 52 * 2,080 hours per year, or roughly 54,000 per
worker per year. However, we found in the course of our survey that when employers
provided what they regarded as full health care coverage, the total cost was typically around
$2,000 per worker per year. Because the Ordinance itself is vague about the exact amount of
benefits to be provided, we decided to calculate the medical insurance cost using both a $2,000
per worker assumption and a $4,000 per worker assumption. Because, as it turns out, the
medical insurance is the largest cost item in the proposal, these alternate assumptions have a
powerful effect on the total cost.

The final element in our cost analysis is the "ripple effect" -- the amount by which we
anticipate wages of other, uncovered workers will go up as a result of the wage increases to
those directly covered. We explain our method for detennining these estimates in Section 4.

Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show our overall cost estimates. The combined cost of the
mandated wages and benefits for service contracts and concessionaires is between $28 and $42
million, depending on the medical insurance cost assumption. Of this total, only about 511
million goes directly to workers in the fonn of increased compensation. The reader should
note that we have included a number of workers employed by non-profitS (Le. social service
and childcare workers) in our estimates. We included these workers because our interpretation
of the current version of the ordinance is that these workers are covered. However, the
sponsors of the ordinance have told us that non-profits were meant in most cases to be
exempted. Exclusion of these persons would reduce our overall cost estimates by between
10% to 15%.
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Table 2.4
Total Increase In Labor Costs For Service Contradors

Amount of Increase

Type afCost Mandated Health Plan Mandated Health Plan
Valued At $2,000 Valued At $4,000

....
Increased Labor Cost to $5,240,557 $5,240,557
$7.50 Per Hour

Increased Days Offfor $1,630,611 SI,630,611
Workers Earning less than
S7.501hour

Increased Health Benefits to $3,551,214 $8,237,425
Workers Under $7.50

Increased Days OffFor $1,696,084 $1,696,084
Workers Above $7.50

Increased Health Benefits For $2,869,124 $6,659,840
Workers earning from $7.50 to
$9.50

Ripple Effect $531,304 $531,304

Total Costs $15,520,894 $23,995,821
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Table 2.5
Total Increase In Labor Costs For Concessionaires

Amount of Increase

Type Of Cost Mandated Health Plan Mandated Health Plan
Valued At $2,000 Valued At $4,000

Increased Labor Cost to $5,401,974 $5,-101,974
$7.50 Per Hour

Increased Days Off for $1,952,360 $1,952,360
Workers Earning less than
$7.50lhour

Increased Health Benefits to $2,753,755 $7,270,200
Workers Under $7.50

Increased Days OffFor $578,321 $578,321
Workers Above $7.50

Increased Health Benefits For $915,892 $2,684,763
Workers earning from $7.50 to
$9.50

Ripple Effect $373,177 $373,177

Total Costs $11,975,479 $18,260,795

Finally, we include more lessees and concessionaires in our analysis than are included
in the City Attorney's working definition of coverage by the ordinance. Under the City
Attorney's present interpretation of the ordinance, covered concessionaires include: Airport
food and beverage concessionaires; Rec and Parks snack concessions, driving ranges, golf cart
rentals, golf and tennis pros; and Harbor tugs and tours. Because this definition is still in flux,
we broadened the City Attorney's working definition above to include the following: Airport
gift concessions; Harbor marina operations, restaurants and gift shops;and Recs and Parks
restaurants and amusement concessions. We decided not to include some categories like

. Airport car. rentals because the sponsors told us that they did not intend for the ordinance to
cover these lessees.. Because the bulk of the covered :workers work in the Airport food and
beverage category -- a category included in the City Attorney's working definition -_. the cost
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estimates for the City Attorney's "narrow" interpretation and our "broad" interpretation do not
vary greatly. Using the narrow interpretation of coverage of concessionaires reduces the cost
estimates for lessees and concessionaires by about 20% and the overall cost estimates by about
10%.

Discussion. What may be most striking to many readers is the substantial disparity
between these cost figures and those published in other studies: the Riverside study , for
example, came up with a total cost estimate of $93.3 million, and the Carlson rejoinder, which
used the $93.3 million as a base before making adjustments, argued that .this figure should be

. ·4·.

even larger. It is quite helpful to examine the sources of these differences.

The Riverside analysis estimated that finns covered by the Ordinance employed about
10,600 workers earning less than $7.50 per hour. Our estimate is about half that size. There
are two easily identified reasons why the Riverside estimate was higher. First, the Riverside
authors concluded that several large economic assistance recipients were covered (the .
Ordinance, at the time the Riverside study was done, had a somewhat lower threshold for
coverage as an economic assistance recipient. 12 Second, the Riverside study apparently
assumed (again, perhaps because of more inclusive language in the proposal they studied) that
the Ordinance reached all low-wage employees of the covered finns, rather than just
employees engaged in City-related work. If account is taken of these two differences, the
Riverside estimate of covered workers would actually be significantly less than our estimate,
though it is not possible to say exactly how much less..

Riverside's method of determining the number of low-wage workers at covered firms
was quite different than our own method. The Riverside study did not rely on surveys of
employers, but instead classified covered fmns by industrial type and 1then used government
data to analyze the distribution of worker wages at finns of that type. This approach had the
advantage of not relying on the accuracy or completeness of employer··provided information on
low-wage workers. It had the disadvantage of dealing with industry-wide averages, rather than
the actual population of covered fmns. The rough similarity of both of our estimates, when
account is taken of changes in the Ordinance's coverage, bolsters our confidence that our
estimate is roughly accurate and is certainly not (as the raw cost numbers might,suggest) a
substantial underestimate.

Aside from differences In· the number of affected workers counted, the Riverside study
also had three significant differences from our analysis in cost calculations. First, the
Riverside study (again relying on government data) found that the 7under $7.50/hour" workers

12 We are not certain that the Ordinance's language changes accounts for Riverside's inclusion of some
economic subsidy beneficiaries. Our reading of the study suggests that they found some of these firms
received large enough subsidies to be covered even under the current language of the Ordinance (see our
section, below on economic assistance recipients).
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had averageeamings of $5.64 per hour; our employer-derived data showed an average wage
of $6.25 per hour. Riverside's lower wage estimate produced a higher Ordinance cost
estimate. 13 Second, the Riverside study estimated a dramatically larger "ripple" effect on
higher-wage employees than we did. Although Riverside's method for calculating the "ripple"
effect was similar to ours in some ways, we believe that the authors applied the method .
erroneously.. Third, the Riverside study assumed that health insurance coverage would cost
$4,000 if the employee did ~ot currently have health insurance, and $0 if the employee did
have some coverage. They estimated that only 28 % of the covered employees lacked health
insurance, based on statewide statistics. Our method looked not only at ilho currently had
health coverage, but how much the employer currently paid, and then measured the gap
between current payments and the cost of either $2,000 annual coverage or $4,000 annual
coverage.

The point of this discussion is twofold. First, there are concrete reasons for the
differences in cost estimates between the Riverside study and our own; each estimate is based
on a systematic methodology. Second, most of the difference in our estimates disappears if
changes made to the Ordinance's proposed provisions, after the Riverside study" was begun, are
taken into account. Third, nothing in the detailed differences of specific cost-estimating
methods or results persuades us that our estimates are significantly off-target; on balance, our
review of Riverside's methods and ftndings strengthens our confidence in the estimates we
have given in this section.

Economic subsidy recipiems. One of the most controversial aspects of the Ordinance
has been its inclusion of ftrms that receive economic assistance from the City of Los Angeles.
The Mayor' sOffice of Economc Development contends that this provision will make the
City's economic assistance programs deterrents rather than stimulants to new business entry
and fonTIation. Business leaders who oppose the bill have made similar arguments. As noted
above, we concluded in our analysis that probably none of the current recipients of economic
assistance from ·the City would be covered by the Ordinance as it is now written. The purpose
of this section is to explain how we reached that conclusion.

In this reahn of economic subsidies, the City did not provide us with the kind of survey
.data it compiled for a core of service contractors and lessees, and we did not try to conduct our
own survey. What we gathered in this area, instead, was data on the types of economic
subsidy programs that exist within the City, lists of recipients, and the likely applicability of
the Ordinance to each program..

13 There is something to be said for each finding. Our wage estimate fits better with well-<focwnented
patterns of general wage distributions for low-wage workers (Le., the average wage of all U.S. workers
earning between the minimum wage and $7.50 per hour is close to $6.25) and popped up consistently
across a wide range of respondents; the RiversiCie estimate is not susceptible to misreporting by employers
and is more consistent with data gathered by the Living Wage Coalition through interviews with a small
sample of covered workers.
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As discussed in Section I, fInns receiving economic assistance are not covered under
the Ordinance unless they receive a subsidy of at least SIOO,OOO annually or over SI million at
one time. Note that the amount to be measured is the net subsidy, not the gross level of
assistance. Thus, finn receiving a S3 million loan from the City with a ten years repayment
schedule and an interest rate 2 % below market would not be reached by the ordinance, because
the subsidy is no more th~ S600,OOO (or S6O,000 per year, if measured as a flow over the life
of the loan). Thus, by the standards of most city economic development programs, this is a
fairly high standard. As the examples in Table 2.6 illustrate, none of the p.rograms we
examined had any beneficiaries who were clearly above these thresholds....-

Other aspects of this provision also limit its reach. The Ordinance apparently14 only
applies to programs where the purpose of the economic assistanCe is economic development or
job creation. This probably eliminates the City'S substantial housing development programs, .
although economic development is arguably an ancillary purpose. TIlle Ordinance is also cast
in tenns of financial assistance coming from the City itself. Read literally, this would imply
that a corporation that receives the proceeds from an ~dustrial revenue bond would not be
covered, since the "subsidy" in such a bond is the lower interest rate lthat results from the
bond's exemption from federal or state taxation. Similarly, a variety of City economic.
programs are largely pass-throughs of federal money. It is not only unclear whether such
funds are considered city subsidies under the Ordinance; it is also possible that, for some
programs at least, federal regulations would restrict the sorts of conditions placed on this
assistance by the Ordinance. 15

We thus conclude that few, if any current economic subsidy programs operated by the
City would be covered by the Ordinance. It is certainly possible that future economic
development efforts in Los Angeles could occur on a larger scale and be covered by the
Ordinance. In later sections of this report (in particular, Section 9), we discuss the merits of
retaining a largely theoretical coverage of economic assistance recipients in the Ordinance.

14 Sec. 10.37.1 (c). This limitation seems clear enough in the second paragraph of this subsection, but
the subsection as a whole is somewhat ambiguous on this point.

IS The authors of the Ordinance are well aware of these issues, but no final interpretation of the
Ordinance's reach has been determined yet.
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Table 2.6

Summary of Some Key Economic Assistance Programs
And The Likely Reach of the Ordinance to Recipients

Pro2raIIl Mechanism Reach of Ordinance

Department of Water Finns that move or Hundreds of fInns receive subsidies
& Power (DWP): expand operations within under this pro~-, but according to
Enterprise ZOne designated enterprise DWP, the largest current participant
discount zones recieve 25 % off in this program receives an annual

some DWP charges subsidy of less thar1 $60,000. 16

Community Provides loans and Only a handful of finns have yet
Development Bank technical assistance to borrowed funds under this new

businesses in targeted program, and only a portion of the
geographic zones. assistance comes from the City.

None of the loans to date are above
the Ordinance thresholds. The only
probable area of coverage would be
the bank itself -- that is, the
Ordinance might well apply to the
staff of the bank.

Job Training With federal funds, According to program administrtors,
Partnership Act provides wage subsidies JTPA participants are predominantly

to displaced workers to coming from relatively high skill
help a prospective new jobs that pay more than $10 per
employer cover the cost hour, and their wages under the
of retraining. program are generally at or above

that level.

Industrial Floats tax-free bonds The subsidy in the bonds floated
Development under municipal over the past year is below the
Authority bond immunity from federal or Ordinance thresholds; in any-case,
program state taxation, and loans subsidy is hard to characterize as

proceeds for private ~ity-based, rather than state or
economic development federal.
proiects

16 It should be noted, however. that the Riverside study secured DWP data earlier this year; according
to the study, this data shows four firms over the $100,000 annual threshold.
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Table 2.6
(continued)

Program Mechanism Reach of Ordinance

Section 108 Program Similar to the IDA bond The subsidy in the bonds floated
program; has specific job- over the past year is below the
creation requirements Ordinance thresholds; in any case,
(one job for each $30,000 subsidy is hard to characterize as
in funding). City-based, ra,ther than state or

federal.

Section Three: Productivity Effects of the Ordinance and the "Labor-Labor"
Substitution Effect

One of the principal·goals of the Ordinance is to increase the productivity of workers
engaged in City business, and the quality of work performed for the City. There are four
ways that such an irnprovementmight occur: (a) if workers receiving the higher pay and .
better benefits increase work effort and become better employees; (b) :if the pay and benefit
increases, by reducing worker turnover, increase the average level of worker experience and
cause the employer to invest more in worker productivity by providing more training; (c) if the
pay and benefit increases, by making the jobs relatively more attra.ctivl~ to the labor force
generally, enable employers to hire "better" workers; or (d) if, at higher wages, employers
require more effort from employees.

There has been some research suggesting that each of these effe.cts occurs when pay
goes up, at least to some degree. However, we believe that only (b) and (c) have really been
fmnly established by that research. Worker turnover does decline when wages go Up,17 largely
for the common-sense reason that when workers get a raise, they have a greater stake in their
job. Lower turnover helps productivity primarily by reducing the num.ber of unexperienced
workers. IS

17 Richard Freeman and James Medoff, What Do Unions Do? (New York: Basic Books, 1984),
Chapter 11.

II Lower turnover aIsohelps to persaude employers to invest in training, since it gives employers a
gre3tet expectation that training they provide to th~ir workers will not "disappear" quickly through
turnover. However, most labor economists believe that employers generally make employees "pay" for
some of their training in the form of lower wages. A wage floor can eliminate this possibility, and thus
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It is also well-established that employers gradually change the composition of their
workforce when wages go Up.19 This, again, is common-sensical: if a job suddenly pays
more, then when employers advertise an opening, they will get more applicants and applicants
with stronger Mcredentials" -- more years of schooling, more relevant experience, and so on.
What is hard to measure is the rate at which this "substitution" of new workers for old workers
will occur; much depends on the size of the wage change, the rate of attrition of old workers
(recall that turnover has fallen), and the nature of the job. Usually, this effect -- known as the
Mlabor-labor substitution effect" in the literature -- takes place gradually, but over the long-tenn
has a significant impact on the human capital makeup of the workforce.20

.

There is good reason for the City to take these productivity changes seriously. .When
the City contracts out for services, it is difficult to compare bidders on grounds other than
price. Bidders may thus have an undue incentive to minimize on labor costs and provide lower
quality services so that they have the lowest bid. Bidders that plan to use more or better
quality labor may thus be frozen out of the competitive process. These situations are hard to
correct if the City has poor infonnationabout service quality. Setting a minimum wage for
service contract workers is thus a plausible strategy for setting service standards.

There are a few of disadvantages to this strategy. First, an all-inclusive Ordinance
probably reaches further than it needs to in pursuit of better productivity and higher quality.
There may be areas where perfonnance is easy to observe (e.g., landscaping) or where
particular types of work are done well by low-wage workers. Second, it is difficult to know
whether the City is getting it's money's worth -- exactly because productivity gains in many
areas are hard to observe, and there is reason to be skeptical of how much productivity could
go up in jobs that inherently involve little training (e.g., parking attendants). Third, the labor
labor substitution effect can gradually displace many of the very workers that the Ordinance is
trying to assist.

We conclude that the Ordinance is likely to produce tangible benefits for the City in
.higher productivity on service contracts. A more targeted Ordinance would probably reap
these benefits more efficiently, however, while minimizing unintended side effects.

could offset the other incentive for training. It is unclear how these two effects "net out" on the training
issue. -

19 See. e.g., Daniel S. Harnermesh, Labor Demand (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), Chapter
3.

20 Charles Brown. Curtis Gilroy. and Andrew Kohen, 'The Effect of the Minimum Wage on Employment and
Unemployment," 20 JouT'7'l4l ofEconomic Literature 524 (June 1982).
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Section Four: "Ripple" Effects of the Ordinance

Economists who have analyzed the effects of minimum wages have noted that mandated
increases tend to increase earnings not only of persons directly coveIl~ by the increase, but of
those just above the new minimum. %1 If we think about this a moment, we can see why this is.
If a group of workers who are currently paid $5.50 per hour is supervised by someone who is
paid $7.50 per hour, then a mandate increasing all the workers' wage:s to $7.50 per hour will
probably produce a demand by the supervisor for a raise. If the job that used to be paid more
highly is actually "harder" in some way, then that worker may not have ~incentive anymore
to take the more demanding position.

This "ripple" effect undoubtedly exists, and adds to the cost of the Ordinance. The
interesting and more difficult question concerns the size of the ripple Jeffect. The Riverside
study (which called this the "wage contour" effect) assumed that the wage increases for
workers earning under $7.50 would have sizeable ripple effects: an average 15 % increase for
workers earning between $7.50 and $9.49 (about $1.25 per hour),22 and an average 7.5%
increase for workers earning between $9.50 per hour and $11.50 perbour (about 80 cents per
hour). These large effects substantially increased the Riverside study's estimate of the
Ordinance's cost. .

Our analysis suggests a much smaller ripple effect. The available labor market
research suggests that when a new minimum wage increase goes into effect, the wages of those
just above the new minimum tend to experience an increase no more than half the size ofthe
.increase received by workers at the bottom. 23 We can thus imagine a series of ripple effects,
each half as large as the one before it, radiating up from the new minimum wage".

As we noted in the last section, the average wage of workers below the Ordinance's
$7.50 living wage threshold is currently $6.25 per hour; so .the average increase for the
workers actually covered by the ordinance is $1.25. We assumed, therefore, that workers
currently at a $7.50 wage would see a wage boost, on ~verage, that WilS half as large -- 62
cents -- to $8.12 per hour. The employees that these workers "catch up" with would, in turn,
see increases of 31 cents per hours, to $8.43. Modeled in this way, the ripple effect peters out
at about $8.75 per hour. The average wage increase for workers in the $7.50 to $9.50 range,

21 David Card and Alan B. Krueger, Myth and Measurement (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995),

chapter 9.

22 Pollin at 8-9.

23 Card and Krueger report that in the 1990-91 increase in the minimum frOID $3.25 to $3.80, workers
in the 5th percentile of hourly wage workers (essentially, those covered by the increase) experienced a rise
in wages averaging 18% (roughly the amount of the increase), while workers at the 10th percentile Gust
above the new minimum) experienced a 7% increase in wages. .
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if this model is accurate, would be only 2.5%, rather than Riverside's 15%.24 Moreover,
unlike the Riverside analysis, our analysis includes no increase for those in the $9.50 to
$11.50 range. This is consistent with the Card & Krueger analysis showing that ripple effects
only affect a small part of the wage distribution.

Our surveys of employers also give us a- good handle on how many. workers are in the·
wage range affected by the ripple effect. Combiniilg-tfiesenumbers with the analysis
conducted in the last section, the model we just described would predict a ripple wage effect of
about seven cents for every dollar in mandated wage increase~ (see Tables- 2.4 and 2.5).

More complex models. The analysis we have just described is too simplistic in several
ways. Let's briefly consider three complications:.

1) Counting benefits in the ripple effect. Suppose that in our example above, the
$5.50 workers didn'thave health benefits and the $7.50 worker did. The Ordinance will give
the $5.50 workers both a wage increase and more benefits. This would make the ripple effect
bigger, because the low-wage workers are getting a bigger increase. A bigger ripple will also
extend further up the wage ladder before it peters out. On the other hand, workers tenet to pay
more attention to their absolute and relative money wages than to their benefit packages, which
would tend to make this factor less important.

2) Counting workers not engaged on the city contract. We have assumed in our model
that the only workers directly affected by the ripple effect are other workers engaged on the
same contract as the covered workers. This may be unrealistic. Employers may find it
difficult to pay workers engaged in city business no less than $7.50 per hour, while paying
other workers $5.75 per hour, or to have dual benefit systems. Of course, since much of the
covered employment occurs on city property (e.g., a cashier at a LAX concession, or a janitor
in the Central Library), and is t~us physically separate from the employer's other operations, it
might not be so difficult to maintain a distinct wage structure on the city contract; it's hard to
say.

3) The labor substitution effect. As we discussed above, higher mandated wages will
lead employers to gradually change the makeup and the nature of the covered jobs. Workers
will probably be given more responsibilities, and perhaps more training; new hires will come
to the jobs with higher skill levels. This will tend to reduce the ripple effect, because it
reduces the substantive gap in skills and job demands between covered workers and uncovered
workers, and thus reduces the need or justification for preserving a wage gap.

1.4 The Riverside study's methodology was not dramatically different from ours, but produced large
differences in cost estimates because (a) the authors found an average wage of covered workers of $5.64
rather than $6.25, thus producing a much Jarger llripple," and (b) the authors assumed that the llripple"
would affect a much broader swath of workers in a fairly h~mogenous way.
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end market studied by Card and Kroeger are less applicable. 30

The size of the Ordinance's wage increases therefore suggests that, as a general matter,
the unusually low unemployment effects found in Card and Kroeger's reserach will probably
not apply here. But are there other special circumstances that make the context of this
Ordinance different? Yes, there are. The reason these employment losses happen is because
when wages go up, three things tend to happen: employers try to get each employee to do
more work than before; employers substitute machinery for labor; and the overall demand for
the employer's product goes down (as prices increase), reducing the n'ee<!.for workers. Before
directly transferring the general economic rmding about employment f:ffects to the specific
contexts covered by the Ordinance, one should think about these contexts. Are these work
sites where machinery can be substituted for labor, or where a few higher-skilled workers can
do the work previously done by more lower-skilled employees? Is the: demand for city
services going to decline if prices go up? The fIrst question is an empirical one on which we
have no original infonnation. One can imagine that in some types of covered jobs, such as
janitorial work, there are ways to increase the ratio of capital to labor (better cleaning
machines) or hire fewer, more productive workers. In other types of covered work, such as a
newsstand cashier, there may be very little substitution opportunity. ~Vhat this means is that
the unemployment effects are likely to vary across different work settings. Our assumption,
however, is that on average, the work settings covered by the Ordinance will approximate the
general market. The second question is still more difficult to answer, since it is largely a
political question: would the City provide funding if the contracts cost more, or would ifhold
funding constant and, if necessary, accept declines in service? This turns out to be quite>;
important. If the City "passes through" all increases in contractor costs to its own budget,
employers would not have to make any tradeoffs to economize on costs, and the
unemployment effects would be much smaller.'1 If the City holds contracting costs constant
and is accepts some declines in service, the unemployment effects would be relatively large.
In this analysis, we will develop estimates corresponding to each of these assumptions.

The Secondary Market. The Ordinance only applies, of course, to a small part of the
Los Angeles labor market. In this sense it is fundamentally different from con\::entional'
minimum wage legislation, which typically applies to 85 % or more of the labor market and
tends to cover all labor markets within particular industrial or service c:ategories. This
distinction between "partial" and "predominant" coverage has important practical implications
for the effects of the Ordinance. If nearly all of a labor market is cove:red by the minimum
wage, then persons who lose their jobs because of the higher wage simply remain unemployed.

:lO Card and Kreuger agree; they note more than once in Myth and Measurement that they "suspect that,
at sufficiently high levels of the minimum wage, the predicted employment 10SSl~s of the standard model
will be borne.out." (p. 355)

3\ Employers paying the higher wage would still have an incentive to SUbStitlltecapital for the now
higher-paid labor, so there might still be unemployment effects.
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If only part of a labor mar~et is covered, however, workers who are displaced by the higher
minimum look for jobs in the rest of the economy -- the secondary market. 32

Ifwofkers displaced by the Ordinance look for work in the secondary market, it is obvious
from a theoretical point of view what the general effects will be. With the number of workers
competing for jobs in the secondary market going up, wages paid to workers (aside from those
already at the statewide minimum) will go slightly down (very slightly, if, as here, the
secondary market is far larger than the covered market). The lower wages ~ut two ways.
First, they produce somewhat higher employment in the uncoveredm~ (just as higher
wages in the covered market produce less employment). This means that most of the displaced
workers fmd other jobs, though sometimes these new hires displace existing workers. Second,
the even slightly lower wages in the uncovered market could offset some of the gains to
workers in the covered market and affect the overall income transfers to low-wage workers.

One possible twistto the account above is if some displaced workers choose to "wait"
in the covered market for a job opening at the minimum wage. If these "wait-unemployment"
effects are important then there will be less pressure downward on wages in the uncovered
market but net displacement will be higher because some workers wait for the better
paying jobs to open up rather than choose to become absorbed into the uncovered market. An
important assumption of the wait-unemployment model, which is controversial, is that it
assumes that a worker cannot look for a job in the covered market while working in the
uncovered market. In any case, both the "pure spillover~ account and the "wait
unemployment" account predict less employment overall but have different predictions about
what happens to the· wage in the uncovered market.

Estimating the Unemployment Effect. How do these complexities translate into actual,
concrete estimates of the unemployment effects of the Ordinance?

• Because the size ofthe wage and benefit increases mandated by the Ordinance is
large, and pushes workers significantly up the income distribution, the
conventional assumptions about displacement effects of a minimum wage apply
here. .

• There is enough variation in estimates about the elasticity of labor demand and
labor supply to justify using several different estimates. By using a range of
.empirically derived estimates of these elasticities, we can produce as in Table
5.1, "high", "low" and "best" estimates of these effects. These elasticities are
the best estimates of experts who have carefully reviewed the empirical

32 Neither the Chicago nor the Riverside studies mentioned this effect, but there is a significant
literature on secondary market effects in areas where part, but not all, of an occupation is unionized.
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literature.JJ

• Because the Ordinance only covers a tiny fraction of the market, however, one
must apply these same elasticities to the uncovered, "se:condary" market, where
most of the displaced workers are hired by uncovered finns.

• The response of the City to increased costs experienced by contractors is quite
important in determining the overall unemployment effects..'.

• The cost of health insurance under the Ordinance (which we provided two
estimates of in Section 2) is also important in determinilng unemployment
effects; more workers will be displaced if the costs are higher~

Table 5.1 shows how these factors interact to produce particular unemployment effects
under the Ordinance. We first show the unemployment effects if the City responds to these
contracts the way a private business or consumer would respond to an increase in the cost of a
particular service -- partly by paying more, and partly by buying less. Under this assumption,
our best guess is that the Ordinance would displace 956 workers if the a $2,000 health .
insurance policy satisfies the Ordinance (see Section 2 for an exaplanation of this figure), and
1,316 workers if a ($4,000 health insurance policy is effectively required by the Ordinance).
Of these workers initially displaced, about 275 workers would not regain employment in the
uncovered sector under the modest health plan and about 375 workers would not regain
employment under the more generous health plan. The reader should keep in mind two
caveats. These numbers could be higher if some of the displaced workers choose to "wait" in
the covered sector for a position to open up and will be lower if the city "pays" for the higher
costs either by raising additional revenues or reducing the amount spent on other contracts that
do not involve low wage workers.

A crucial assumption in the upper part of Table 5.1, which we now relax, is that the

33 Blrenberg , in his widely used labor economics text. reports that the conditional elasticity of demand
is probably in the range of -.15 to -.5 and that the unconditional elasticity of demand (which is the
appropriate measure in this case) may be as high as -.75( See Ronald G. Ehrenberg and Robert S.Smith,
Modem lAbor Economics (New York: Harper Collins, 1991), chapter 4 at 11S). We, therefore, use -.25 to -.75
as the range of possibilities and use -.50 - the midpoint - as our "best" estimate of the unconditional
elasticity of demand. Studies of the elasticity of labor supply consistently find that the supply of labor is
very inelastic. Prior to 1990, a conscensus estimate was probably .1 ( See lohn Pencavel, "Labor Supply
of Men: A Survey" in Handbook oflAbor Economics, Volume I (New York: North Holland, 1986». An
influential 1991 study of the labor supply of low wage men found a labor supply elasticity of .30 (See
Chinhui Juhn. Kevin M. Murphy and Robert H. Topel, "Why Has the Natural Rate of Unemployment
Increased Over Time?". Brookings Papers on Economic A.ctivity, 2: 1991). The likely figure is somewhere
between the old (.1) estimate and the Juhn et al estimate of .3. Therefore. we use an elasticity of supply of
.20 throughout.
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City's response to the increase in contracting costs is concentrated on the fInns utilizing low
wage labor. Such an assumption is reasonable for profit-maximizing entities but may not carry
over to not-for-profIt entities like municipal governments. Instead, the increase in costs may
get spread over a greater range of City contracts, or the City might decide as a matter of
policy to absorb most of the higher costs. In this case, the disemployment effects for low
wage workers will be considerably smaller. In the bottom row of table 5.1, we assume that
the increase in contracting costs are spread over the entire range of city contracts. In this case,
the overall reduction in employment of low wage workers is considerably smaller, about 58 for
the modest health plan and about 75 for the more generous health plan. :nie reader should
keep in mind that although the spreading of contracting costs reduces the reduction in
employment for low wage workers, the overall disemployment effects, taking into account the
effects on higher paid workers, will be similar to what has been discussed above. In other
words, unless revenues increase or transfer programs are reduced, workers either directly or
indirectly employed by the City will lose their jobs in the approximate numbers specified in
our first scenario. .

Table 5.1
Predicted Employment Effects ofLiving Wage Ordinance

Displaced Workers Net Reduction in
in the Covered Market Employment

(Displaced Workers
Not Absorbed Into

the Uncovered Market)

Elasticity Elasticity Elasticity Modest Generous Modest Generous
of of of Health Health Health Health

Demand Demand Supply Plan Plan Plan Plan
in the in the

Covered Uncov'ed
Market Market

Predicted Effects if the City's Response to Increase Contract Costs Focuses on Covered Firms

Low 0.25 0.25 0.2 478 658 210 290

Best 0.5 0.5 0.2 956 1316 275 375

High 0.75 0.75 0.2 1,434 1974 301 414

Predicted Effects on Low Wage Workers if Costs Are Spread Across All City Contracts

Best 0.1 0.5 0.2 192 263 58 75
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Income Effects in lhe Secondary Markel. Given the limited coverage of the Ordinance,
the secondary market effect is quite powerful in offsetting direct unemployment effects.
However, there is a negative side-effect: in order to absorb these additional workers, average
wages in the secondary market must decline very slightly. We think it likely that this
reduction will nontrivially offset the wage gain to covered workers. To see why, assume for
illustration an elasticity of labor demand equal to one in the secondary market, so that a 1%
increase in employment occurs if the wage decreases by 1%. With this assumption, the total
wages paid in the uncqvered low labor market must remain constant to absorb any additional
workers and, therefore,· average wages must decline slightly. This slight Decline in average
wages, under the assumption that the elasticity of labor demand equals one, would reduce the
net transfer to low wage labor by an amount equal to the the payments made previously to
displaced workers.

We used a two-sector model of labor markets, a variety of elasticity parameters and
different assumptions about costs spreading to see if there were any clear patterns of the
magnitude of this offset, and found that that there was not: the results varied from almost no
offset to complete offset. Given the sensitivity of the outcome to the :actual parameters,
including the City's response to higher contracting costs, we think it is simply too speculative
to estimate how large the offset will be. However, this analysis is a n~minder that the amount
of income transferred to low wage workers by the proposed ordinance depends importantly on
how the City responds to an increase in contracting costs. If the City allows cost pass
throughs on affected contracts, then both the reduction in employment will be low and the
transfers to low wage labor will be high. If, however, the City does not allow cost pass
throughs, then the employment reduction will be significantly higher alIld the transfer to low
wage labor will be significantly lower.

Section Six: The Income and Poverty Effects of the Ordinanc:e

Both the Chicago and the Riverside studies assumed, for purposes of their analysis, that all of
the workers covered by the Living Wage proposals would be low-income workers. This assumption
had the effect of increasing the "anti-poverty" impact of the proposals, but also produced a powerful
side-effect: the loss of other government benefits. Both studies predic:ted that this side-effect would
be large -- approximately 30 or 40 cents in lost benefits (including in-~ind benefits like food stamps
and Medicaid) for every dollar in higher wages. The Carlson study argued that, because of both
benefit losses and tax increases, workers would only receive 15 cents for every dollar of mandated
wage and benefit increases.

We believe these analyses are wrong in two important respects. If the statistical analysis
described in this section is correct, most of the low-wage workers covered by the Ordinance are not
living in poverty households, and the participation rate of these workers in social programs is less
than complete. As a result, both the number of people in poverty affected by the Ordinance, and
the loss of government benefits resulting from its higher mandated wages and benefits,are much
lower than prior analysts have assumed.
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We base these conclusions on the analysis of data from the Current Population Survey (CPS),
an in-depth study of some 65.000 households undertaken by the Census Bureau on a continuous.
rotating basis. The CPS uses in-person interviews to collect a wide range of data on individual
wages. other sources of household incomes, taxes paid, and personal demographic characteristics.
We secured data from the .March 1996 CPS for the entire United Stales, and analyzed low-wage
workers in the United States generally, and in Los Angeles County in particular. The principal
reason for including national as well as local data is the relatively small sample sizes involved in
purely local analyses. The number of Los Angeles workers in the 1996 C~S with hourly wages
under $7.50 is only around two hundred. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show this data for these two
populations.

What these tables show is that a majority of low-wage workers are not the sole or even
principal source income in their household or family. Of those low-wage workers who do not live
alone, less· than one-quarter are the only wage earner in their family. The average low-wage
worker's earnings make up less than one-third of the family's total income. As a result. most low
wage workers do not live in families that are below the poverty line. In Los Angeles County this
year, about 22% of the low-wage workers lived in poor families (e.g.• less than $16,000 for a
family of four); another 22 % lived in near-poor families (e.g:, between $16.000 and $24,000 for a
family of four). The data does also suggests that this incidence of poverty is higher in Los Angeles
than in the nation as a whole -- nationally, only 32% of the low-wage workers are part of poor or
near-poor families. This is not surprising, because there ·is a higher-than-average concentration of
low-wage jobs in Los Angeles. many of them filled by recent immigrants. In other words, fewer of
the low-wage jobs in Los Angeles are taken by subuman teenagers; more are taken by inner-city
heads of households.

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show more precisely the family income distribution of low-wage workers
in the United States and Los Angeles County. These tables break the family income distribution into
ten equal deciles; families in the ftrst decile have incomes that place them in the bottom ten percent
of the total distribution; families in the tenth decile have incomes that place them in the top ten
percent of all families. This data shows that. while low-wage workers are more heavily lumped near
the bottom of the income distribution than other workers are. they are nonetheless spread across all
income levels. Essentially. low-wage workers in high-income families are "secondary" workers in
their families. whereas in low-income families they are the principal earner.
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Table 6.1: Characteristics ofLos Angeles Workers with Low-Wage Jobs, March 1996

Characteristics of Los Angeles Workers

All Workers Workers Workers
with Wages with Wages
Below 7.50· Below 9.50

Individual Characteristics

Female (%) 47.7 50.1 48.4

Nonwhite (%) 25.0 22.5 22.8

Hispanic (%)
"

45.1 60.7 59.3

Aged 16-19 (%) 4.2 9.4 7.5

Aged 20-24 (%) 15.5 25.3 23.9

Less Than H.S. Education 24.4 40.8 36.9

Family Characteristics

Living Alone (%) 25.6 23.5 24.0
r
" .Jy Wage Earner (%) 42.4 40.4 40.7

Family Income Last Year $40,616 $27,316 S29,315

Family Received Welfare Last Year (%) 3.3 6.4 5.4

Family Received Food Stamps Last Year (%) 4.1 8.4 6.8

Family Poor (%) 10.2 21.6 18.7

Family Near Poor (%) 11.6 22.2 20.1

Labor Ma:-ket Characteristics --
Employed in Retail Trade 21.2 31.4 29.5

Average Hourly Wage $10.60 $4.99 $5.80

Average Weekly Hours 37.7 36.2 36.3

Average Weekly Earnings $405.30 $178.90 S210.00

Share ofWeekly Family Earnings 0.55 0.47 0.50

Average Earnings Last Year $20,279 $8,528 S10,184

Share ofTotal Family Earnings Last Year 0.66 0.58 0.60
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Table 6.2: Characteristics ofU.S. Workers with Low-Wage Jobs, March 1996

Characteristics of U.S. Workers

All Workers Workers Workers
with Wages ....ith Wages
Below 7.50 Below 9.50

Individual Characteristics

Female (%) 52.5 66.5 59.6

Nonwhite (%) 17.5 19.7 19.3

Hispanic (%) 10.3 13.4 12.5

Aged 16-19 (%) 7.8 16.2 7.9

Aged 20-24 (%) 13.7 21.7 19.8

Less Than H.S. Education 15.5 25.7 22.2

Family Characteristics

Living Alone (%) 20.0 20.2 20.3....
.Jy Wage Earner (%) 36.1 35.8 35.9

Family Income Last Year $43,511 $33,325 $34,723

Family Received Welfare Last Year (%) 2.5 4.2 3.7

Family Received Food Stamps Last Year (%) 5.0 9.0 7.7

Family Poor (%) 8.0 16.5 13.2

Family Near Poor (%) 8.3 15.0 13.1

Labor Market Characteristics

Employed in Retail Trade 22.8 36.4 32.1

Average Hourly Wage $10.29 $5.10 $5.99

Average Weekly Hours 37.57 34.8 35.74

Average Weekly Earnings $385.14 $174.03 $212.26

Share ofWeekly Family Earnings 0.50 0.40 0.43

Average Earnings Last Year $19,492 $8,554 $10,494

Share ofTotal Family Earnings Last Year 0.61 0.52 0.55
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Table 6.3: Distribution ofLow-Wage Workers Across the U.S. Family Income Distribution

. Status of U.S Workers Percentage of U.S. Workers in
By Family Income Decile Each Decile

By Wage Rate

All Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers
Making Making Making Making
Below Below Below Below
$7.50J1lr.. $9.50J1lr. $7.50J1lr. •.19.50J1lr.

Family Income Decile

1 4.5 8.4 6.6 63 69 '" .

2 6.8 12.5 10.7 63 75

3 8.4 12.0 11.9 49 68

4 10.2 12.9 12.8 43 60

5 11.4 11.9 12.5 36 52

6 12.4 11.0 12.3 31 47

7 12.7 9.6 10.4 26 39

8 12.8 8.4 9.1 22 34.
9 11.9 7.7 7.9 22 32

10 8.8 5.7 5.7 22 31
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Table 6.4: Distribution ofLow-Wage Workers Across the Los Angeles Family Income Distribution

Status of Los Angeles Workers Percentage of LA.
By Family Income Decile Workers in Each Decile

By Wage Rate

All Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers
Making Making Making Making
Below Below Below Below
$7.501hr. $9.501hr. $7.501hr. 'S9.501hr.

Family Income Decile

I 6..8 11.7 9.3 55 61

2 8.2 17.9 14.8 69 80

3 8.1 9.4 10.1 37 55

4 11.7 11.4 13.1 31 50

5 11.9 16.7 16.0 45 60

6 8.6 8.4 8.6 31 44

7 lOA 7.5 8.0 23 34

8 11.5 7.5 7.4 21 28

9 14.8 4.9 6.6 11 20

10 8.1 4.6 6.2 18 34

Since most low-wage workers are not poor, it is also the case that the government benefits
lost by workers (and saved by other units of government) are much smaller than the other analyses
suggest. This is an important result, since the net "drain" on the local economy caused by this loss
of benefits was perhaps the most important criticism leveled by the Chicago study against the Living
Wage proposal advanced there. In fact, our analysis of CPS data, which includes data on each
surveyed workers' government benefits, suggests that the loss of benefits is still smaller. The
Chicago and Riverside studies both assumedJ.4 that every worker currently in poverty received the
full benefits to which he or she was legally entitled, and that benefits would fall according to the

34A.George Tolley, Peter Bernstein. and Michael Lesage, Economic Analysis ofLiving Wage
Ordinance. (RCF Economic and Financial Consulting, Inc.) 24 Jun. 1996, at 27-28; Robert Pollin.
proj. dir., Economic Analysis ofthe Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance, Oct. 1996, at 51-52.
Our impression is that the Riverside study apparently did this to play devil's advocate, and didn't embrace
this assumption asfirmIy as the Chicago study did.
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schedules of each program (which generally have high marginal tax rates). This assumption is not'
true; even many of those workers whose families are eligible for social benefits do not participate in
the program·s. This may be particularly true in Southern California, :since many of the low-wage
workers here are Latino, and Latino participation rates in social welfare programs tend to be
substantially lower than participation rates among Anglos and African-Americans.

. .

To develop precise estimates of how wage increases would affect. the receipt of welfare
benefits and the payment of taxes, we again used 1996 CPS data. Wle measured the average benefit
and tax amounts in the households of workers whose hourly wages fell ill..specific intervals: $4 to S6
per hour; $6 to $8 per hour, and so on. The results are shown in Table 6.5; .

Table 6.5
Average Means-Tested Benefits Received and Taxes Paid By Low-Wage Workers

. (California CPS, March 1996)

Wage Interval
Benefitffaxes

S4.00 - S5.99 S6.00 - S7.99 S8.00 - S9.99 S10.00 - SI1.99

EITC S312 S258 S179 S84

Food Stamps S183 S97 S59 S34

Medicaid S426 S363 S271 S210

Energy S5 S4 S~' S2,-,

Educational S389 S326 S25l S238

Housing S7 S5 S~' S2,-,

School Lunch SIlO S85 S68 S52

Federal Taxes S1127 S1814 S2622 S3610

State Taxes S157 S285 S440 .- S641

Total Average Benefits SI,433 S1199 S832 S624

ITotal Average Taxes I SI,284 I S2099 I S2862 I S3609 I

What do these data imply about the effect higher wages and benefits will have on the net
income of low-wage workers? From the table, we can calculate the marginal loss in benefits and
increase in taxes for each added dollar of income workers receive, For example, if an individual
moves from the midPoint of the fIrst wage category ($5 per hour) to the midpoint of the second
wage category (S7 per hour), then, on average, that person's benefits will decline S234 (I.e" Sl,433
- SI,199) and that person's taxes will increase by S815 (Le., S2,099 - SI,284), Since the person's
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income is going up $2 per hour, or roughly $4,000 per year, our prototypical worker is losing about
6% of the increased income to benefit losses, and is losing about 21 % of the increased income to
higher taxes -- a total marginal loss of 27 %. This would suggest that workers receiving wage
increases under the Ordinance would, on average, lose about 27 % of the increase to lower benefits
and higher wages, and would keep 73 %.

This oversimplifies the total picture; however, because much of the increased compensation
received by workers under the Ordinance is in the form of benefits -- health insurance and time off 
- which are not taxed or counted in detennining eligibility for governmearbenefits (except for
Medicaid). For the typical worker covered by the Ordinance who is earning less than $7.50, the
total compensation provided by the Ordinance comes to about $2,000 in higher wages and about
$2,500 in benefits. 3

.5 Since most of the increased compensation comes in the form of untaxed
benefits, the net loss of higher compensation to other levels of government is only about 20%.36

H one also considers that more than half of the workers who are covered by the Ordinance do
not receive any wage increase at all, but only increases in benefits (health insurance and time off),
the net loss of mandated compensation under the Ordinance to other levels of government is still
lower. If one takes our estimates of total compensation costs from Section 2, and applies the
analysis we have outlined here, it follows that of the total $26.5 million in increased compensation
expenditures by employers, about $3.8 million, or 13 %, would go to reducing government benefits
of workers and increased taxes.

The fact thata program contributes to workers receiving fewer government benefits and
paying higher taxes is, of course, a good thing from the standpoint of national well-being. In a
federal program, such indirect revenue effects are an important offsetting revenue benefit to
contemplated economic or social welfare initiatives. The problem with a similar initiative launched
at the local level is that an individual city can only recapture a fraction of the increased revenue and
cost savings its efforts generate. The findings in this section are therefore quite important in
assessing the overall effects of the Ordinance. Because a relatively small portion of the expenditures
under the Ordinance are "lost" to other levels of government, the direct and indirect economic impact
of these losses is also much smaller than earlier studies have suggested.

In summary, we fmd that the Ordinance would have only a modest impact on poveny among
covered workers, chiefly because most of these workers are already above the poverty line. Hone
.counts only the cash income received by workers, the Ordinance would reduce the poverty rate

3S This assumes that the cost of health insurance mandated by the Ordinance will be S2,000 per worker,
not $4,000; if the higher figure applies, of course, then the marginal Mloss rate" on mandated wages and
benefits is even lower. ' .

J6 This assumes that the provision of health insurance by employers results in a loss of Medicaid to
those persons who. are currendy receiving it.
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among covered workers earning less than $7.50 per hour from around 20% to 5-10%,37 thus raisina
e

several hundred workers above the poverty line. If one "imputes" the: value of benefits to workers,
the reduction in poverty is somewhat larger.

Targeting the anti-poveny effect. The incidence of poverty among low-wage workers varies
substantially across occupations. The low-wage "suburban teenager". is likely to work in a fast-food
chain; the low-wage child care worker is more likely to be the primaIy breadwinner for her family.
Table 6.6 shows the poverty and "near-poverty" rate among workers in Los Angeles who have low
wages and work in some of the principal occupations covered by t~e Ord4tance.

Table 6.6
Los Angeles Poverty Rates by Occupation For Those

With Wages Less Than $7.50 Per Hour

Occupation % Below Poverty Line % Below 150% of the
($16,000 for a family of four) Poverty Line ($24,000 for a

family of four)

Janitors 26% 49%

Landscaping Workers 28% 48%

Security Officers 20% 36% ..

Parking Attendants 26% 51 %

Child Care Workers 38% 57%

Cashiers 19% "32%

Food Service Workers 18% 30%

Receptionist 18% 31%

Source: 1990 PUMS data, adjusted for inflation to 1996 dollars.

This data COnflIDlS that poverty rates do vary substantially among those covered by the
Ordinance. It would be possible to increase the anti-poverty effects of the Ordinance (per dollar
spent) by targeting coverage towards contracts employing workers with a higher incidence of
poverty.

37 Not all covered workers would rise above the poverty line because many of the workers are
employed part-time and others are in large households with higher poverty thresholds.
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Section Seven: Paying The Costs of the Ordinance

Previous studies have sharply divided on the question of who would end up paying the higher
labor costs mandated by the Ordinance..The Chicago study, relying on microeconomic theory,
found that the City of Chicago would end up absorbing the full cost of the higher wages paid by
sen-ice contractors.31 The Riverside study argued that very little of the higher wages in the Los
Angeles Ordinance would be passed on to the City,39 for two reasons: (a) the more highly-paid
workers would be more efficient, thus offsetting some of the cost of thea-higher wages; and (b) for
most of the fmns covered by the Ordinance, the City contract represents a small part of their total
operations and the addedcosts could thus be easily absorbed. The Riverside study therefore
recommended allowing cost pass-throughs only for fInns for which the City contract represented a
large proportion of the ftnn' s total revenues,4O amounting to a total pass-through equal to about one
fifth of the wage and benefit increases.

In the only direct empirical research generated on this question, the Baltimore study
examined the contracting costs of many of the covered firms in Baltimore the year after that city's
Living Wage Ordinance was adopted.41 The Baltimore authors found no net increase in contracting
costs.

We have not conducted any new empirical research on this issue, but have instead reviewed
these studies and other economic research to assess what is likely to happen. We cannot claim any
startling insights on this question, but we can suggest some tentative conclusions, which can be
perhaps best conveyed by commenting on the three analyses we just summarized.

The Chicago study has its microeconomic theory right. In theOry, firms that are contracting
with the City do so only because they can earn a market-rate profit on the contract. If costs go up,
then ftnns will be, at the margin, indifferent between passing the costs on to the City or abandoning
the contract. Of course, fmns that are earning higher-than-average profits on their contracts or that
have sunk costs .linked to the contracts will have an incentive to keep the contracts despite the higher
costs; but these fmns will still try hard to pass the costs through to the City, and if they were
successful iri the past in capturing above-market profits, there is no a priori reason to think they
won't be successful again. Thus, economic theory predicts that there will be some immediate pass
through in co.sts, and, over the long-term, a nearly complete pass-through to the City.

38 Tolley et al at 22.

39 Pollin et at at 35.

40 More exactly, firms for whom the City contract represented more than 10% of the firm's total
business, with the percentage pass-through increasing with the "share of business" percentage.

41 Mark Weisbrot and Michelle Sforza-Roderick. Baltimore's liVing Wage Law (The Preamble Center
for Public Policy, Wash., D.C.), Oct. 1996, at 7-10.
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One of the Riverside responses to this theory -- the idea that finns will simply absorb the
higher costs if the City contract and/or the higher costs are a small paJrt of their total operation -_
seems to us wrong. If a city contract is a small part of a firm's businc:ss, the finn is not going to
transfer productivity savings from other parts of its business to subsidiize the city contract. Big ftnns
analyze the profitability of each segment of their operations and jettison those that are unprofitable.
If anything, firms that derive a large portion of their revenue from a city contract are more likely to
try to find ways to avoid a pass-through of costs, since more of their overhead and sunk costs are
likely to be dependent on retaining that contract. But of course, even these. flnns will need to fmd
some way, over the long tenn, of offsetting those costs: through aneveQtUa.1 rise in the contract
amount, by lowering the quality of perfonnance, or by increased efficiencies.

This brings us to the second Riverside argument, that high labor costs will bring greater
efficiency.42 We think this is undoubtedly true, at least to some extent, as discussed in Section 3;
higher pay is likely to lead to more productive workers. The critical question is how large this
effect will be. Unfortunately, very little is known about this issue. There has been much interest by
labor economists in "efficiency wage" theory .- the notion that higher wages lead to greater effort by
workers and higher productivity -- but no empirical research showing that fmns that could benefit
from higher wages are not, in fact, paying such wages. The lack of research is partly due to the
rarity of scenarios in which a large exogenous wage increase is suddenly given to a large group of
workers. One can at least say, then, that the Ordinance would provide: an excellent opportunity to
test the efficiency wage theory.

However, few proponents of efficiency wage theory believe that it will offset all of the costs
of higher wages.43 How, then, can one account for the Baltimore study results, which found no
change in the City'S contract costs during the flrst year of the living wage's operation? We think
that the Baltimore study is an example of the kind of primary research that should be used to
detennine the effects of policies like living wage ordinances, and we think their fmdings are
sufficiently intriguing for pause. Still, we do not think they are suffidentlystrong to rebut a
presumption that employment will decline and city contracting costs will increase because of the
ordinance. In several respects, as the authors acknowledge, their data is incomplete (mostly, it
seems, because of unavailability of much data at the time of their study). Theyhad no infonnation
on how many workers actually received higher wages as a result of the ordinance (though they said
the number was "fairly small"), and thus had no estimate on the total cost increase that needed to be
absorbed.44 Some of the contracts declined sharply in price, suggesting that there may have been
changes in the composition of services provided by the contract. And 80% of the total contract
value covered by the study was accounted for by a single contract ·(for school bus services). Finally,
the study looked at contracting cost only a year after enactment of the clrdinance; the employment

42 Pollin et al at 37, 38.

~, Assuming that the costs could be fully offset this way would suggest, among other things, that
employers generally set wages at irrationally low levels.

44 This, of course, is essential to determine what "cost increase" pressure was potentially created in
given contracts by the new law.
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effects are likely to take longer than that to be fully felt.

The most puzzling aspect of the Baltimore study, however, is the authors I fmding that
employment did not decline among any of the contractors as a result of the Living Wage law.45 If
contracting costs are contained because of increased efficiencies among workers,46 then the cost
savings imply employment losses -- fewer, more highly-paid workers doing the same work done by
more, lower-paid workers before. (Such a tradeoff, of course, increases the secondary market
effects we discussed in Section 5.) But if there are no employment losses, where are the cost
savings realized? The only remaining possibility is that contractor profit$.are lower.

We noted above that economic theory would predict some decline in contractor profits in the
short term. However, the size of the Baltimore effect suggests that something else could be going
on. One possibility is that contracting inefficiencies by the government are large enough -- and the
average amount of above-market profits are great enough -- so that there is "room" in contractor
profits to absorb the extra costs of the proposal. 'This change, in the direction of increased
efficiency in the contracting process, could occur if two conditions are met: (a) existing contract
procedures do not do a good job of minimizing contract costs; and (b) some change occurs in the
contracting process at the same time the "living wage" provisions go into effect so that contracting
becomes more efficient. We have no knowledge that either of these conditions were met in the
Baltimore case.

Could contracting efficiencies be achieved in Los Angeles? We have no concrete evidence
that they can be. The City is currently engaged in efforts to streamline its methods of procuring
goods -- an analogous activity -- and the premise of this effort is that significant economies can be
realized through this process. It seems possible that similar economies could be realized in the
service contracting process. An analysis of this issue was beyond the scope of the study, but it
seems well worth exarning regardless of whether the Ordinance is adopted.47

We conclude, then, that the service contractors covered by the Ordinance might absorb some
of its cost in the short-term, but will not do so in the long-term unless (a) the current contracting
process is inefficient enough to permit contractors excessive profits and (b) the contracting process is
refonned when the Ordinance is adopted. It is certainly worth fmding out if these conditions can be
met, but the City·should not count on them. It is more likely that the City will face the burden of
meeting the costs created by the Ordinance. It can do so in three ways: by fmding increased
revenues; by spreading the costs across all service contracts (that is, slightly reducing services across

4S As noted earlier, this might simply be a misleading result, because of the lack of controls on covered
workers or the timing of the study. In the discussion that follows, we take the finding at face value and
explore its possible implications.

46 The Baltimore authors join the Riverside authors in believing this will happen, and the Baltimore
study quotes a contractor who observes this effect in his own firm (though this contractor had unilaterally
raised wages before the Living Wage ordinance went into effect).

4' We were struck in doing our research by the decentralized nature of service contracting. There is,
for example, no central place where data on all contracts is gathered.
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the board) or substantially reducing services in the covered contracts ..

AlI of this discussion has focused on service contractors. Most of what we "have said applies
to concessionaires as well, but with an important added complication: higher costs facing
concessionaires could be partially passed to consumers. It is reasonable to think that in these
contexts, consumers will bear a substantial fraction of the cost, some concessionaires will close
because consumers will not bear the costs, and the City will absorb some of the cost in lower leases
and permit fees.

Section Eight: Multiplier and Community Effects

We have already discussed how the Ordinance could have indirect effects on the general Los
Angeles labor market. An important,and still broader question, concerns the extent to which the
Ordinance, in providing higher wages and benefits to covered workers, may produce overall
increases or decreases in economic activity in Los Angeles, and the degree to which these changes
might be concentrated in particular neighborhoods. These effects are: generally referred to by
economists as regional or neighborhood "multiplier" effects.

It is worth initially noting that any multiplier effect from the Ordinance will be, as a practical
matter, too small to be picked up by even the most sensitive economic seismograph. As documented
earlier, the total reach of the Ordinance appears to affect fewer workl~rs than the Riverside study

.estimated. Moreover, since the Ordinance essentially creates a transfer program, withthe City and
local businesses paying more funds to local workers, most of the money paid to local workers comes
from local sources -- a sort of "zero-sum" process that tends to negate any net economic stimulus or
drag on the economy. There are, indeed, significant transfers among workers themselves, as our
discussion of unemployment and secondary market effects in Section Five suggests.

The principal way that the Ordinance could help or hurt the general regional economy is if it
affects the flow of resources to and from the region. The main way this could hapPen is through
changes in the volume of benefits received or taxes paid to the state or federal government. As we
discussed in Section Seven, the Ordinance as currently structured. would cause ,produce, among
workers receiving higher compensation, a total loss ofstate and federal benefits and an increase in
state and federal taxes in the neighborhood of $4 million. This outflow might suggest that the net
effect of the Ordinance on the economy is slightly negative. However, this outflow may be offset in
two ways. If some of the cost of the Ordinance is borne by businesse:s, rather than the City
government, the higher expenses they incur will reduce company proJfits and, thus, corporate or sole
proprietorship taxes. Similarly, if some of the businesses are partly owned by out-of-state parties,
the business-borne costs would reduce the flow of profits to those individuals. Measuring either of
these effects would be highly speculative, and we decline the temptation to make a guess. It is
certainly conceivable, however, that these reductions in outflows from the region Oower business
taxes paid and lower profits to out-of-state parties) could approximate:, overall, the $4 million loss
noted above. In all likelihood, these factors significantly offset one another.

Our conclusion, then, is that the Ordinance is unlikely to have either a significant positive or
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significant negative effect on the economy of either Los Angeles or the broader metropolitan region.
Any net effects would be too small to take very seriously as a reason to support or oppose the
Ordinance.

The "Commumry" Effect. Can we expect that any positive or negative "multiplier" effects
from the Ordinance would be concentrated.in particular Los Angeles neighborhoods? Overall, we
think that any such effects. will be extremely small. We have three reasonS. for reaching this
conclusion:

1) The net income transfers to low-wage workers under the Ordinance are quite modest. As
we have noted elsewhere, most of the higher compensation going to workers is in the fonn of
benefits, not wages (about 511 million is in the fonn of wages). A fifth of the wages is lost in lower
benefits and higher taxes. Some low-wage workers are displaced, and although most fmd other
jobs, the effect of increased competition in the low-wage secondary market probably slightly
depresses wages. After these effects are taken into account, the net money income transfer to low
wage workers as a class is probably less than 55 million.

2) Low-wage workers are not heavily concentrated in low-income neighborhoods of Los
Angeles. This seems very counterintuitive until one recalls our earlier fmding that only one-sixth of
workers with wages below 57.50 per hour are from families below the poverty line. Since these
workers are not heavily concentrated at the bottom of the family income distribution, we should not
expect them to be heavily concentrated in low-income communities. (Unemployment and
joblessness, in contrast,are heavily concentrated in low-income communities.)

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the distribution of low-wage workers across Los Angeles
neighborhoods, broken into five quintiles based on mean family income. We developed this table
from the 1990 Census' Public Use Microdata Sample, which has detailed data on worker earnings
and is availabl~ for moderate-sized geographic areas (Los Angeles County is divided into 56 such
areas). This data is far from perfect, since it is six years old, the areas (called Public Use Microdata
Areas, or PUMAs) are larger than neighborhoods and often internally diverse, and since one must
impute hourly wages from the earnings data.41 Nonetheless, it is probably the best available
measure of how low-wage workers are distributed across the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The
first PUMA quintileroughly represents the poorest fifth of neighborhoods in Los Angeles County -
areas where the average wage of workers is less than $10 per hour. However, this "fifth" of the
county is home to only 26 % of the Los Angeles workers earning less than 57.50 per hour. Nineteen
percent of these workers live in the most affluent quintile. In other words, the beneficiaries of the
Ordinance are not heavily concentrated in low-income parts of the City.

3) Just as the multiplier effect in a metropolitan area is smaller than it is in a large nation,

.. We did this by dividing total wage and salary earnings for individual workers by their total "weeks
worked" the year before multiplied by "usual hours worked per week". This produces a rough hourly
wage.
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the multiplier effect is smaller yet in a neighborhood. Most of what an individual buys does not
translate into wage gains for the consumer's neighbors. This is obviollsly true for housing
expenditures; the vast majority of housing expenses go to owners and fmancial institutions outside
the community. Even grocery purchases at a local store have a limited economic impact on the
immediate community, since most of each dollar spent at the store pays for the products the grocer
buys from producers outside the community; only the fraction of the dollar that goes to employee
wages is likely to corne back to the community.49

Each of these three considerations should make us skeptical of lthe potential of the Ordinance
to disproportionately benefit particular communities. .

49 This is not intended as a crtique of the general theory of local economic multipliers. Such multipliers
clearly can exist at the level of "neighborhood reinvesnnent" - where, for example, a new commercial
development spurs other commercial development. Our point is that increases illl the income of an
individual resident has only a very small additional effect on the aggregated income of the resident's
community.
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Table 8.1
Distribution of Workers Earning Less Than $7.50 Per Hour

Across Los Angeles Neighborhoods, 1990

PUMA Mean Pecentage of Percentage of Number of
Quintile Hourly Workers In Covered Workers

Wage and Affected Sectors Workers in Affected By ..
Salary Whose Mean Each Region Possible

...
Earnings Hourly Earnings Increase

Are Less Than (per 1,000
$7.50 Workers)

1 $9.95 32% 26% 2.14

2 $10.94 26% 19% 1.79

3 $12.50 24% 18% 1.53

4 $13.86 22% 18% 1.48

5 $17.10 18% 19% 1.19

Table 8.2
G hi 0" "b' fW k Earnin $7 50 $950

Source: 1990 Public Use Microdata Sample

eograp: c lstri ution 0 or ers ~ . -

PUMA Mean Pecentage of Percentage of Number of
Quintile Hourly Workers In Covered workers

Wage and Affected Sectors Workers in Affected By
Salary Whose Mean Each Region Possible
Earnings Hourly Earnings Increase (per

Are Less Than 1,000 Workers)
$9.50 (but More
than $7.50)

1 $9.95 7% 18% 1.48

2 $10.94 8% 18% 1.70

3 $12.50 8% 21 % 1.78.
4 $13.87 8% 20% 1.65

5 $17.10 7% 23% 1.44
.
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Section Nine: The Effect of the Proposed Ordinance on the Los Angeles "Business
Climate"

Perhaps the single greatest concern expressed by organizations that have spoken out against
the Proposed Ordinance is its putative effect on the regional business climate. This really breaks
into two distinct types of arguments. The first argument is that businesses will incur greater costs
because of the ordinance, and will therefore reduce their investment and economic activity in Los
Angeles. The second argument is that business investment will be deterred, not by the direct effects
of the ordinance but instead by the "signal" the ordinance will send that Los Angeles is hostile to
business, and that other, more onerous measures will follow in the future.. These are two very
different arguments, and we will address them separately.

Direct Incentive Effects ofthe Proposed Ordinance. Under what conditions would a
contractor with the City of Los Angeles, who was faced with the requtirements of the Proposed
Ordinance, decide to reduce its business operations in Los Angeles? Very few, we think. As we
noted in Section 7, the increased labor bill resulting from the proposal will be absorbed in several
different ways: somewhat higher productivity among workers, some reduction in workforces,
absorption of costs by contractors in situations where the contractor has been collecting economic
rents, and, over the long tenn, the pass-through of the residual costs to the City. All contraCtors,
we think, will continue to receive at least a market-rate profit on their city contracts since, if they do
not, they will rationally choose not to do the contract and the City will contract with someone else
(perhaps at a higher rate). The only way a "reduction" in economic activity can occur is if cost
pass-throughs to the City run up against budget constraints, and lead the City to conclude that some
particular service cannot be provided.so It is highly unlikely that such scenarios will produce a net
decrease in City spending, however, since other alternatives will be found. So while it is likely that
the Proposed Ordinance would cause some changes in the composition of city contractors, it does
not seem at all plausible that the total amount of city spending on contracts, or the economic activity
of contractors, will decline. Nor is there any reason to fear a net migration of contracting fInns out
of the City, since nothing in the Ordinance provides direct incentives or disincentives to operate in a
Los Angeles suburb rather than in the City itself.

Much the same story applies to licensees and lessees of the Ci~y, such as airport
concessionaires. As we have discussed, it seems even more likely that in these cases, costs that are
created by the Ordinance would be passed on -- partly to consumers in the fonn of higher service
prices, partly to some laid off workers, partly to businesses capturing economic rents, and partly to
the City in the fonn of lower lease payments. The net effect on totall;x;onomicactivity at these sites
is unlikely to decline measurably. .

The situation is different with economic subsidy recipients, however. The point of economic
subsidies is to encourage new investment and job fonnation in the City. The theory behind these

~ Here we are talking about "direct" reductions in economic activity from the Ordinance. Given the
secondary effects we have discussed elsewhere, there could be a net overall reduction in economic activity
in the local economy, though it would be fairly small - even relative to the program.
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subsidies is that if investors are trying to decide whether io locate in central Los Angeles or in, say,
Carson (or is trying to decide whether to start up a fmn at all), the economic subsidy provided
through a city program can tip the balance towards creating a business in tbe City. The added cost
of higher wages can tip the balance the other way, especially since, unlike contractors, economic
subsidy recipients will ordinarily not have the same ability to pass costs along to the City. In an
effective subsidy program, the City's assistance is not intended, of course, to "pay" for the long
tenn employment of workers to do particular tasks. An efficient subsidy leverages a relatively large
private investment by filling some temporary gap in the businesses I ability to turn a profit at a
particular location or with particular workers, and enables the businesses..to become self-sustaining
over a short period of time. A permanent increase in costs tied to an economic subsidy can
substantially change the cost equation for the prospective business investment. Moreover, many of

.these subsidies are not structured in a way that makes it easy to simply expand the subsidy to cover
the added worker compensation.

As we saw in Section 2, the point of some of the economic subsidy programs, such as the
Community Development Bank, is to increase economic activity in very poor sections of Los
Angeles. The labor market that these new businesses are intended to recruit from are people with
short work histories and long bouts of unemployment. Workers recruited from this labor market are
often receiving useful training from employers, both in specific job skills and more general
"employment" skills. Because it can be somewhat more costly for fmns to employ these workers,
paying wages below the $7.50 threshold is a method of having the workers bear some of their
training cost.

All of this suggests that application of the Ordinance to economic subsidy programs risks
more serious, inadvertent hanns than is the case with coverage of service contractors or
concessionaires. We view it as a good thing that the Ordinance does not appear to currently cover
any economic assistance recipients (though a few may be covered that we missed). The coverage
that is written into the Ordinance -- covering recipients of very large subsidies -- is not tailored to
avoid the problems we have described, so that if a finn does at some point fall und~r the
Ordinance's coverage, the Ordinance could have negative and inadvertent effects on the subsidy
program's goals. We conclude that the Ordinance should either have a blanket exemption for
economic subsidy recipients, or should be revised to capture situations where the subsidy program's
goals are consistent with the operation of the Ordinance.

Indirect, "Climate" Effects ofthe Proposed Ordinance. Would the Ordinance have a general
chilling effect on the Los Angeles business climate, discouraging fmns from migrating to Southern
California and encouraging existing firms to consider expanding or relocating elsewhere? We are
quite skeptical about such an effect. For one thing, the scale of the proposal is tiny in comparison to
the Los Angeles economy -- some $30 million in a county-wide economy of some $200,000
millions. For another, the indirect effects of the proposal on the Southern California wage market,
to the extent that it has any effect on employment not covered by the proposal, is in the direction of
reducing rather than raising labor costs. The multiplier effects we have analyzed are also negligible.

Most importantly, the Proposed Ordinance does not place meaningful burdens on businesses.·
Coverage is entirely voluntary, in the sense that businesses that choose not to contract with the City
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(and the vast majority of businesses in Southern California do not) a.re not affected by its provisions.
Businesses tha.t do contract with the City choose to do so only after negotiation, and, as noted above.

. will only enter into those contracts if they can make a nonnal profit on the transaction.

It seems to us that regulations of city contracting procedures are going to be perceived by the
business community very differently than regulations of the private sc~tor in general.. The
Ordinance does not create generalized costs to IIdoing business II in u:>s Angeles. Consequently,
negative effects from the proposal can only stem from perceptions that it isonly the "entering
wedge" of broader interference in the private market, or that it signifies 4 revitalized and aggressive
labor movement in Los Angeles. For example, if businesses believed that the Ordinance was the
first part of a campaign to adopt a city-wide minimum wage affecting all private finns, that might
affect the business climate.51

Even here, however, we would register two caveats. First, there are certainly affmnative
things the City can do to affect how the Ordinance, if adopted, is perceived by business, such as
emphasizing its limited reach and its effect in improving the quality of some City services. Second,
the empirical research on this question suggests that business climate leffects are very modest, if they
exist at all. The best research we have found is a Michigan study that intervieweds~veral hundred
business executives, and gathered infonnation on hundreds of business location decisions, to
determine how attitudes about business climate are fonned, and how these attitudes relate to actual
locational decisions.52 The study found no statistically probative relationship between the climate
views and locational decisions.

We are therefore skeptical of claims that the Ordinance would have significantly negative
effects on the general Los Angeles business climate.

Section Ten: Administrative issues

The primary detenninants of the shape and cost of any program administration strategy flow·
from the answers to three policy questions, which in the present case are: (a) How seriously is the
Ordinance to be implemented and enforced? (b) Will enforcement rely on harsh penalties or broad
monitoring? (c) Will administrative burdens be primarily borne by thl~ City or by employers? We
will discuss eachof these briefly.

A great many social programs and policies are enacted without any serious implementation
mechanism. Depending on the context, these initiatives may serve as a useful statement of public
aspirations, or they may foster cynicism among the parties that are, in theory, regulated. A general
mandate to City Departments to follow the provisions of the Ordinance, without any other

31 A City-wide minimum wage would, of course, be quite different from thf: Ordinance and would
probably impose serious costs on the local economy.

J2 Schmitt, Gleason, Pigozzi and Marcus, "Business Climate Attitudes and Company Relocation
Decisions,· 72 Journal ofApplied Psychology 622 (1987).
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administrative mechanism, would probably lead to the following practice: most Departments would
require contractors and other covered parties to sign a certification that they are in compliance with
the Ordinance. The affected businesses would soon learn that this was simply a fonnality, and most
would pay no further attention to the Ordinance I s requirements if the cost of compliance was
significant.

Our assumption in the rest of this section, and indeed in the report as a whole, is that both
proponents and opponents of the Ordinance are·more interested in understanding the benefits and

. cost of the Ordinance -- including administrative costs -- on the premise that it would be seriously
enforced. ..

Serious enforcement can still be relatively inexpensive, if there is some systematic oversight
and if the penalties for violation are severe. A well-established principle in the study of compliance
with the law is the tradeoff between the probability of detection and the severity of punishment: the
lower one is, the higher the other must be to maintain a constant level of compliance. In the case of
the Ordinance, one can imagine a gradation ofpossible City responses to noncompliance by covered
parties: a request that the party comply; suspension of the contract or assistance until compliance
occurs; tennination of the contract and ineligibility of the offending party to do further business with
the City under the program; or tennination plus some civil penalty.

There is also a gradation of mechanisms for detecting noncompliance: requiring covered
employers to give their employees. (and post at the workplace) notices on their rights under the
Ordinance and creation of a "hottine" for employees to notify the City of violations; random audits
of covered employers at varying levels of frequency; requests for systematic documentation from
employers, including federal payroll records; random interviews with covered employees; or annual
audits of each covered employer.

The least expensive administrative method for the City would combine a low-intensity
detection method with a high penalty for noncompliance. This approach is economically efficient,
but it can also be unfair, since a few noncomplying parties get hit with severe penalties while other
violators escape any punishment. More comprehensive monitoring methods can increase costs for
both the City and for employers.

An important problem particular to enforcement of this Ordinance is the difficulty of
monitoring hours of work. The paper records of employers could be quite deceptive about hourly
compensation rates if the actual hours worked by covered employees are understated by, say, 20%.
Many public contracts curently require contractors to keep "time sheets" of hours spent on the
funded activity, and falsification of timesheets -- probably more often forreasons of administrative
convenience than fraud -- is widely reputed to be endemic. Methods of compliance that rely on
information from employees about their actual hourly rate and benefits, rather than just paper
records, are probably be more reliable.

How can employer costs of compliance be minimized under the Ordinance? One strategy is
to tie actual reporting requirements under the Ordinance as closely as possible to existing reporting
requirements, such as the periodic listing of employees and individual employee compensation
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required of all significant employers by the State of California. If the fonnat and timing of City'
reports is linked to other reports of this type, it will make reporting easier and will probably tend to
increase its accuracy. For employers that currently provide no health insurance to employees, the
City could also help to gather systematic infonnation on group health plans that satisfy the .
Ordinance requirements and provide that data to employers.

It is also worth noting that the great majority of employers COVl::red by the Ordinance are
concentrated among a relative handful of fInns. We recommend in our conclusion that the
Ordinance actually be modified to focus on fInns that, among other criltiaria, have the largest
number of low-wage employees; but even if such changes are not made in the Ordinance, it would
make sense, from the standpoint of minimizing both City enforcement costs and private compliance
costs, to have much simpler reporting requirements for fmns that have a relatively small number or
percentage of workers covered by the wage and health insurance' requirements of the Ordinance.

Given the various considerations we have discussed, the best administrative mechanism, in
our opinion, would have the following characteristics: (a) efforts to make covered employees aware
of the requirements of the Ordinance, and a mechanism to gather information from employees on
employer compliance; (b) serious but not disproportionate penalties for noncompliance; (c) some
type of random auditing program; (d) a two-tiered rePorting structure (depending on the number of a
fmn's employees covered by the Ordinance), with lower reporting requirements for fmns with few
covered employees, and forms tied into existing state fonns and time-Hnes, to minimize employer
burdens and paperwork.

We believe that a program of this type should not be very expensive for either the City or for
employers. The Chicago study quoted an estimate that the cost of administering a Living Wage
proposal in tha~ city would be $4 million annually. The Riverside study, extrapolating from
administrative experience in San Jose's prevailing wage ordinance, estimated that the administrative
cost would be approximately $600,000 for the City of Los Angeles. Vle have tried to "price out"
the administrative mechanism described above, and we come up with City costs similarto, or lower
than, the Riverside estimate (depending mostly on whether compliance focuses mostly on the fInns
with many covered employees). We believe that a capableadministratilve unit with a budget of
$600,000 and the design features described here would be able to achieve a high level of compliance
with the Ordinance. It is much more difficult to estimate the administrative costs for private
employers, since the composition of employers and the ways they are affected by the Ordinance vary
so greatly. Moreover, it is virtually impossible to verify how great these costs are if the Ordinance
is enacted, since they are scattered across hundreds of businesses. Nonetheless, we believe that if
our suggestions above are followed, the,administrative cost for anyone: form would be quite low.
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Section Eleven: Alternatives

In the debate over the Living Wage concept, an important option that has been overlooked is
the federal Earned Income Tax Credit (ElTC). The ETC was begun in the late 1970s and was
greatly expanded by the Clinton Administration in 1993. The BITC works as a sort of "negative
income tax" for low-income families with job earnings. A worker who is the sole support for her
family, has two. children and worked full-time in 1996 at an hourly wage of $5.75 (the statewide
minimum wage that will be in effect in ayear) would be eligible for an BITC of roughly $3,500 -
enough, in other words, to make her effective wage $7.50 per hour. Th~¢ is thus a mechanism
already in place to achieve one of the Ordinance's central goals.

The problem is that a majority of the Los Angeles residents who are eligible for the ETC do
not know about it or do not use it. Even those who use it tend to receive the EITC in a lump sum
when they fIle a tax return, even though the program now makes it relatively easy for employers to
pass the benefit on to workers in the fonn of regular "wage subsidy" payments. We estimate that the

. total value of unused ETC benefits in the City is $100 million per year.

From the City'S standpoint, the enonnous advantage of an ETC over a Living Wage is that
the ETC brings more outside funds iDto the metropolitan area, while a Living Wage tends to reduce
the inflow of outside benefits and increases the outflow of taxes. Moreover, from a policy
standpoint, the BITC is perfectly targeted at the neediest population: all of its benefits go to low
income families, and none of the EITC income is taken into account in detennining the recipient's
eligibility for other means-tested benefits.

. .
If the City takes steps to increase the use of the BITC by City service contractors, it can help

achieve some of the other goals of the Ordinance. For example, if City contractors offer year-round
wage supplements from the BITC to their qualified low-wage workers, they will presumably secure
lower turnover from their workers and some of the other productivity benefits that the Ordinance
seeks to achieve.

The ETC cannot achieve all of the goals of the Ordinance, such as the provision of health
insurance to contract workers, or the establishment of "model employer" criteria. Moreover, many
of the weaknesses of the Ordinance can be greatly migitagedby carefully targeting its provisions.
The most significant quality issues that have arisen in service contracts are concentrated iit particular
areas (e.g., custodial and security contracts). Some types of contracts (e.g., for child care workers)
hire low-wage workers with much higher concentrations of poverty than the average level. Low
wage workers are also concentrated in a relatively small number otcontracts; if the Ordinance
applied only to these high-eoncentration areas, administrative costs would be far lower.

We therefore set forth, in the "Summary and Recommendations" portion of this report, a
specific proposal that lays out a path by which many of the goals of the Ordinance can be achieved
at much lower cost. It is by no means certain that the scaled-down "Living Wage" proposal we
outline can succeed in all of these goals; we have, for instance, little hard infonnation on the
productivity problems or the exact effects of higher wages. But we think there is a good chance that
the proposal would achieve its goals of increasing the quality of City services and transferin~ income
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to a substantial number of poor or near-poor workers. In this fonn, we think that any possible
negative side effects of the Ordinance are virtually eliminated. The EITC proposal, for its part, is
the sort of common-sense idea that has virtually no downside. With both proposals, we strongly
recommend an evaluation mechanism for assessing whether the demonstrable benefits of the
programs justify their costs over time. .

Section Twelve: Conclusions

On the whole, we are surprised that we were able to answer as many questions about the
Living Wage Ordinance as we did. Put as broadly as possible, our findings are these: The
Ordinance's benefits and wages mandates would mostly affect a few hundred service contractors and
concessionaires and around seven thousand employees. The total cost of the mandate would be
around $30-40 million; two-thirds of the cost would go to benefits rather than higher wages. There
would be some indirect effects on higher-paid workers and the general economy, but both of these
would be surprisingly small. A non-trivial number of covered workers would lose their jobs when
the Ordinance's mandated wage and benefit increases went into effect" but most of these workers
would find new jobs in what we have called the "secondary market." The City would probably end
up paying most of the cost of the increase -- and should do so, if it wishes to minimize the
displacement of workers. The Ordinance would have a positive effect on worker productivity and
the quality of services provided to the City, but a more targeted Ordinance could gain most of those
benefits at much less cost. The Ordinance would have a very modest 'effect on poverty among the
affected workers; this too, could be made more cost-effective with better targeting. The Ordinance
will not be a great boon to Los Angeles' low-income communities; neither is it likely to chill Los
Angeles' business climate.

How these findings translate into support or opposition to the Ordinance in its current fonn,
of course, depends on one's values and goals, and how one estimates the seriousness of the problems
the Ordinance seeks to·address. One might think that the tilt of the Ordinancet s cost towards higher
benefits is desirable, if one sees the absence of health insurance among low-wage workers as a
critical problem. One might believe that the symbolic and service quality effects of the Ordinance

. easily justify its cost. Or one might conclude that the program is weak as an anti-poverty initiative
and that the money could be used more effectively elsewhere. . .

Our intent is not to answer these difficult questions, but to provide a sufficiently detailed
framework so that one can roughly detennine how well the Ordinance, as drafted, meets various
goals, and what is likely to happen if it is enacted. Our own recommendations follow from our
interpretation of the Ordinance's goals. We believe that if the central purposes are seeking higher
productivity, having the City set a positive example, and reducing poverty among the City's
"shadow" workforce, then the program outlined in our summary would meet the goals more cost
effectively.
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Appendix A
Notes on the Study Methodology for Surveying Finns

Given the potentially broad scope of the ordinance, it is essential'to understand how many
workers will be potentially affected under the various interpretative variations. The ideal
methodology for estimating the number of workers affected is to survey the universe of contracts.
Given the short time under which the present study was produced, a complete canvass of the
universe was not feasible. A methodologically sound alternative would Be' to draw and survey a
random sample from the universe of city contracts and leases. An important property of a random
sample, and the property that makes it methodologically sound, is that all contracts in the universe
have an equal probability of being chosen for the sample. Though scientifically valid, this property
makes a true random sample an arguably inefficient data gathering procedure in cases where it is
known beforehand that certain types of observations (i.e.contracts) are more likely to contain
covered workers. To increase the reliability of the estimates in situations where one has strong
beliefs that certain types of observations are more likely to contain relevant information, a strong
case can be made for stratified sampling. Under a procedure of stratified sampling, the universe is
first stratified according to the likelihood of containing relevant. information and then the strata more
likely to contain relevant information is more heavily sampled. In the context of this study, a
method of stratified sampling would call for contracts and leases known to contain low wage labor to
be more intensely sampled.

The procedures that we use for estimating the number of workers affected and overall costs
.uses a combination of stratified and random sampling. To obtain estimates for low wage workers
working directly on city contracts we primarily used data obtained from the City for fInns known to
employ low wage labor. We supplemented the City-provided data with a random sample 650
contractors. Of the 650 fInns in the random sample, fifty were also included in the City survey, and
we did not resurvey them. Of the remaining 600, we successfully collected information from over
260 service contractors. Taking into account the information we collected from our random sample
and the information we already had on fInns in our random sample from the City Survey, we had

.data on 310 contractors of the original 650 firms in the random sample -- a response rate a little
short of 50 %, which is high for surveys that require a written response.

For most low wage sectors, we had data from the City on most of the universe for that
sector. In a few cases where we did not have the complete universe of contracts, we adjusted our
sectoral estimate up by a conversion factor that reflected what was included in the universe but not
in the sample. In most cases, this conversion was based on the dollar value of contracts. In a small
number of cases ( for concessionaires), the relevant contract value data was not available and, we
used the number of fInns in the universe relative to the the number in the sample to compute a
conversion factor. To estimate the number of administrative support staff, social service workers
and child care workers, we used the results ofour random sample and the appropriate conversion
factor. We used similar methods to estimate the number of affected workers and costs for lessees
and concessionaires.

One obstacle that had to be overcome with the City-provided data is that it was not gathered
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in a way that always·provided direct information on the number of workers in the relevant ranges
and the average wages for workers in that range (Le. relevant ranges being "workers making less
$7.50" and "workers making between $7.50 and $15.00"). Instead, the City gathei-ed information
on all workers making less than $15.00. Over 1/2 of the observatioI1ls fell within the relevant
ranges and required no adjustment and most of the cases involved workers making between $4.75
and $9.50. For the observations where the workers surveyed overlapped the ranges, we used an
algorithm that estimated the number of workers in each range using information from the survey on
the maximum, the minimum and the average wage of all the workers surveyed. This algorithm
broke down the workers on a given survey into those making less than $7...50, those making between
$7.50 and $9.50 and the averages for each range. As a check on this algorithm, we recomputed the
mean wage of all workers in the surVey implied by the algorithm and compared it to the actual mean
wage. The algorithm computed an average wage within 2 cents of th(~ actual mean.

Finally, we checked to make sure that our estimates were inclusive in two ways. First, we
combed the universe for sectors that might have substantial low wage workers but for whom we had
no data and surveyed thesefInns over the telephone. For example, in the sanitation sector where we
had very little information, we called and talked to most of the fInns with large contracts (over 5
million annually) and found that none we talked to had affected worke:rs. An important exception in
this sector of a finn that we were unable to gather infonnation on was Browning-Ferris. Second, we
used the random sample to derive a point estimate of the number of affected workers, excluding
social service and child care workers. The point estimate is 1865 workers making under $7.50 and
470 workers making between $7.50 and $9.50. These point estimates are similar to oUfcreported
estimates of 1917 for workers making under $7.50 and and somewhat less that our reported estimate
of 1300 workers making between $7.50 and $9.50. The main reason for the discrepancy was the
lack of infonnation on food service workers in the random sample whl~re many of the $7.50 to $9.50
workers are concentrated, leading to an underestimate for the point eS1imate, and additional
information we gathered on fInns not in the random sample (but included in our reported estimates)
for administrative support staff employed by"low-wage" fums. Since both of our point estimates
are less than the reported amounts, we believe that our numbers are roughly accurate and may in fact
overestimate the number of covered workers.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LOS ANGELES LIVING WAGE
ORDINANCE

SUMMARY OFKEY FINDINGS & RESPONSES TO
BASICMATTERS OF CONCERN

Summary oCKer Findings:

Experiences with Minimum Wage Standards

~ Experiences with federal and state minimum wage laws in different parts ofthe
country demonstrate that increases in the minimum wage do not cause unemployment.

~ Prevailing wage laws for construction firms contracting with the government
have created stability in the construction industry, encouraged worker training, and have
given construction workers the opportunity for a solid career.

~ The prevailing wage regulation in San Jose and the living wage ordinance in
Baltimore have not generated any significant costs to their respective cities.

Direct Impact of Los Angeles Ordinance

~ 10,5~' workers at 849 firms will be directly affected by the ordinance. Their
average wage in 1995 was $5.64. Raising each ofthem to $7.50 will entail a total wage
increase of $39.4 million.

~ Total production ofgoods and services--or output--ofthe 849 affected firms
was $3.9 billion in 1995. The total wage increase from the ordinance is therefore 1
percent ofthe affected firms' output.

~ Given this overall relationship between the $39.4 million in direct wage
increases and $3.9 billion in total firm output, we conclude that the living wage ordinance
can be implemented while causing no net increase in the City budget, no employment
loss and no loss ofCity services to the residents ofLos Angeles.

Additional Costs of Ordinance

~ A total of 5,004 workers earning below $9.50 will receive health benefits
totaling to $20.0 million.
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::::>Higher paid workers not formally covered by the ordinance: are likely to receive
raises as well. We allow that workers earning between $7.50 and $9.49 will receive 15
p"ercent raises, and that workers earning between $9.50 and $11.49 will receive 7.5
percent raises. We also allow that workers between $9.50 and $11.49 who do not have
health insurance will receive the same coverage as those below them CIn the pay scale.
These indirect costs of the ordinance will total $32.9 million.

::::> Monitoring by the City and compliance costs ofthe affected finns will cost $1
million.

::::> Total direct and indirect costs ofthe ordinance will amount to $93.3 million

Diffusion of Costs

::::> The ordinance will necessarily be phased-in, corresponding to the staggered
terminal dates ofthe affected firms' existing agreements with the City.. The City may also
want to formalize the process ofphasing-in.

::::> If the ordinance is phased-in over four years, the annual costs to firms will
equal less than 0.6 percent oftheir annual output ofgoods and service:s.

Benefits of Ordinance

::::> Direct benefits to affected families amount to 33.0 percent in pretax income,
27.9 percent in after-tax earned income, and 10.6 percent including aliI taxes and subsidies.

::::> Affected families will have much greater access to bank loans and other forms
of credit, that can be used to purchase a home or automobile or to finance higher
education.

::::> Affected workers and their families will reduce the amount ofgovernment
subsidies they receive by 50.4 percent. This should yield substantial benefits in terms of
the sense of self-worth of the affected workers.

::::> Some of the communities in which the affected workers reside will experience
increased spending at businesses; higher rates ofhomeownership, education and
entrepreneurship; and more robust home-ownership and small-business markets. We
estimate these effects for the areas ofPacoima, Lincoln-Sereno, and Crenshaw-Figueroa.

::::> Raising workers to a living wage will cajole many firms that pay low wages to
operate according to a "high-wagelhigh morale" path, thus reducing turnover and
increasing efficiency. Many firms in the Los Angeles area already op(:rate successfully
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along the "high wagelhigh morale" path. We document the cases ofBell Industries, All
American Home Center and Rogers Poultry.

[ggJonses to Basic Matters ofConcern:

1. Would the living wage ordinance increase unemployment-and
thereby also poverty-in Los Angeles by ·pricing less-skilled workers out
of the market?

For several reasons, we conclude that the living wage ordinance will not increase
unemployment among less-skilled workers in Los Angeles.

A) The impact ofthe wage increase on most affected finns (i.e. around 84 percent
of the finns) will be negligible, less than one percent of their total output ofgoods and
services. These firms should be able to absorb these wage increases easily, without laying
offany workers. For the minority of affected firms where the wage increase will be more
significant, the city should allow some cost pass-throughs, either through allowing the
firms slightly better terms when the contracts come up for renewal, or, in the case of
concessionaires, agreeing that the firms charge consumers slightly higher prices. Through
such measures, the more heavily affected finns should also be able to absorb the wage
increases without laying offworkers.

B) Experiences throughout the country with various minimum wage standards
have shown that minimum wage increases have not increased unemployment among
directly affected workers. For example, unemployment did not rise among fast-food
industry workers in New Jersey in 1992 after the state increased its minimum wage by
nearly 19 percent above the national minimum wage rate.

C) There are many firms now operating successfully in Los Angeles who
voluntarily pay all oftheir workers well over the minimum wage. These firms compete
successfully through experiencing much lower rates ofturnover and higher levels of
worker morale. These factors translate into higher productivity per worker, in particular
for workers with relatively less skill and lower pay. We anticipate that the living wage
ordinance will cajole many firms in Los Angeles to operate competitively through this
same "high wagelhigh morale" path. Rather than cause job losses, this will raise the
productivity ofthe relatively less skilled.

2. Will the living wage ordinance discourage firms from either locating
in or otherwise doing business with the city?
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The living wage ordinance will not discourage business from c~ither locating in Los
Angeles or doing business with the city itself:

A) Finns which are affected by the ordinance will remain affected regardless of
whether they are located inside or outside of Los Angeles. The only way that a firm can
do business with the city and fall outside its stipulations is ifthe firm':s workers reside
outside Los Angeles County. However, the city is under no obligation to award contracts,
concessions or subsidies to such firms.

B) Because for most firms, the relative impact ofthe ordinanl:e-mandated wage
increase will be so small, the ordinance will have no significant impact on their relationship
with the city. For the small proportion of firms that will experience a more substantial
wage increase, pass-throughs should again be permitted. As a result, the ordinance will
not affect these firms' willingness to do business with the city either.

C) Our analysis ofbidding patterns in Baltimore after implementation of its living
wage ordinance demonstrated· no significant departures from previous patterns, either in
terms of number ofbidders or the size ofwinning bids.

D) Businesses in communities with a high proportion of affected workers--such as
Pacoima, Lincoln-Sereno and Crenshaw-Figueroa--will enjoy benefits: from the ordinance
through the injection of additional spending in these neighborhoods.

3. Will the ordinance place small business owners-including many
minority- and women-owned enterprises-at an unfair dJisadvantage?

The ordinance does not place small businesses of any sort at a disadvantage:

A) The ordinance is explicitly drafted to exempt firms whose business
arrangement with the city is relatively small, e.g., firms with contracts below $25,000 or
subsidies below $100,000. Firms with such relatively small city contracts, concessions and
subsidies will tend to be smaller firms, including minority- and women-owned firms.

B) For firms that are affected, the general principle that we present here is that
firms should absorb the additional labor costs due to the ordinance as long as these costs
are negligible, but should be permitted to pass through the costs in some fashion if they
are not negligible. This principle should apply equally to small- and large-businesses.
Following this principle, no firm, large or small, will be placed at a disadvantage: the
relative impact will be comparable across firm types.

C) We have been unable to do careful statistical analysis to identify affected firms,
workers, or communities by their ethnic status. But we are confident that a
disproportionate share ofaffected workers are either Hispanic or African American.
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Because all affected workers will receive a significant increase in their earned income and
reduction in their government subsidies, they will be in a much better position to obtain
credit, which could then be used to start a business or invest in a home. Moreover, in
communities with a disproportionately large number ofaffected workers. existing
businesses will receive a boost in.their sales and incomes.

4. How can the ordinance be implemented, especially if some pass
throughs are permitted, without having any net impact on the City's
budget or the City's ability to deliver services to the resjdents of Los
Angeles?

A) Assuming we allow for pass-throughs only beyond a certain threshold of
increased costs (such as more than 3 percent ofa firm's total output ofgoods and
services). the resulting amount of pass-throughs will be very small on an annual basis.
This already small figure then diminishes dramatically once we recognize that the
ordinance can only be implemented through a gradual phase-in, corresponding to the
staggered terminal dates ofthe affected firms' existing agreements with the City.

B) !fit so chooses, the City could cover the new costs due to pass-throughs by
not replacing a relatively small fraction of its newly retired workers in one year (e.g. 170
workers in a total full-time equivalent City labor force of51,600). The number of
unreplaced retirement positions needed in a year to prevent any net increase in the budget
would then also diminish according to the rate at which the ordinance is phased-in.
Because the number of unreplaced positions would be so small. the impact on City
administration ofsuch a budget-saving move would be similarly small. It would not
produce an absolute decline in city services, but perhaps only a one-year reduction in the
rate ofimprovement in services.



Economic Analysis of Los Angeles Living Wage Ordinance
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. OVERVIEW

The Los Angeles City Council is presently considering a Living Wage Ordinance

designed to ensure that employees ofcity contractors, subcontractors, concessionaires and

subsidy recipients earn an hourly wage that is sufficient for a family offour to live at or

above the Federal poverty level. The aim ofthis study is to provide a thorough analysis of

its likely costs and benefits for residents ofLos Angeles, the City's municipal government,

and the business firms that operate in the area and conduct business with the City.

Our analysis incorporates a range of evidence oftwo different sorts. In Section 1,

we examine a variety of settings in which minimum wage standards have been practiced,

including the federal, state and municipal government levels. Section 2 then focuses on

the Los Angeles economy itself, considering data from a variety of perspectives. These

perspectives include statistical analyses ofthe workers and firms likely to be affected by

the ordinan~e, as well as investigations of how individual households, specific

neighborhoods, and various types ofworkplaces would also be affectc:~d. The structure of

our study is summarized in Table S-l.

In considering the experiences with different types ofminimum wage standards,

we conclude that such policy initiatives have brought direct benefits to the recipients of

the wage increase and indirect benefits to the firms in which they operate in the form of

higher morale and lower turnover. The overwhelming preponderance of evidence now

finds that such minimum wage initiatives do not cause increases in un.~mployment, nor, in



TABLES-l

ANALYSIS OF LIVING WAGE PROPOSAL:
TYPES OF EVIDENCE EXAMINED

SECTION n: EXPERIENCES WITH VARIETY OF
MINIMUM WAGE STANDARDS

• United States Minimum Wage Laws

• Davis-Bacon Prevailing Wage Laws in Construction

• San Jose Municipal Prevailing Wage Law

• Baltimore Living Wage Law

SECTION III: LIVING WAGE LAW FOR LOS ANGELES

• Estimate ofaffected number ofworkers andfirms

• Costs of Wage/Benefit Increases

=:> Effects on Average Firm, All Firms, and City

=:> How to Spread Costs

• Benefits ofWage/Health Benefit Increases

=:> Gains to Individuals and Families

~ Gains to Communities

=:> Gains to Workplaces
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the cases ofmunicipal minimum wage laws, have they led to disruptions in the nonnal

functioning of the affected regional economies or municipal governrne:nts.

In estimating the likely effects of a living wage ordinance for Los Angeles, we find

that 10,596 workers at 849 £inns will be affected by the ordinance. Their average wage in

1995 was $5.64, so that in raising each of them to $7.50, the total wage increase will be

$39.4 million. The total production ofgoods and services-or output··-of these £inns was

3.9 billion in 1995. This means that the total wage increase from the c)rdinance would

constitute one percent of the affected firm's output. This relationship is portrayed in

Figure S-I.

From this result we conclude that the living wage ordinance can be implemented

while causing no net increase in the City budget, no employment loss, and no loss of

City services to the residents ofLos Angeles. To reach this conclusion, our evaluation

assumes no significant departures from the nonnal operations of either the City

administration or the greater Los Angeles economy.

The benefits of the ordinance will be substantial for the affecte:d individuals and

their families. Their pretax earned income will rise by 33.0 percent, their aftertax earned

income will rise by 27.9 percent, and their aftertax income including subsidies rises by 10.6

percent. At least equally important in tenns of the sense of self-worth ofthese families,

their dependence on government subsidies will decline by 50.4 percent.

Benefits will also accrue to the communities in which these workers live and in

their workplaces. Benefits to the communities include increased spending at businesses in

the local communities; higher rates ofhomeownership, education, and entrepreneurship by

affected households; and more robust home-ownership and small business markets in



FIGURE 81
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lower-income areas ofLos Angeles. We expect that firms will benefit in many ways from

providing higher wages and benefits, including reduced labor turnover, better quality of

work, better cooperation with management, more flexibility in the operations of a

business, and higher overall morale.

2. EXPERIENCES WITH VARIElY OF MINIMUM WAGE STANDARDS

A) United States Minimum Wage Laws

The argument that is often made about the minimum wage is that while it may

increase living standards for employed low wage workers, it does this by increasing

unemployment, especially among those seeking low-paying, less skilled jobs. We consider

two types ofevidence, the U.S. experience over time, and case studies on changes in

minimum wages in various geographical settings.

The U.S. experience over time is conveyed in Figure S-2, showing the relative

movements in the minimum wage and the unemployment rate over 1960-95. The

divergent movements between the minimum wage and the unemployment rate suggest that

no systematic relationship at all exists between the two values. This perspective is

strongly reinforced by research into the effects of a rise in the minimum wage in a range of

communities, including New Jersey, California, Texas, Jackson, Mississippi, and

Greensboro, North Carolina. In no cases did researchers find that a rise in the minimum

wage caused increases in unemployment.

B) Davis-Bacon Prevailing Wage Laws in Construction

The prevailing wage laws in construction are similar to the LA proposal in that

they apply to only a small segment of the working population in a region. They also set
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wage floors that are well above the national and state minimum wage, again similar to the

Los Angeles proposal.

According to the comprehensive work ofProf. Peter Phillips and colleagues at the

University ofUtah, there have been four major long-term results ofbotb the federal and

state Davis-Bacon laws. These include:

1. Local wage and benefit standards have been "taken off the table" in the bidding

process for government contracts. This protection ofwages, benefits and working

conditions allows construction work to be a solid career for working p~:ople. In addition,

the fact that workers are receiving decent wages has meant that investment in training is

encouraged either through employers or unions. These industry training standards provide

avenues for less-skilled, less educated workers to acquire the skills they need to have

stable, decently paid working lives. Such training programs have been especially beneficial

to members ofethnic minorities seeking a career in the construction industry.

2. The establishment ofwage and benefit floors has meant that higher-paying

contractors can compete successfully with contractors who seek to obtain contracts

through driving down wages and "low-ball" bidding.

3. The encouragement of skilled labor and relatively high wage:s has meant that, in

general, the quality of the work done by government contractors is high.

c. San Jose Municipal Prevailing Wage Laws

On October 11, 1988, the City Council ofSan Jose formaliZed the city's practice

of requiring prevailing wages on city-funded public works construction projects by

adopting a resolution to establish a local prevailing wage program. In the following year,
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the Council voted to extend the scope ofthe policy to include certain service contracts

and certain housing construction contracts.

We were unable to obtain systematic data on contracting patterns, since we could

not obtain records for a sufficiently long time period before the 1989 resolutions took

effect. But based on the documentary evidence we could obtain, we generously estimate

that the annual costs to the city have averaged 52.8 million per year between 1990-95.

This is less than 0.9 percent of the city's annual budget over these years.

We then estimate the impact of the 1989 prevailing wage initiatives on the San

Jose economy by considering three basic indicators: city government expenditures per

capita; personal income per capital for the San Jose region; and the unemployment rate for

the region. We group the data into two time periods. The first period is 1980-89, that is,

one decade prior to, and the months immediately after the implementation of the

prevailing wage measures. The second period is 1990-95, the full years subsequent to the

implementation of the resolutions. By none ofthe three measures do we observe that the

performance of the San Jose economy had changed significantly relative to the 1980-89

period. In short, it appears that the prevailing wage ordinance has had no discernible

impact on the overall functioning ofthe San Jose economy.

D. Baltimore Living Wage Law

Since July 1995, Baltimore has operated under a Living Wage ordinance that most

closely parallels that proposed for Los Angeles. And while the Baltimore law has been in

effect too briefly to generalize about its impact, we are able to extract useful information

from its experience through examining in detail how bidding patterns on specific city

contracts have changed since the law was implemented.
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The Baltimore Living Wage ordinance established a minimum wage of $6.1 0 per

hour for anyone working on a city contract. In July 1996, the wage was increased by

Baltimore's Board ofEstimates to $6.60. The living wage ordinance stipulates that the

wage be increased annually, upon approval by the Board ofEstimates, until it equals the

amount required to raise a family offour above the poverty line.

Our analysis focuses on contracts whose labor costs have increased or are

expected to increase as a result of the living wage ordinance. Baltimon~'s Bureau of

Budget and Management Research determined that the total value of contracts falling

under the wage requirement was $26.8 million in December 1995. We: obtained full or

partial infonnation on 46 contracts involving 75 companies; others have yet to be rebid

under the living wage requirements. The value of these contracts is $19.3 million, which

amounted to 72% of the value of those contracts affected by the ordinance. We found

that in inflation adjusted dollars, the total cost of these contracts declined from $19.3

million to $18.8 million, a 2.4 percent decline.

We cannot conclude that the living wage ordinance actually contributed to

lowering the cost of the average contract. However, as we argue at length in the next

section of the paper, there are efficiency gains to finns at the higher w2Lges, and these

could have lowered total costs. In telephone interviews with the contractors, many

stressed the relationship between a higher wage and a lower rate of turnover.

3. LIVING WAGE LAW FOR LOS ANGELES

A. Estimate or Affected Number or Workers and Firms



TABLE 8-2

TOTAL NUMBER OF WORKERS AFFECTED AND
AVERAGE WAGE INCREASE THROUGH ORDINANCE
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10,596

$5.64

$1.86 (= $7.50 - $5.64)

$3,720

$39.4 Million
($3,720 x 10,596 workers)
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We estimate that 10,596 workers (adjusted for full time equivalence) will receive

wage increases through implementation of the ordinance. Table 5-2 shows how we derive

the estimate that the total wage increase resulting from the living wage~ ordinance is $39.4

million. In addition, a total of2,966 workers earning less than $7.50 and 2,033 earning

between $7.50 and $9.49 will receive a total of$20 million in health b4~nefits.

B. Impact of Wage and Benefit Increases on Firms and City

Critics of the ordinance argue that firms may respond by seeking to pass through

their added costs to the city, by laying off some oftheir existing worke:rs to offset the

wage increase or even relocating to avoid falling under the terms ofthle ordinance.

In fact, the extent to which any ofthe negative outcomes would actually ensue

depends on how significant are the pay raises to low wage workers relative to other

concerns that the firms would face. Most general among these other concerns is the size

of the wage increase as a proportion of other factors, such as the firms' overall annual

production, or output, ofgoods and services. We estimate the total output of the 849

affected entities in 1995 as slightly below $4 billion. This means that the total wage

increase will amount to about 1 percent of the annual output of these firms.

Other factors as well are of central importance to firms in determining how they

would respond to the city-mandated wage increase. These include: thl~ importance the

firm's association with the city to its overall business; the competitive ,environment in

which the firm operates; the normal rate of productivity growth for thc~ affected firms; the

normal attrition rates ofworkers in the affected firms; and the process of phasing-in the

ordinance.
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Once thesefactors are taken into account, we believe that the entire wage

increase Call be absorbed by the affectedfU'1nS and their competitors without causing

ally lIet increase in the city's budget; without creating ally employment lossfor the

city; and without bringing any iJecline in services to city residents. Depending on how

quickly the ordinance would be phased in, we anticipate that, at most, the rate of

improvement in city services might decrease for one to three years. .

Allowing for such an outcome, moreover, does not in any way depend on making

highly favorable but perhaps implausible assumptions about how the city's economy may

depart from its normal patterns. Quite the contrary: as we have seen in the cases of the

national minimum wage laws, the experiences with Davis-Bacon laws, and the wage

ordinances in San Jose and Baltimore, the normal case is that such initiatives do not have

a negative impact on broader economic patterns.

C. Additional Indirect Costs of Ordinance

When workers earning an average wage of$5.64 receive their ordinance-mandated

raise to $7.50, it is likely that other workers in the firm within roughly comparable job

categories will also receive raises. Former Secretary ofLabor and Harvard University

labor economist John Dunlop coined the term "wage contours" to describe groups ofjobs

with "common wage-making characteristics." While workers on the same contour don't

necessarily make the same wage or receive increases at the same rate, their pay tends to

move together over time, generally in response to the human resource policies of firms and

to local labor market conditions.

We attempt to capture this "wage contour" factor for the affected firms by

assuming that when the below $7.50 workers are increased, that workers between $7.50
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and $9.49 will get an average increase of 15 percent, and that those e3rning between

$9.50 and $11.49 will receive a 7.5 percent raise. In terms of health benefits, the

ordinance itself already allows that uncovered workers earning betwelen $7.50 and $9.49

would be eligible for a $2 per hour raise as a substitute for receiving employer-provided

health coverage. We now assume that uncovered workers earning between $9.50 and

$11.49 will also receive the $2 per hour raise in lieu of employer-provided health benefits

as an indirect effect ofthe ordinance. The costs associated with these wage contour

effects, amounting to a total of $33.9 million, are presented in Table S-3 along with the

direct wage and benefit costs of the ordinance.

Table S-3 also reports the costs for firms ofcompliance with the ordinance as well

as the city's enforcement costs. These costs total roughly $1 million. This table finally

brings together all the direct and indirect costs generated by the living wage ordinance,

amounting to $93.3 million.

D. Diffusion of Costs through Phasing-In

The .living wage ordinance will not affect all 849 firms at once, but rather will be

phased-in over several years when existing contracts terminate and new ones are put out

for bid. Service contracts with the City normally run for three years, while concessions

generally span between 5-10 years. Because of this, it is a given that the ordinance will be

phased-in gradually, corresponding to the staggered terminal dates ofour affected firms'

existing agreements with the city. On top of this, the city may also W~lDt to formalize the

process of phasing-in the ordinance through raising the minimum wage to $7.50 in a series

ofsteps.



TABLE S-3

TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT
COSTS OF LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE

Wage Increases/or Below' $7.50IHour Workers

Health Benefits/or Below $9.50IHour Workers

Total Direct Effects

Wage Increases/or$7.50-$9.49IHours Workers

Wage Increases/or $9.50-$11.49/Hour Workers

Health Benefits/or $9.50-$11.49/Hour Workers

Total "Wage Contour" Effects

Monitoring & Compliance Costs

Total Indirect Effects

Total Direct and Indirect Effects

S39.4 Million

S20.0 Million

$59.4 Million

S18.2 Million

S10.6 Million

S4.1 Million

$32.9 Million

SI.0 Million

$33.9 Million

$93.3 Million



FIGURE 83

FOUR YEAR PlIASE-IN OF LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE:
Total Direc:t and Indirect Costs are O.7-.Ie or Output Each Year.
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Figure 5-3 illustrates how phasing-in contributes to the diffusion ofcosts, by

considering the yearly impact ofthese costs over a four-year phase-in period. We thus

distribute the total of$93.3 million in costs over the four years; the costs each year

averaging 523.3 million. We then allow for the national average of a one percent increase

in productivity for the 849 firms over the four year period. Output therefore rises from

$3.90 billion in 1995 to $4.02 billion in 1998. We therefore see that when the total costs

ofthe living wage ordinance are distributed over four years, they amount to less than 0.6

percent ofthe affected firms' average output each year.

Of course, some firms will incur substantial increases in costs. Table 5-4 shows

the dispersion of firms according to their proportion oflow-wage workers relative to total

output. We see, in particular, six firms for which low wage labor costs average 85 percent

oftotal output. The city should be prepared to permit these firms to pass through most of

their increased costs, either through changes in their contract terms or, in the case of

concessionares, through small increases in the prices they charge to consumers. We

provide an illustrative model ofhow partial pass-throughs could be incorporated into the

city's operations with minimal disruption.

E. Benefits of Ordinance I: Individuals and Families

Figure S-4 shows the benefits to individuals and families in four ways: pre-tax

income increases by 33.0 percent; after-tax earned income rises by 27.9 percent; increases

in after-tax income and subsidies rise by 10.6 percent; and the family's reliance on

government subsidies declines by 50.4 percent.

In addition to these direct financial benefits, two other considerations must be

given great weight in evaluating the overall impact of the living wage on the low wage
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family. The first is that after living wage ordinance became law, the low-wage family

would have much greater access to bank loans and other fonns ofcredit, that can be used

to purchase a home or automobile or to finance higher education. This is because lending

institutions measure a borrower's creditworthiness on the basis of their earning power, not

on their amount ofdisposable funds after subsidies. We explore the issue of

creditworthiness in more detail below.

In addition, there is the issue of dignity. The country has just gone through a hotly

contested debate on welfare reform. Despite differences on a myriad of questions, all

parties to the welfare debate agree on one thing: that earning a dollar of income has

dramatically different effects on a person's self-image and attitude tow:ard life and work

than being given a dollar ofgovernment subsidies. Passage of the living wage ordinance

would mean that the low-income family's reliance on government subsidies will fall by

50.4 percent.

Benefits to Government of Subsidy Declines

As the low-wage family comes to rely far less on government support to earn a

living, the corollary is that the government spends far less to help working people survive

the effects of earning poverty wages. Table S-5 documents the $33.3 million savings to

government of the living wage ordinance, including the rise in tax revenues, the decline in

earned income tax credit support, and reductions in Food Stamps, MediCal benefits, and

Los Angeles County Health Services support.

F. Benefits of Ordinance ll: Communities



TABLE S-5

SAYmGSTOGOVERNMENTFROM
LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE

SAVINGS TO FEDERAL GOVERN1Y1ENT

Higher Income Taxes

Less EITC Payments

Less Food Stamp Payments

Less MediCAL Coverage

SAVINGS TO STATE GOVERmvfENT

Less MediCAL Coverage

SAVINGS TO LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Less Indigent Health Coverage

$5.5 Million

$8.0 Million

$11.2 Million

$2.9 Million

$2.9 Million

$2.8 Million
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A high proportion ofLos Angeles' lower-income workers live in concentrated

geographic areas in which many homes are owner-occupied and lower-income households

provide much ofthe demand for owner-occupied housing. These areas also have large

numbers ofsmall businesses, whIch are frequented primarily by local residents. Because

many ofthe low-income workers who will be affected by a living wage ordinance live in

such concentrated areas, it may generate significant community spillov~,r benefits. These

benefits include increased spending at businesses in the local communitiies; higher rates of

homeownership, education, and entrepreneurship by affected households; and more robust

home-ownership and small-business markets in lower-income areas ofLos Angeles. In

sum, higher income flows to residents of lower-income communities allows more of their

residents to use these income gains to become homeowners, and to increase their wealth in

their communities.

We estimate the size of these effects for three communities in Los Angeles,

Pacoima, Lincoln-Sereno, and Crenshaw-Figueroa. Considering both direct income gains

and indirect "wage contour" gains, the total injection of income for the three communities

is $3.1 million. When we add a "multiplier effect" that accounts for th~: new spending in

each community, the total income gain for the three communities rises 1to nearly $10

million, distributed in roughly equal shares across the three communities. These estimates

are shown in Table S-6.

The adoption of a living wage ordinance will measurably improve the economic

circumstances of a modest number ofworkers. Because many of the affected workers live

in close proximity to one another, this ordinance will also trigger modest community

effects in these neighborhoods. The concentration oflower-income working households



TABLES-6

SCOPE OF COMMUNITY BENEFITS IN PACOIMA,
LINCOLN-SERENO, AND CRENSHAW-FIGUEROA

Population 69,823 56,070 47,852 173,745

Percentage of
LA City

Labor Force
Participants

Percentage of
LA City

Estimated
Directly
Affected FTE
Workers

Estimated
Wage-Contour
Affected
Workers

Average Direct
After-Tax gain
per Worker

Average Wage
Contour gain
per Worker
Total Direct
Income Gain

Total Wage
Contour Gain

2.00%

31,357

3.03%

351

531

$2,103

$2,300

$737,589

$1,115,201

1.61%

24,757

2.39%

339

468

$2,103

$2,300

$712,875

$1,077,835

1.37% .

21,299

2.06%

301

314

$2,103

$2,300

$633,447

$957,743

4.98%

77,413

7.49%

991

1312

$2,103

$2,300

$2,083,911

$3,150,779

Total Income $3,201,622 $3,094,347 52,749,575 59,998,258
Gain Including
Multiplier
Effect

All figures drawn from 1990 Census data. Estimation procedure is explained in text and appendix.
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in particular geographic areas ofLos Angeles creates the potential for Iconcentrated

community spillovers when income flows to these households improve. These

neighborhoods' fiscal health will not miraculously change in the wake of this living-wage

ordinance. But it will improve at the margin. The living wage ordinanc:e is one piece ofa

larger fabric of feasible urban revitalization.

G. Benefits of Ordinance ill: Firms

The Los Angeles region includes many firms that try to keep wage: payments as low as

possible. But there are also many firms in the region that pay all their workers a wage well

above the legal minimum, provide them with additional benefits, and still compete successfully

in the marketplace. Such "high wage" firms includes many who compete directly with firms

who pay minimum wages as much as possible. One ofthe benefits ofthe ]Living Wage

proposal is that it will cajole many ofthese "low wage" firms to operate along the "high wage"

path-providing direct benefits to the firms' workers, but also increasing the capacity ofthe

firms to compete through creating a high-morale/low turnover work environment.

To demonstrate these points more concretely, we examine the ope:rating procedures of

some specific firms that operate in the Los Angeles area today along the high wage path. The

three firms that we consider are Bell Industries, a large distributor ofindus:trial equipment; All

American Home Center, a home products store; and Rogers Poultry. We will also briefly

contrast these firms by considering the operations ofone unnamed firm (that we term Firm X)

that operates along the low-wage path, despite receiving substantial subsidies from the City.

What conclusions can be drawn from the experiences of these j5nns? Because we

are presenting case studies rather than systematic data on a representative sample offirms,

we cannot make broad generalizations. We can, however, say that the:re are many high
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wagelhigh productivity £inns in the Los Angeles area, and that many ofthese £inns seem

to be thriving. Moreover, we know that these finDs report numerous benefits to

themselves-reduced turnover, higher productivity and quality, greater flexibility in the

deployment ofwor~ers, and enhanced cooperation with management - from treating their

workers fairly and with respect. Furthermore, it does not seem unreasonable to assume

that at least some ofthe benefits to £inns from following the high wagelhigh productivity

path could be captured by low-wage £inns if the living wage proposal were to become law

in Los Angeles.
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Executh'e Summary

"Living wage" laws are under consideration in states and cities across the country. These
proposals are designed to raise the wages of ....ery low-income workers by requipng state or municipal
contractors. recipients of public subsidies or tax breaks. or. in some cases. all businesses, to pay
employees wages significantly abo....e the Federal minimum

\Vherever they have been proposed, li\ing wilBe laws ha....e been met v.ith \igorous opposition,
primarily from business interests and some local political leaders. Opponents claim that a living wage
law will cause large increases in the costs ofpublic contracts, lead to increased unemployTTlent. cause
companies to drop out of bidding for public co'ntracts, impose significant administrative costs, and
cause businesses in general to shun the locale in response to the law's ostensibly unfavorable impact
on the local business climate.

The Preamble Center for Public Policy conducted the present study of Baltimore's living
wage law in order to determine, based on the actua(expenerlc'e of one o(the first cities to pass such
a law, whether the stated concerns of critics are or are not well-founded.

Baltimore City Ordinance 442 was passed in December of 1994. This ordinance mandated a
minimum hourly \lr'age of $6.10 for anyone working on a city ser\;ce contract. effective July I, 1995;
this minimum increased to $6.60 per hour for contracts signed after July I, 1996. The study involved
a review ofthe costs o( and bidding for, city service contracts, interviews v.rith city contractors, and
analysis of tax data relating to levels of business investment in Baltimore.... .

Am')n; this study's main findings:

• The real cost ofcity contracts has actually decreased since the ordinance went into effect For
the average contract (weighted by its share in the sample), this decline was statistically
significant.

• Of companies inteI"\iewed that held contracts before and after enactment of the law, none
reponed reducing st~lIing le....els in response to the higher wage requirements.

• The cost to taxpayers ofcompliance has been minimal, v.rith the City allocating about 17 cents
per person annually for this purpose.

• The average number of bids per contract declined from 1994 to 1995, but this decline was
not statistically significant, nor did it affect the competitiveness of the bidding process as
manifested in actual contract costs.

• There is no evidenc·~ that businesses have responded negatively to the passage of the
ordinance. In tact, the value ofbusiness investment in the City ofBaltimore actually increased
substantially in the year after passage of the law.

Based on these findings, it is clear that opponents' claims oflarge-scale negative economic
and fiscal impacts from Ihing wage leaislation have not held true for the case ofBaltimore.



Introduction

Observers vom across the political spectrum now acknowledge that real wages have declined
for the majority of American workers over the last two decades Waees fet the bottom three-fifths
ofwage-eamers have been falling since 1979, and for four-fifths of wage-earners since 1989.

The lowest wage workers have been the hardest hit. A worker at the 10th percentile (ie.
earning less than 900.10 ofwage earners and more than ·10%) lost 17% of his or her real income from
1979-95, an hourly wage drop from $6.10 to $5.06 in 1995 dollars. Women in this category fared
even worse, with wages falling from $5.82 t9 $4.84 per hour. I

The minimum wage itself fell behind inflation from 1979-1989, losing 31% of its real
purchasing power during that period. This in itselfwas a significant cause of declining incomes for
the poorest workers.

What to do about the problem of declining wages, or indeed whc~her to do anything at all,
is a matter of heated debate. Business interests and conservative political leaders generally oppose
any direct government action to raise workers' wages. The argument is that government's role
should be limited to measures designed to increase business investment. This, it is claimed, will
ultimately lead to gains for workers.

From the political center to the left, there is support for some form ofgovernment action to
address the problem. One obvious mechanism is the minimum wage. On August 2, 1996, Congress
passed legislation raising the federal minimum wage to $5.15 by September of 1997. However, the
real value of the minimum wage after it is fully in effect will be about $4.89 in 1995 dollars. This is
still 24% below its value in 1968. The income ofsomeone working 40 hours a week, 52 weeks a year
at this wage will still remain approximately 19% below the official poverty level for a family of three.

Furthermore, the political forces necessary to bring the minimum ',lr'age closer to its. past real
value are not in e\idence Congressional Republicans fought hard against the recent increase,
fihbustering in the Senate and anempting to gut the bill v.ith amendments that, for example, excluded
millions of small businesses. Only five Senate Republicans broke ranks, to vote against the laner
amendment that would have doomed the bill.

On the Democratic side, neither President Clinton nor the Democratic Congressional
leadership made any serious effort to increase the minimum wage when they had control of both
Congress and the White House in 1993 and 1994. Further action to raise the minimum wage during
the next Congress seems unlikely, regardless of who controls the House and Senate.

The Living Wage

The decline in wages for low-income workers and the failure of the federal government to
take stronger steps to address the problem have led to efforts to raise wages through legislation at
the state and local level. These efforts, commonly referred to as "lj~g wl'.ge campaigns," have been
launched by grass-roots coalitions of community organizations, religious groups and labor unions 
led in many cases by.the AFL-ClO's state labor federations and local cel1trallabor councils and the

IMishcl, Lawrence, Bernstein. Jarcd.~d Schmitt, John. The Slale olWorhng A.merica: /996-97. Washington.
D.C.: Economic Polic)' Institute. 19%.



Association ofCommunity Organizations for Reform Now (ACORJ'): Li ...ing wage campaigns are
underway in more than a dozen states and municipalities

In t-ontrast to recent federal legislation, many state and local living wage campaigns make an
explicit effon to rai.se wages to the level necessary to keep the family of a fu~-time worker above the
poverty line. Some of the proposals would raise the minimum wage in a state or municipality to its
peak historical ....alue under federal law (5647 per hour in 1995 dollars. achie....ed in 1968) and
thereafter index it to inflation Others would mandate insurance benefits for low-wage workers And
others would set wages according to local cost of li"ing levels. The California Liveable Wage
Coalition, for example, took California's high cost of living into account when setting its minimum
wage goal above the federal level.

Many living wage campaigns do not seek to increase the minimum wage across the board in
a particular location. Instead they target only those employers who receive public money or public
contracts. requiring that these employers pay a cenain wage as a condition of receiving these funds
or contracts. State and local programs that provide subsidies, tax abatements and other benefits to
private employers for the purpose ofjob creation and retention rarely distinguish between high and
low-wage employment. Nor do most cities and states that contract with private corporations for the
provision ofpublic services impose any pay and benefits standards on contract recipients. As a result,
many companies receiving public subsidies and/or public contracts paY'wages well below the povertY
level. The argument behind living wage laws is that governments should not be using tax dollars to
create or subsidize poverty-wage jobs, but rather should set a positive example by requiring
employers who receive public funds to pay a living wage.

Baltimore's living ""'age law is one ofthe first to compel contractors to pay employees enough
tl:) keep a family of four above the poverty line. Other cities ""ith such laws include San Jos~, where
city contractors must pay employees union-scale wages. A 1,.filwaukee ordinance requires city
c.ontractors to pay employees S6.05 per hour, and increases yearly until the wage can raise a family
of three above the poverty line. Jerw-- City, Nev.' Jers~Y, requires a minimum wage ofS7.50 per hour
be paid to employees ofcertain city contractors. And New York City recently established union-scale
wages and benefits requirements for some city sef"\<ice contractors.

Campaigns to ensure that beneficiaries of public funds pay employees a living wage are
underway in Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston and other locales. The Los Angeles Living Wage
Coalition drafted an ordinance that would require companies "that benefit from city taxpayer dollars"
(any business in receipt of a city contract, lease agreement, tax abatement or subsidy valued above
S25,OOO) to pay employees $7.50 per hour and provide them with health insurance benefits. The
estimated number of affected workers is over 14,000. A city council vote is expected this fall.

Chicago's Jobs and Living Wage Proposal, which would require a S7.60 per hour wage for
employees of city contractors or companies receiving city financial assistance, would affect 10,900
workers. 1be ordinance, introduced in the city council in May 1996, is now in the finance committee.

Community and Jabor groups in Boston plan to introduce a similar ordinance by the end of
the year. The Corporate ACGOuntability and City Contracting proposal would tie financial assistance
and city cont:ra.ets to business to community hiring requirements and a liVing wage of S7.49 per hour.

Table 1 lists living wage proposals under consideration around the country.

2ACORN is anatior:W grass-roots comm\Z1ity organization of )0....• and mcxierate-income families.

2



Table 1: Examples of Proposed Living \\'age Legislation

City or State Route to Description .of Measure StaNS
Enactment

Albuquerque Ballor lrutlau\,e Raise muumum wa~e to Gathered requITed Signatures. waltmg to
S6.S0J1'lour quah~ .. fa! De~ber special elecuon

Boslon Lee:lslatl\'e RequITe CI~ contractors and ?ossible introduction of CI~' counCIl
subsldJzed bUSinesses to pay or.:lmance by the end of the year
S7.4911l0ur and hLre from the
commUrii~'

Chicago Legislati~ Require city contractors and Ordmance Ultroduced 10 cit)· council m May
subsidized businesses to pay 1996
S7.60l1lour and hire fr'om the
community

Denver &l1olinitiative Raise minimum wage to Suppcll'terS gathered required signatures to
S6.SOIbour in 1997; S6.85thoW' in qualif~' for the November 1996 ballot.
1998; $7.1 Sl1lour in 1999, indexed
to cost of living thereafter

Houston &l1ot Initiative Raise minimum wage to Will begin gathering signatures in FaU for
S6.5011l0ur cit)' \\.ide Janus!)' 1997 benot.

Los Angeles Legislati~ Require Cit)' contractors and Possible council vote Fall 1996
subsidized businesses to pay
$7.s011l0ur plus f&mily health
benefits or S9.s011l0ur \\.ithout
benefits

h-1in:"e<l poIis/ Leglslau\"C Joinl Twin Cities Task Force is Possible mtroduction of proposed ordin.a..~

SI Paul draf.ing liVing wage policies for by the end of the year, public hcaTU18
ci~' contractors and subsumed e:q:c::tcd in the fall.
businesses

Nev.' Orleans Ballot lrutiati\"C Set city-\\.ide minimum wage at SUppOrte1"S ha\"C gathered 14,000
SI.OOl1lour above the fcd.era11e\"e1 si~ltures; 1997 umeline to be detmnined

California Ballol Initiative RAise the stale minimum wage to Supporten gathered required signatures to
$S.OOl1lour in 1997 and qualify ior the NO\lmlber 1996 ballot.
Ss.7slbourin 1998

MiDncsota LegisJative Require state and city contractors Passed MN. House and Senate; \"etoed by
and subsidized businesses to pay Go....:mor
S7.28tOOur and hire from the
coam1unity

Montana Ballot lruuati\'c RAise the sfalt minimum wage to Supponen g.athered required signatures to
S4.7slbour in 1997; Ss.2SlhoW' in quallf)-' for the No~ber 1996 ballot.
1998; SS.7S~ in 1999~

S6.2slbour in 2000.

Missouri BaDot Initiative Raise the slalt minimum wage to Supporters gatheRd required signatures to
S6.2s~ in 1997~ S6.s0Ihour in quallify for the NO'lr'Cmber 1996 ballot.
1Ie98; S6.7slbour in 1999; and
increase S.ls each year thereafter

Oregon Ballot Iniuative Raise the sfalt minimum wage Supporte1"S gathered required signatures to
from $4.75 to S6.s0lhour O\"er qualif)-' for the November 1996 ballot.
three years.
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Proposals to require municipal contractors to pay a li\ing wage have met 'With strong
opposition from "business interests and some political leaders. Their mpst prominent arguments
include the follov.ing:

HIgher Cos/sfor Conrrac/s. Critics argue that requirin£ city contractors to pay employees
wages substantially higher than the federal legal minimum v.ill drive up the costs of city contracts,
imposing substantial new burdens on local taxpayers. The office of Los Angeles Mayor Richard
Riordan claims that the proposed Los Angeles li\oing wage ordinance "will have a major impact on
the city's budget and may make it impossible to restructure the way the city delivers services."2 The
Chicago Chamber ofCommerce has advanced the same argument during the debate on the Chicago
living wage ordinance. A spokeswoman claimed that "[t]he new ordinance will... hurt the city by
creating artificially high 'Wage rates... and increasing city procurement costs.1') In Baltimore, Mayor
Kurt Schrnoke, contemplating a veto of the living wage ordinance passed by the City Council,
expressed fears that the contract cost increases would be so high the city would not have the funds
to pay forthem.·

Fewer Workers Employed. Opponents also claim that because living wage laws win raise
labor costs, many contractors will seek to do the same work with fewer employees, thus costing
some low-'wage workers their jobs. Economist Stephen J.K. Walters' arguments during the Baltimore
living wage campaign were fairly typical: "the big losers are all the states that have done the most to
make unionization easy and labor costly.... [The living 'wage would] price many of the workers right
out of their jobs."5 According to the chief economist for the University of New Mexico Bureau of
Business and Economic Research, "the ones who are fortUnate enough to keep their jobs will benefit
[from Albuquerque's proposed law], but we would see quite a few people at the minimum wage who
would lose their jobs."6

High Enforcemenr Costs. Critics claim that taxpayers 1,1,;11 be funher burdened by substantial
new costs to monitor and enforce employer compliance v.;th the law. During the debate on the St.
Paul living wage proposal, a board member of the Chamber of Commerce stated, "The initiative
mandates that the city follow up on all projects after two years and impose fines and penalties for
noncompliance. Vlho do you think would end up paying to administer this ordinance? We would 
the taxpayers.... This new burden would be added at a time when taxpayers are demanding that we
reduce the price of government.'"

Loss ofBidders. Opponents also claim that competition for city contracts will be reduced,
as fewer companies believe that they can place a competitive bid under the requirement of higher

2Tbe '"Living Wage "Issue • Fact Sheet, Ofiice of Mayor Richard Riordan

~ou, Ross. "Group Wants City Contractors to Pa~' $7.60 'Living Wage, ..· Th~ p~ss, June 19, 1996.

"'Wage Bill Depends OD Scbmoke," Ballitnof't Sun, December 4, 1994,

Swalters, Stephen J.K. "Is BunD Trying to Tear Down?" TM Ballitno~ S"", June 22, 1994, p. I1A.

'oomrz.a1ski, Dennis. and Vukclich,'Dan. "6.50 City Minimum Wage Advocated," Albuqutrqut Tribun~,
August 15, 1996. p. 1.

'Given. William. "Should Cit)· Jobs Initiative Pass'?" SainI Paul Pion~~rP~JJ, October 10. 1995, p. 7A.
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wages, Less competition will lead to further cost increases. A ChIcago Sun-Times editorial asserted
that although "proponents argue that [Chicago's proposed living wage] ordinance would make the
bidding process more.~uitable for companies already paying a living wage, it is likely that the higher
cost of doing business would instead reduce the number of companies biddipg."· And the Boston
Herald claims that "for a business in a competitive industry (and most are). increasing the cost base
with [a li"ing wage] requirement could simply lead it to drop the city as a customer,,,9

Creation ola Hostile Busmess Climate. One of the most prominenll arguments ofcritics is
that businesses in general, not just those bidding on city contracts, will interpret the passage of a
living wage law as a "bad signal" in terms of the city's overall business climate, leading to capital
flight from the city. At a time of bitter competition for job-creating investment, the argument goes,
a municipality would be placing itself at a grave disadvantage by passing a law that implies a lack of
commitment to keeping costs for businesses under control. According to a Boston Herald editorial,
"the [Boston] proposal couldn't be better calculated to drive business out of the city."'O The Los
Angeles Business Journal opined, "Simply put, the living wage threatens to derail the economic
revival that the City of L.A. has been enjoying," referring to the proposal as, "[a]nother bad, job
killing idea."11 The MiMesota Retail Merchants Association claims that "mandating wages like this
will have a chilling effect on business development."'2 Concerning Denver's: ballot initiative to raise
the city's minimum wage, a City Councilman called it "retail suicide.... What we're going to do is
watch a lot of our economic base walk out ofthe city to the suburbs."])

These arguments, and their variants, have been raised wherever Hving wage legislation is
under consideration. If they are correct, the case for this legislation wouldl be severely weakened.

. The purpose of this study is to detenni.ne, based on the experience of one of the first cities to
pass a living wage requirement for municipal contractors, whether the stated concerns of critics about
negative economic and fiscal consequences are or are not well-founded. We assessed the impactof
Baltimore City Ordinance 442, which went into effect on July 1 of 1995, in. the following areas: the
cost ofcity contracts, the numbers ofbidders seeking city contracts, the number of workers employed
by city contractors, administrative costs, and the overall business climate of the city ofBaltimore
It is our hope that the results of this analysis will be of use not only to the c:itizens ofBaltimore, but
to eleeted officials and members of the public in other locales as they ev,uuate present and future
proposals for living wage requirements.

•June 23, 1996.

'September S, 1996.

I Orbid.

II ..Another bad. job killing idea," Los A7Igeles BlUi7less JOll171al, Seplember 30, 1996

nJudy Cook. Main Retail Merchants Association. quoted in "Can Government Ensure a "Living Wage:"
Investor's BlU;ness Daily, April J. J996, in reference 10 proposed state-wide Minnesota living wage law

llaartels. Lynn. "Voters Will ~ide do Wages," RockyMOIl1lta;7I N~s, August 6. 1996, p. 1.
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The Baltimore Living "'age Ordinance

In Dece~ber 1994 the Solidarity Sponsoring Committee (SSG. a group of low-wage
service workers. successfully campaigned for a mandatory living wage for employees of city
service contractors. The comrninee was organized by BUILD (Baltimoreans United in Leadership
Dev~lopment). a largely church-based community organization affiliated with the Industrial Areas
Foundation, and AFSCME (the American Federation of State. County and Municipal Employees).
The Baltimore Living Wage ordinance, which went into effect in July 1995 (fiscal year 1996),
established a minimum wage of S6.10 per hour for anyone working on a city service contract. In
July 1996, the wage wasincreaserl by Baltimore's Board of Estimates to $6.60. The living wage
ordinan:e stipulates that the wage be in:reased annually, upon approval by the Board of Estimates,
unIil it equals the amount required to raise a family of four above the poveny line. In subsequent
years, the wage is to be indexed to inflation in order to keep it above the poveny line. The
ordinance aims for a living wage of 57.70 (the projected poveny level income for a family of
four) for 1999 (see Figure 1). .

TIle living wage ordinance establishes an enforcement mechanism and imposes significant
penalties on contractors who violate the wage requirement or fail to submit proof of compliance'.
Contractors are required to submit payrolls on a biweekly baSIS to the Wage Commission for
enforcement purposes. They can be fined S10.OO per day for each day their payrolls· are late. If

. a service contractor is found to be noncompliant with the wage requirement, it must remit back
pay to the employees and pay flIles to the city. Any violator of the ordinance can be made
ineligible for city contracts for a year. If a contractor is noncompliant on more than three contracts
in a two-year period, it can be barred from bidding on contracts for three years.

There is. however. an exception in the ordinance that exempts those companies awarded
contract extensions from the living wage requiremenL Extension options rypically range from one
to four years and -grandfather" the wage requirement in force at the time the contract was
awarded.

TIle adoption of the living wage ordinance was a response to the deepening impoverishment
of low-wage earners in the city of Baltimore. Church leaders saw a sharp increase in the number
of working people relying on social service ministries for food and housing. An increasing number
of these poor families were beaded by low-wage earners, rather than the unemployed or welfare
recipients. In Baltimore, BUILD argues, the proliferation of poveny-wage jobs was spawned by
the subsidized refurbishing of the downtown sector as well as the privatization of work by the city

. government. The job growth brought by subsidized businesses was concentrated in low-wage,
temporary occupations like janitors aOO lawn cutters. And government privatization often relegated
workers to contingent employment paying low wages and offering few, if any, benefits. In order
to reverse this trend, the SSC campaigned for a mandatory living wage for employees of city
comractors. arguing that taXpayers' money should not be used to promote the creation of poveny
wage jobs. Workers benefitting from the living wage ordinance include janitors, food service
employees, laborers, machine cl'.'1.ners and repairmen, stenographers, carpet cleaners and
repainnl':n, and bus cJrivers anu aide~ hired by the city.
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Figure 1: Living Wage Earnings and the Po,,·trt)' Level: How the Wages Compare
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Figure 1: This figure compares the current (S4.7S)and future (S5.15) federal minimum wages and
Baltimore's living wage increments to the cunm poverty threshold for a family of four. The Baltimore Living
Wage ordinaoce projects the earnings of the lowest paid city service contract employees to increase to S7.70
per hOUi in 1998. This amount would raise a family of four above the currcmt federal poverty 'line of
SJ 5.569.00. but ""ill lose some value due to inflation. Acity contractor work.ing 40 hrs per week. 52 weeks
a year at Baltimore's curremliving wage of $6.60 per hour. earns a yearly salary of S13.728.OO or 22% less
than the federaJ povert), level for a family of four. The current hourly wage of poverty-line earners is $7.49
per hour (Source: Bureau oflhe Census.)

The Costs of the Living Wage Ordinance to the City

This study focuses on contracts whose labor costs have increa.secl or are expected to
increase as a result of the living wage ordinance. The City's Bureau of Management and Budget
Research compiled a list of the typeS of contracts that are or will be affected by the ordinance, as
well as the dollar amount of all the contracts. The Bureau detenni'led that the total value of
COIlII'aets falling under the wage requirement was $26.811,544 in December 1995. We obtained
full or panial information on 46 contracts involving 75 companies; othc:rs have yet to be rebid
under the living wage requirements. Those contracts for which information on pre- and post
ordinance (rebid under 'the living wage law) costs were available are presented iIi Table 2. The
value of these contraets is $19,326,066.39, or 72%of the value of those c,ontracts affect.:d by the

, ordinance.
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Table 2: Baltimore City Contract Costs Defore and After the Living Wage Ordinance
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As can be seen from the totals. the nominal cost of the contracts covered by the ordinance
increased by only $042.242. or less than one-qu~ner of one percent. In real tenns. adjusting for
iIVlation. there was an absolute decrease in costs. The fifth column of Table 2 shows the price of
the most recent contracts adjusted for inflation. I· In real terms. the tota\ cost of these contracts
declined from $19.326.066 to $18.860.329. or 2.4%.

The average contract price. weighted by its share in the total cost of the sample. declined
by 1.92 %. (This is shown in the last column of Table 2). This decline is statistically significant
at the .001 levelY .

lbis is a surprising result. given that at least some of the contractors in this sample faced
an increase in their labor costs as a result of the living wage. The most Hke]y explanation is that
other factors overwhelmed the impact of theSe cost increases. From interviews with contractors
it appears that it is a common practice to try to underbid the previous Y~Lr's contract, aDd it may
be that the competitive pressures of the bidding process were enough that contractors were forced
to absorb the increased costs of the living wage. This is most likely true for the food and bus
contractors, who reported that they did not adjust their bids for the increased labor costs. Most
janitorial companies reponed that they did in fact take the increased labor costs into account when
fonnulating their bids. but these increases did not show up i~ the overall costs of the new
contracts.

We cannot. of course. conclude that the living wage ordinance actually.contributed to
lowering the cost of the average contract. However it is WOM noting that there are efficiency
gains at the higher wages. and these could have lowered total costs. In telephone interviews with
tbe contractors, many stressed the relationship between a higher wage and a lower rate of
turnover. One of the larger janitorial contractors who said he always paid more than the Federal
minimum states that at wages below $5.00 an hour. the problems of turnover and absenteeism
were too l=4rge. If n.unover is actually lower under the new wage. and contractors insist that it is.
productivity increases could offset all or pan of the increased labor costs. And since high rates of
turnover can make it more difficult for a contractor to fulfill the contrac!:. the higher wage can
protect the city from having to award increases to contractors who cannot fulfill their obligations
in the agreed upon time and dollar amount.

TIle number of workers impacted is fairly small, so even if contract costs had increased
by the full amount of the potential increase in labor costs. the impact on Baltimore's $2 billion
budget would have been very slight. However. even these very small increases in the cost of city
contracts did not materialize. Furthennore, the results of this study indicate that even if the
contracts covered had comprised a much larger share of the City'S budget, the predictions of
significant cost increases would not have been borne out.

In addition. the argument that the cost of monitoring and enforcing compliance with living
wage laws would impose significant new costs on taXpayers is not supported by the evidence from
Baltimore. According to Baltimore's Bureau of Management and Budget Research, the wage

J'The prices were adjusted by the Consumer Price Index for the time that elapsed between eacb pair of
C01'.Itraets.

IS - 978tIl - 3. .
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. commission was awarded only S121.000 to enforce the living wage in 1996. This would amount to
an increased per capita tax burden of 17 cents a year This figure does not include any money received
from fines levied on employers who fail to comply with the law, which would lower the net cost of
enforcement to !he City.

Impact on Contractor Employment Le,'els

Have contractors responded to increased labor costs by laying off workers or by failing to
hire as many as they otherwise would have? The evidence here is not yet complete: (l) the
majority of contractors bouOO by the living wage ordinance have yet to turn in payroll information
to the Wage Commission and (2) pre-ordinance contractors were DOt required to submit payroll
information. To detennine whether the increased labor costs resulted in reduced employment. we
interviewed those contractors who held a contract both before and after the ordinance went into
effect and whose labor costs increased as a result of the ordinance. This sample consisted of 31
companies. including providers of transportation. janitorial. food and administrative services.

None of the companies interviewed reponed any reduction in staff levels to compensate
for the increased cost of labor reSulting from the living wage"requirement:

The school bus contract - actually a mUltiple contract with 26 companies that accounts for
514.500.000 of the total - provides the clearest example of how it is often less common in practice
than in theory for employers to reduce staff in response to irx:reased labor costs. Because the labor
force for bus contracts consists of bus drivers and aides (the laner are required on special needs
buses for senior citizens and the disabled). reducing staff levels would be difficult if not
impossible.

According to the Baltimore Bureau of Management and Budget Research's estimates. the
City's janitorial contracts have the highest percentage of costs attributable to labor. Of the tvr'o
janitorial companies holding pre- and post-ordinance contracts. neither reponed reducing staff

. levels to compensate for the increased costs. In addition. the large janitorial (school) contracts
have mandatory staff levels set by the city. Staff levels for these contracts. then. could not be
altered by contractors in response to the living wage requirements.

Impact on Bidding Practices

To determine whether the ordinance discouraged companies from bidding on contracts. we
examined those contracts where the labor costS would be immediately increased by the
ordinaD:e. 16 Of these, 43 % either had more or the same amount of bidders as the previous yeu
and 57% had less. Although the average number of bids for these contracts declined from 6.64
to 5.42 (see Table 3). this difference was not statistically significant.

l'tnrormation OD the DUmber of bids made before aDd after the ordinance was available for 54lA; of th~
CODUacts.
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According to Ken Dahms. janitorial contract buyer for the City of Baltimore. there has not
been any decrease in bids outside of normal fluctuations in companiles' bidding practices. It is
perhaps worth notmg thar the rwo contracts whose labor costs for irs lowest-wage workers had the
highest rate of increase (55 % - from $4.25 to S6.60 per hour) had an increase in the number of
bidders. and the contract with the largest decline in bidders already pays workers more than the
living wage.

Surprisingly. contractors interviewed about the living wage: gave generally positive
responses. From bus companies to temporary agencies to janitorial servic:es, the prevailing opinion
offered was that the living wage ·levels the playing field" and relieves pressure on employers to
squeeze labor costs in order to win low-bid contracts.

·We feel more able to compete against businesses who were drastically reducing wages
in order to put in a low bid,· said a manager of a bus company. In such I:a5CS, if more flIIIlS think
they have a chance to win city service contracts, the number of bidders could actually increaSe
over time as a result of the living wage hike.

Others notice a marked change in worker morale and productivity brought abour by the
higher wage. ·Yau get a better quality worker, which builds a bener reputation for our company,"
said a human resources representative of a temporary agency. And according to another manager
at a bus company, ·workers seem happy [and] they corne to work on time because they know that
at 56.10 per hour, somebody else wants the job if they don't."

Baltimore's Business Climate

TIle arEUment that businesses will leave a cirv as a result of the livin!! wal!e ordinance is- . - -
based primaril)' on a somewhat intangible mechanism - the idea that such ordinances create the
perception that a locality is unfrieOOly to business, thus discouraging new or continued investment.
The direct effects of such ordinances on wages. since they affect such ;3 small proportion of the
workforce, could not discourage investment by raising costs broadly in the local labor market.
However, claims of indirect effects are assened with great frequency, fUld receptive audiences in
a time of intense state and local competition for investment, and therefore cannot be ignored.

In the case of Baltimore, there is no evidence that local busines:ses or potential investors
have respoooed negatively to the ordinance. As noted above, even the city contractors interviewed
for this stUdy. who are directly affected. bad no complaints about the ordiJl1aJlCe. As for businesses
in general, Table 3 shows the assessable base of personal property for businesses and corporations
in the city of Baltimore, for the years 1~9S. This measures the value of local businesses' assets,
other than real estate. for taX purposes.

As shown in the Table, the value of business property declined in real tenns in the four
years preceding the passage of Baltimore City Ordinm:e 442. It then incn-.a.sed sharply from 1994
to 1995. after the passage of the ordinance.·' The experience of a single )/eat since passage of the

"The declines for 1991 and 1992 taD bc'aaributed to the national recessioD (tbclUgh it is worth noting that
real declines continued u.otil the 4.6 % real jump in 1995).
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ordinance provides a limited basis from which to assess the ordinance's impact. But it is clear that
claims that a living wage law will drive investment from a cit)' have found no basis of suppon in
the actual experience of Baltimore.

Table 3: Total Assessable Personal Property Ta.x Base for Businesses in Baltimore City
From 1990-1995

Year Current $
.

Constant $

1990 5~95,303,O10 5695,303,010

1991 5705,676,100 $684,457,905

1992 $701,417,280 S661,153,059

1993 $697,686,606 S640,373 ,204

1994 5712,617,470 $636,834,200

1995 5764,257,220 S666,344;552

The Economic Debate Over Minimum Wages

The results here are consistent with a growing body of economic research that has
challenged some long held notions of how labor markets function. and has influenced, most
recently, the debate over raising the federal minimum wage.

According to traditional economic theory, wages are detennined by an equilibrium of supply
and demand in the labor market. The demand for labor is derived from the productivity of workers
"at the margin," -' that is, how much an additional unit of labor would contribute to the firm's
revenue. In this view, an attempt to raise wages beyond the market equilibrium rate will cause
increased unemployment. This results from both employers cutting back on hiring at the higher wage,
and from the increased IIWnter ofpeople who enter the labor force to seek work at the higher wage
(but cannot find it). .

This analysis of the effect of the minimum wage has been a mainstay of undergraduate
economics textbooks for decades. However, in recent years a number of empirical studies have cast
considerable doubt on the conclusion that raising the minimum wage will necessarily increase
unemployment.

Most prominent among these is the study by Princeton economists David Card and Alan
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Krueger,lI which examined changes in employment at 410 fast-food restaurants in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, before and after New Jersey raised its minimum wage in 1992. The New Jersey increase
was substantial - fr'om S4.25 to $5.05 an hour, or 18 8%, and restaurants,in neighboring eastern
Pennsylvania faced no such increase Their study found no significant differences in emplo)ment
chan(!es at these businesses across the border of the two states Card and Krtle(!er followed this stud\'
v.ith~ more comprehensive book, Myth and Measurement, which drove a final nail into the coffi~ .
of the textbook relationship between minimum wages and unemployment." An attempt to refute Card
and Krueger's results, although seized upon by opponents ofincreasing minimum wages,2O was found
lacking within the profession.%1

The other part of the traditional economic theory of labor markets that has been part of the
public policy debate is more explicitly ideological. The "marginal proquc:tivity theory," described
above, says that workers are indeed paid according to their productivity. This has a normative
implication that is difficult to avoid - that is, the market rewards people: according to what they
deserve, or contribute to the economy. This beliefis not just the province of leconomists, but has been
part of the popular ideological scenery since the Industrial Revolution. Proponents of a higher
minimum wage have had to contend with this precept as well, but they seem to have made some
headway during the most recent debate over the federal riiinimum wage. This is partly due to their
success in challenging the conventional stereotype of minimum wage wl:>rkers as teenagers from
middle class families earning some extra spending money in their spare time. The most recent increase
in the Federal minimum wage directly affects more than) ).8 million workers, some three-quarters
ofwhom are adults. About 40% of those affected are the sole breadwinners for their families. 22 And
these figures do not include the millions of workers earning more than S5. !l5 per hour whose wages
are part of the "minimum wage contour," - that is, they tend to be push,ed up when the minimum
wage rises.

There is of course some level of the minimum wage that would actually cause employers to
eliminate jobs; whether any of the li\ing wage ordinances could reach this, level remains to be seen.
One major difference between some ofthese ordinances and minimum wage: laws is that to the extent

!ICard and Krueger, "Minimum Wages and Employment: A Case Study of the Fast-Food Industry in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania," AmericQ1I Economic Rev/OJ, Vol 84, No.4, pp. 772-93. 1994. Other studies of different
reglons m recent years reached similar conclusions: e.g. Katz and Krueger (1992). for fas1i-food restaurants in Texas;
Spriggs and Klein (1994), for food-SCT';ce businesses U1 Jackson. Mississippi and Grc:eru>boro. North Carolina

19Card and 'K.rue~,Myrh andM~asll~m~nl: Thd-/nt> Uo"omic.r oflhe Mini,." 11m Wagt. Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton Universit)· Press, (1995).

20A major study prepared in opposition to the Chicago living wage ordin3nce relied on the Neumark and
Wascher stUd). (Cited below) to assert that ..the consensus among ccooomists is that cmpllo:-mcnt declines whc:D the
minimum wage is raised." (Tolley. Bernstein, and Lesage, p.41) See also, e.g., Richard Berman's op-ed agains: the
federal minimum wage increase (Wall Street Journal, March 29, 1996).

,
21See Schmitt (1996) for a thorough f'e',;ew ofNeumark and Wascher's (J995) failed attempt to refute Card

and Kroeger's research.

Z2See Mishel, Lawrence, Jared Bernstein. and Edith Rasell. "Who Wins With a Higher Minimum Wage""
Briefing Paper. Washington, D.C.: Economic Po1i~·lnstitule, 1995.
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that increased labor costs can be passed on to the city government. there would be no need for
contractors to reduce employment. Ofcourse. this could mean additional taxes for city residents. The
other possibility - ~here there are more competitive markets and bidding practices - also cuts both
ways. That is. ifcontractors are forced by the higher labor costs to increase prbducth,ity and therefore
reduce emplo~iT1ent. the taxpayers gain from the increased producti...ity.

In the case of Baltimore. there ha....e been no additional costs nor measurable effects on
employment. The results. however unexpected. are consistent v.ith the most recent research in labor
economics. in which competitive pressures. efficiency gains, or other responses can produce a labor
market outcome with neither price nor employment changes following a minimum wage increase.

Conclusion

. The predicted negative effects of raising wages for workers employed on city contracts
have not materialized in Baltimore. The cost of the affected city contracts did not increase. and
in fact decreased. Most payroll employment data for the relevant city contractors is not yet
available. but interviews with contractors indicate that they did not reduce their. workforce in
respo~ to the higher wage. The number of bidders for the contracts in our sample declined. but
this change was not statistically significant. And finally I there is no evidence that the ordinance
discouraged investment generally in Baltimore.

It will take more time, as well as funher research, to determine exactly how contractors are
responding to the ordinance. and how their responses affect employment, productivity, and costs to
the city government. A5 the living wage continues to rise to S7.70 per hour over the next two years,
there 'hill be greater potential for cost increases and other effects But for now, it is clear that in the
21 months since it was enacted by the city, the stated fears of those who oppose living wage
legislation have found no basis in this case.

It also must be noted that the present analysis includes no assessment of the significant
potential benefits of the living wage ordinance - substantially higher income for low-wage workers
and their families, with attendant increases in their quality of life and cost savings as the demands
these individuals place on federal, state and local government programs is reduced. The full extent
ofthese benefits awaits analysis. But any future costs to the city of Baltimore that may arise from the
living wage ordinance must be weighed against these benefits.
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To:
From:

Date:
Subject:

Paul McCann, Acting Director
Bob Consalvo, John Avault
Policy Development and Research Development 1

January 31, 1997
Boston Living Wage Campaign

Working with the departments listed below, we have attempted to alnalyze the impact on
the city bUdget of the proposal to create a minimum "Living Wage" for city employees
and those who work for a company or agency under contract to the, city. This
memorandum does not take into account any impacts on independent agencies such as
the Boston Housing Authority, the Boston Water and Sewer Commission, and the

.Boston Medical Center.

This memo first presents the Living Wage proposal and who and what it might cover, the
conclusions of our analysis, the projected costs so far as we can dE~termine, and issues
that may arise.

The Living Wage Proposal
The Boston Jobs and Living Wage Campaign proposal lists six Basic: Principles:

1) Ensure that employees earn enough to support a family of four at or above the
poverty line which they set at $7.49/ hour. (However, the 1995 latest poverty line
threshold, just released in September 1996, is $15,569/ year poverty line income and
implies a full-time job making about $7.80 I hour.)

2) Cover non-construction jobs at companies receiving "a City contract, City
subsidy, or City tax abatement."

3) Require "First Source Hiring" from "community based hirin!g halls" for some
period, during which only Boston residents may be hired.

4) Employer to commit to hiring and wage rules before receiving contract, subsidy,
or abatement.

5) Enforcement mechanism to require loss of contract, subsidy, or abatement in
case of violation.

6) City Council Policy by November 15, 1996.

What companies would be covered?
While principle #2 identifies companies receiving "a City contract, City subsidy, or City tax
abatement," most covered workers would be employed by firms with city service or vendor
contracts.

City contracts are worth millions of dollars annually. They include such items as trash
collection, Property Management, Elderly Commission services, school transportation, etc.
The city also purchases a wide variety of goods and supplies. Somel contract workers are

1 Information was provided by Office of Budget Management, Community Centers, the Elderly Commission, Office of
Jobs and Community Services, Office of Human Resources, the Property Management Department, and the Public
Facilities Department.
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subject to collective bargaining. and they generally are already above the living wage floor

"Abatements" are administrative or court-ordered refunds of property tax overcharges, and
they are not subject to discretionary policy under Massachusetts property tax law.
Property tax breaks such as 121A or the (as yet untried in Boston) "Tax Increment
Financing" (TIF) property tax cut are applied the property owner, who is often different
from the property's tenant company (making application here uncertain.)

"City subsidies" are limited by our state fiscal structure, which gives us only the property
tax as an area for tax expenditure subsidies. Other subsidies could include: sale
or lease of city property at negotiated prices, job training for company employees.
business loans. the city's use of federal CDBG, HOME. JTPA. and other federal funds and
Linkage.

Conclusion

We have concluded that the Living wage of $7.80 per hour (1995 official amount)
would not result in a significant increase in the city budget, either directly
through wages to city employees or indirectly through wages to contractors with
city government.

Our conclusion applies to full-time positions or part- time positions with benefits,
and contracts for services which fall under the city's operating bUdget.

It should not apply to the following:
contracts for human services with non-profit agencies of less than $100,000,
contracts for the purchase of goods.
contracts with firms where employees are covered by collective bargaining.
costs for services established under the rates set by the State's Purchased

Services Division,
employees classified as emergency or temporary,
flaffees for services,
interns,
limited part-time work programs for adults. senior citizens or youth without

benefits provided,
part-time bus monitors or lunch monitors paid by the trip or shift,
pass-through grants,
stipends,
substitutes, or
youth employment programs.

With regard to developers or businesses receiving subsidies or tax incentives, the Living
Wage would not apply to landlords or other businesses receiving property tax relief
under 121A agreements or other property tax relief incentives. loans or subsidies under
CDBG, section 108 or other economic development incentive programs unless such
incentives apply to:

• housing developments of over 4 units or where the majority of the units are not
subsidized for tenants, or
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• businesses of 20 or more employees, including businessl~s which are tenants
of developers receiving such incentives.

We also recommend that the provision to require "First Source Hiring" from "community
based hiring halls" for some period, during which only Boston residents may be hired not
be adopted because it would conflict with union hiring procedures and other city
sponsored job training and hiring programs.

Estimated budget increases required.

Estimated possible increased costs based upon FY 97 budget items include:
$ 54,480 Parking Ticket Mail Processing contract

67,421 Basic Services cleaning contracts
4,815 Transportation Dept. cleaning contract

840 Neighborhood Services 24 Hr. Hot-line
9,200 Community Centers

$136,756 TOTAL

Issues where questions may arise.

City payroll wages:
The starting pay for city workers is already above the $7.80 "Livingl Wage" level. The
scheduled starting pay figure is $8.97 I hr. for a new "R5 Step 1" employee earning
$314.52 for a 35 hour week.

Four or less housing units
Developments with four or less housing units are generally consiidered small
developments by housing officials and the finance industry. If a delvelopment has
received a city subsidy to produce affordable housing and the majority of the units are
subsidized for tenants, it is reasonable to conclude that the subsidy has served its
intended social purpose and it would not be appropriate to add the Living Wage
condition to the development.

Businesses with less than 20 employees represent about 80% of the businesses in
Boston but less than 20% of jobs. For many of these small busineisses, imposition of a
Living Wage standard would be a hardship, since many are start-up firms and family
owned businesses which work on a tighter margin. It would·also rleduce the paperwork
burden related to monitoring the application of the Living Wage proposal.

Human Service Grants Over $100,000
Human Service agencies operate on very tight budgets, particularlly in this era of human
service budget cuts. Boston's Office of Jobs and Community Services, which distributes
most of the human service grants that the city awards, indicates that 90% of the grants
are under $100,000, and that all of them go to small neighborhood based human service
agencies. It would be an unreasonable burden on these agencies to require the
application of the Living Wage.
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Contracts with firms where employees are covered by collective bargaining.
Collective bargaining is a time honored and legally protected process between
employers and employees that the city should not interfere with.

School Department:
Many special education students are in private placements. While teacher salaries
would likely be competitive in these schools, there are likely to be a large number of
aides employed in these schools. The costs for these placements are determined on a
per pupil basis by state government's Purchased Services Division.

Health Insurance
Health Insurance is approximately a $70 million annual cost. Some HMOs may have
employees earning below the Living Wage level. The Bureau of Labor Statistics May
1995 Occupational Compensation Survey identifies Nursing Assistants, Clerks, Key
Entry Operators, Maintenance Workers, and Switchboard Operators I Receptionists as
jobs that sometimes pay below $7.80 I hr. in Boston Area Health Services. The highly
regulated and complicated nature of this industry and the rapid change it is undergoing
suggests that it should not be subjected to the Living Wage requirements at this time.
The city should re-examine this area in several years.

Transportation Department
Parking Ticket Mail Processors are employees of a contract firm. These 15 to 20
workers make $6.50 I hr. The contract costs the city about $270,000 I yr. If the contract
cost were to increase by the same 20% hike that would raise workers' hourly pay to
$7.80, then additional city costs would be $54,480.

A $15,000 cleaning contract may cover some low wage workers. If half of this
represented direct labor costs, and if all workers here were now paid the $4.75 minimum
wage, then raising wages to $7.80 would increase costs by $4,815. (These assumptions
are rather severe; actual costs would probably be less.)

The Office of Neighborhood Services pays its three "24 Hour Hotline" workers $7.66 I
hr. A raise to $7.80 would have an annual cost of $840.

Basic Services
Cleaning contracts total $210,000. If half of this represented direct labor costs, and if all
workers here were now paid the $4.75 minimum wage, then raising wages to $7.80
would increase costs by $67,421. (These assumptions are rather severe; actual costs
would probably be less.)

The Library has 150 "Library Aides" working 20 hours per week without benefits and
earning $5.00 I hr. Most of these aides are high school students and some are senior
citizens. They work primarily in branch libraries shelving books.

Elderly Commission: Only one employee is paid less than $7.80 I hr. The stipends of
Senior Aides and Companions should be excluded from coverage.

Community Centers has eleven regular employees with benefits who earn below
$7.80 I hour. Increasing these employees to this level will cost $9200.
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Inspectional Services Department leases 1010 Mass. Ave. for $!542,OOO annually.
The lease may include cleaning by low wage workers. Additional costs would probably
not be great.

Unemployment Insurance involves a $33,324 contract for "processing services".
Potential costs unknown, but small, if any.

The Emergency Shelter Commission pays Long Island Shelter Farm guests a stipend.
This area should be exempt from a Living Wage measure, since it does not represent
conventional employment.

Police Department:
Catering represents an annual $140,000 contract expense. The catering

industry often involves low wage employees, especially among the smaller operations,
which would be excluded from the program.

The Fire Department has a $25,000 laundry contract. Laundry is another wage
industry that may submit higher bids if sUbject to a Living Wage requirement.

Cc: David Passafaro
Howard Leibowitz
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The Self-Sufficiency Standard:

The self-sufficiency standard specifies the amount of cash resources needed for
a family~f given size and composition, in a given community-to meet the basic needs
of housing, food, child care, transportation, clothing and related work expenses, without
subsidies or public assistance. It is calculated using the real costs of those needs in local
communities, and it takes into account family size, composition, and the 'ilge of children.
It is computed using numbers drawn from official sources (such as the Census, federal
and state surveys of prices, and consumer price surveys) and standardized methodology.

Like the official measure used by the Census Bureau to determine poverty, the
self-sufficiency standard calculates the minimum amount of resources ne:eded to meet a
family's basic needs, less than which the family's income is deemed inadequate. At the
same time, it differs from the official poverty measure in four important: ways:

(1) The self-sufficiency standard assumes that the adult(s) in the household work
full-time, and for this reason it includes costs that are associated with
employment, namely child care and transportation.

(2) Because the costs of child care are significantly greater fClr very young
children than for older children, the self-sufficiency standard take:s into account
age as well as number of children. (Other cost differences influenced by age,
food and medical care, are also taken into account.)

(3) The self-sufficiency standard incorporates regional variations in cost where
these are significant. This is particularly important for housing, for which the
most expensive areas cost four times as much for equivalent size housing as the
least expensive areas. It is true to a lesser extent for child can:, with minor
regional variations in costs of health care and transportation.

(4) It includes the "cost" of taxes, as well as the "benefit" of tax credits, both
the Child Care Tax Credit (CCTC) and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC),
in the calculation of income needed to meet basic needs.

By incorporating these factors, the self-sufficiency standard moves beyond the poverty
approach in two important ways. First, it incorporates the demographic changes over
the last three decades, both the growth of single parent families and Ithe increased
participation of mothers in the labor force. Second, it takes into account changes in
income and public policy, particularly the much higher level of taxes paid by low-income
families, as well as the tax credits available to these families.
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How the Self-Sufficiency Standard is Calculated

Each of the costs that make up the self-sufficiency standard is calculated using
figures that are either gathered and calculated by a single national source (such as by the
U. S. Census Bureau) or are calculated by states or local entities using standardized
methodology. Costs are based on the assumption that the adults work full-time. All
costs are in 1994 numbers; those which were given for other years have been updated
(or deflated) as necessary, using the CPI (Consumer Price Index), so that they are
equivalent. (Where inflation has been higher in a particular sector, namely medical
costs, the medical inflation index was used). Because these figures will be used for
estimating future costs, however, the current tax rates, exemptions, and rules are used
to calculate tax rates and tax credits. Because there has been a substantial expansion of
the ETC (see below) beginning in 1996, it was deemed more relevant to use the rules
that would be in place in the future, rather than outdated information.

1. Housing Costs: Fair Market Rents (FMRs) are used for housing costs, which
are calculated annually by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for every metropolitan housing market as well as rural counties.
The FMRs reflect the cost of a given size unit (including utilities except
telephone) at the 40th percentile. It is assumed that single adults and married
couples need one-bedroom housing units, while families with children need one
bedroom for the parent(s), and one bedroom for each additional two children.
Thus a single parent with one or two children would need a two-bedroom unit,
and a two-parent family with three children would need a three bedroom unit.

2. Child Care Costs: Child care costs are derived from the market surveys
conducted by each state that are mandated by the Family Support Act of 1988.
The amount provided would access 75 % of the local child care market, given the
age of the child and the type of setting. It is assumed that children less than three
years old (infants) and children three to five years old (preschoolers) require full
time care in day care homes, and that school-age children (6-12 years) need part
time center care. Because Iowa is largely rural, it is assumed that there are
relatively few day care centers available for most parents, hence all care for
children less than school-age is presumed to be in day care homes.

3~ Food Costs: The standard uses the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Low
Cost Food Plan; this Plan is about 25% higher than the Thrifty Food Plan, on
which the food stamp allocation is based. The Low-Cost Plan was chosen
because it allows for nutritionally adequate food consumption without unrealistic
assumptions about food preparation time or consumption patterns. Food costs
vary by the age of children and the sex of adults; it is assumed that single parent
families are maintained by a woman. Because there is little regional variation in
food costs, the same amounts are used for all areas.

2
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. 4. Transportation Costs: For those living in cities with rail-based public
7 • transportation systems, transportation costs are based on average costs of

commuting to work using public transportation, plus onc~ trip per week for
shopping. In all other areas, transportation costs are based o,n the cost of owning
an 8-year-old car, including gas, oil, maintenance, repairs, laxes, car payments,
and insurance. The distance is assumed to be five miles each way, the average
commuting distance for American workers, plus one mile for one parent to allow
for a "linked" trip for child care. In Iowa, all transportation costs are based on
the assumption of owning and maintaining an 8-year-old car, and in the case of
two employed adults, two cars.

S. Medical Costs: It is assumed that the "self-sufficiem::y wage" includes
employer-provided health care coverage. Health care costs thus consist of the
employee share of insurance premiums (about one-third of the total cost) and out
of-pocket expenses-including co-payments, uncovered expen:ses (such as dental
care and prescriptions), and deductibles. The latter costs are adjusted by age,
and both premium and out-of-pocket costs are adjusted by ~itate, although the
geographical variation in medical costs is not large.

6. Clothing and Miscellaneous Costs: Besides clothing (including shoes and
coats), this category includes paper products, disposable diapers, non-prescription
medicines, cleaning products, household items personal hygiene items, and
telephone. It is calculated by taking 10% of the total of all other costs.

7. Taxes and Tax Credits: Using a complex formUla, three taxes and two tax
credits are estimated. Federal income taxes are calculated using standard
deductions by family type and exemptions per person. State iincome taxes are
calculated using state rules. Payroll taxes (OASDI and Medicare taxes) total
7.25 % of gross wages.

The Earned Income Tax Credit (sometimes called the Earned Income
Credit) (EITC) is a federal tax refund for working parents that is highest for the
lowest income families, and is adjusted by family size, with the largest amounts
for families with two or more children. It is phased out for famililes with children
starting at earnings of about $11,600. Iowa has a state ETC that is 6.5 % of the
federal EITC, and that is included in the amount labelled "ElTe" in the tables.

. The Child Care Tax Credit (CerC) is a federal tax credit. Families,
however, may not use more that $2400 (for one child's care) or $4800 (for child
care for two or more children). Also, the deduction is calculated using a rate that
is higher (a maximum of .3) for those with lower incomes. decreasing to .2 for
those with higher incomes. Finally, the child care tax credit cannot exceed the
amount of federal income tax owed. Note that both of these tax credits are
subtracted from the totals that make up the self-sufficiency standard, as both
reduce the amount of income needed to meet a family's needs. Hence the tax
credits appear in the tables with parentheses around the numbers.

3
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How the ~elf-Su.ffidenCJ SUZrulard Can Be Used

First, "the self-sufficiency standard can be used as aperj'o171Ul1ll:e sttmdard. Rather
than use an overall average wage of all (Placed) participants in a program-which allows
whole groups to be below the average-using the self-sufficiency standard, performance
is measured against what each individual needs to be self-sufficient. (Since those with
more barriers, such as a greater need for child care, would require more services,
achieving self-sufficiency for such individuals would be worth -more- in evaluating
performance). Using the self-sufficiency standard as a performance standard provides
information necessary to answer the bottom-line question, -As a result of this program,
how many participants are earning enough to be economically' self-sufficient?-

Second, the self-sufficiency standard can be used as a counseling/assessmenllOOl.
That is, as part of the intake and assessment process, the case manager or intake worker
can calculate for each participant their -self-sufficiency standard, - given their family
size, age of children, and geographical location. With this information, the participant
will know the wage required to be self-sufficient, which in turn can be used to infonn
choices about what occupations to enter or train for, given prevailing wages in the
community vis-a-vis the individual's self-sufficiency standard.

Third, the self-sufficiency standard can be used as apoverry measure to compare
aetua1living standards, or adequacy of income, in a more accurate way than is currently
given by the national official poverty measure. In a sense, it -levels the playing field, 
so that it is possible to compare across geographic areas with very different cost
functions, how many families lack income adequate to secure the housing they need,
enough food to meet minimal nutrition standards, adequate child care, transportation,
clothing, and miscellaneous expenses.

- . . ---- ..
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The SeJf~Sumc/ency WOfksheet
Oakland, California/Alameda County

OnaAdull One Aetull, One Child One Adult. Two Children

Adult Adult + Adult + Adull+ Adult + Adult .. Adult + Adult + Adult + Adu,t + Adult + Adull +
Infant preschooler schoolage teenager Intant Infanl Infant Infant Pleschooler preschooler pnlschooJar

Infan' PI.schooler schoolage leenager preschooler schoolago 1eenager

Housing $615.00 $771.00 $771.00 $771.00 $171.00 $77f.OO $771.00 $171.00 $771.00 $771.00 $771.00 $n1.00

Child Care $0.00 $433.00 $510.00 $284.00 $0.00 $866.00 $943.00 $117.00 ~33.00 $1,020.00 $794.00 $510.00

Food $125.00 $199.90 $206.50 $240.45 $255.40 $274.80 $281.40 $315.35 $3:10.30 $288.00 1321.95 $336.90

Transportatlon $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 562.40 $62.40 $62.40 162.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40

Meet/cal Car. $77.35 $158.13 $139.03 $139.03 $162.63 $195.69 $176.79 $176.79 $200.39 $157.61l $157.68 $181.29 .

Miscellaneous $87.97 $162.44 $166.69 $149.69 $125.14 $1 17.0 t $223.46 $204.25 5179.71 $229.91 $210.70 • $186.16

Taxes $202.24 U65.57 1389.95 $306.65 $215.40 $520.20 $548.18 1468.18 $376.25 $571.2f $494.48 $408.91

Earned Income Till Credll (-) $0.00 SO.OO $0.00 (134.72) (S94.67) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 (S16.95) $0.00 10.00 $0.00

Child Care Tax Credit (.) ~.OO ($44.00) ($42.00) (£46.00) $0.00 ($60.00) ($80.00) ($60.00) ($42.00) ($80.00) (1aO.OO) ($40.00)

MONTHLY SELF- $1,169.96 $2,108.45 $2,205.77 $1,872.49 $1,497.31 $2.827.30 $2,926.22 $2,634.97 $2,294.10 $3,026.20 $2.732.22 $2,416.66

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

I $6.65 $11.96 $12.53 $10.64 $8.51 $16.06 $16.63 $14.97 $13.03 $17.19 $15.52 $13.73

ISUFFIC:Et~CYWAGE j iii iii iii I I I



The SelfaSufflc/ency Worksheet
Oakland. California/Alameda County

One Adult, Three Children

Adult + Adult + Adult + Adutl+ Adult + Adult + Adull + Adu\l + Adult + Adult .. Adult + Adult ..

schoolage schoolaGe teenager Infant Inrant Infant Infant In.anl Inrant Infant Infant Infant

.choolege teenager leenager In'anl Inrant In'ant Infant preschooler preschooler preschoo)er achoolllg8 schoolage
Infanl preschooler schoolage teenager preschooler schoo'.giI teenager schoolage leen.uer

HousIng $171.00 $171.00 $771.00 $1.057.00 51,057.00 11.057.00 $1,057.00 $1.057.00 $1.057.00 11,057.00 $1.057.00 51,057,00

ChUa Cant S568.oo $284.00 $0.00 $1,299.00_ $1,~76.00 $1,150.00 S666.00 $1.453.00 $1,227.00 $943.00 '1,001.00 $717.00

Food $355.90 $370.65 5365.80 5349.70 U56.JO $390.25 1405.20 $362.90 1396.65 $411.60 1315.35 $445.75

Transportation 162.40 562.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 162.40 $62AO 562.40 562.40 $62.40

Medical care 5157.68 5181.29 ~.90 5233.65 $214.54 $214.54 $238.15 $195.44 1196.44 $178.79 $176.79 $220.05.
Miscellaneous $191.50 $166.95 $142.41 $300.17 $JOG.52 1287.42 $262.88 5313.07 $293.97 52.65.30 5261.25 '$250.22

Taxes $416.16 $310.52 $214.06 1862.16 5896.04 1797.48 5676.04 $929.91 $329.56 5~8.03 5668.01 S818.00

Earned Income Tu CredIt (-) $0.00 ($72.45) ($ Isa.47) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 10.00 50.00 50.00 50.00

Cllnd Cue Tax Credit (0) (S90.00) ($«.00) 50.00 (S80.00) ($60.00) ($00.00) (580.00) (S60.00) (Sso.aO) (580.00) {$SO.OO) (580.00'

MONTHLY SELF· S2,~2.64 $2,030.56 $1,622.12 $4,084.08 $4,188.90 $3.879.10 $3.487.67 $4,293.73 $3,983.22 $3,526.31 $3,461.80 $3,290.42

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

HOURLY SELF- $13.88 $11.54 $9.22 $23.20 $23.80 $22.04 $19.82 $24.40 $22.63 $20.04 $19.67 $18.70

SUFFJCIENCY WAGE



The Self-Sufficiency Worksheet
Oaldand. California/Alameda County

I
Adult + Adult + Adutt+ Adult + Adult + Adult. Adult + Adult + Adult + Adult + Adult +
Infant pnlschooler preschooler preschooter preschooler preschooler preschooler schoolage .choolaae 5choolage teenager

teenager preschoole, preschoole, preschool8f schoolage schooJage teenager schoolage schoolage teenager teenager
teenager preschooler schooJaoe teenager schoolage teenager teenager .choolagl tlenaget leenager lelnager

Houslno $1,057.00 51,057.00 $1,057.00 5',057.00 51,057.00 $',057.00 51,057.00 $1,057.00 11,057.00 $1.057.00 11,057.00

Child Care $433.00 $1,530.00 $1.304.00 51.020,00 $1,078.00 $794.00 $510.00 $852.00 $568.00 $284,00 $0.00

Food $460.70 $369.50 $403.45 $411t40 • $437.40 $452.35 $467.30 $471.35 S486.30 $501.25 $516.20

Transpol'taUon $62.40 162.40 $61.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $62.40 $61.40 $62.40

Medical Care $242.66 $176.34 $1n.Jo1 $201.95 $176.34 $200.95 $225.56 $176.34 "99.95 $213.56 $247.17

Miscellaneous 5225.58 $3'9.52 $300.42 $215.97 $281.11 $256.67 1232.2J $261.91 $237,:18 U12.82 '188.26

TalC•• $523.14 1963.79 $863.44 $740.85 $766,28 t641.03 $553.07 "71.25 $560.14 S46!t.40 $382.83

Eamect Income Tu Credit (-) $0.00 $0.00 '0.00 '0.00 $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO 10.00 10.00 $0.00 $0.00

ChIld Care TalC CredII Co) ($40.00) . ($80.00) (sao.OO) ($60.00) ($80.00) ($80.00) ($40.00) ($80.00) ('80.00) (MO.aO) $0.00

MONTHLY SELF· $2,964.47 $4,398.55 $4,088.05 $3,696.58 $3.718.53 $3,390,40 $3,067.55 13,472.25 $3,091.15 $2,769.43 $2,453,87

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

HOURLY SELF· 116.64 $24.99 $23.23 $21.00 $21.47 $19.26 $17.43 $19.73 $17.56 $15.74 $13.94

\SUFfICIENCYWAGE I iii j iii , I I I



The Se"-Sufflciency Worlrsheel
Oak/and, Ca/llornlalA/ameda County

2 Adults Two Adults, One Child Two Adults, Two Children

2 Adults 2 Adulls + 2 Adults + ;Z Adults... 2 Adutts + 2 Adults + 2 Adults + 2 Adults ... 2 Adults ... 2 Adults'" ;Z Adults + 2 Adults +
Infanl preschooler schoolage teenager Infant (n'Bnl (nfant Infant preschooler pr9&choolet preachool.r

Infant PfGschooler schoolage leenagar preschooler schoolalle ,"nagar

Housing S615.00 $771.00 $771.00 $771.00 $771.00 $771.00 ~nl.00 $771.00 $771.00 $n1.00 $771.00 '77t(J()

Child care $0.00 $43::1.00 $510.00 $264.00 $0.00 $866.00 $943.00 $717.00 $433.00 $1,020.00 $794.00 '510.00

Food $267.10 $342.00 $348.60 $382.55 $397.50 $416.90 1423.50 $457.45 $472.40 $430.10 $464.05 $479.00

Tranaportatfon $124.80 5124.80 $124.80 "24.60 $12.4.80 $124.80 $124.80 $124.80 $124.60 $124.80 $12<4.80 $124.80

Mecflcal C.re $169.04 $206.80 $187.70 $187.70 $211.30 $244.56 $225.45 $225.45 . $249.06 $206.35 $206.35 $229.96.
Maseellaneous . 1117.59 5187.76 $194.21 $175.00 $150.48 $242.33 $248.78 S229.57 $205.03 $255.23 $238.02 $211,.48

-

rues $200.86 1.410.16 $436.46 $359.35 $272.73 $568.92 $622.73 $516.90 $431.33 $621.53 $543.20 $457.63

Eamttd Income Tax Credit (.) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 ($30.eo) $0.00 $0.00 $D.DO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Child Care Tax C",dlt (-) $0.00 ($40.00) (540.00) ($42.00) SO.OO (S60.00) $0.00 ($80.00) ($40.00) (180.00) ($80.00) ($40.00)

MONTHLY SELF- S1,503.40 $2,<435.52 $2,532.77 $2,242.40 51,697.00 $3,154.50 $3,359.26 $2,962.17 $2.646.62 $3,349.00 $3,059.42 $2,743.87

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

HOURLY SELF· $4.27 $6.92 $7.20 '6.37 $5.J9 $8.96 $9.54 S8A2 $7.52 $9.51 $6.69 $7.80

SUFFICIENCY WAGE per adult peradu]t per adult per adult par adult per adult per adull peradurt per adull per adult peradull per adult



The Sell-Sufficiency Worhsheel
Oaleland, CalifornIa/Alameda County

Two Adults, Three Children

2 Adults + 2 Adult.... Z Adulls + 2 Adulla 2 Adulla. 2 Adults + 2 Adulfs + 2 Adulls'" 2 Adulll + 2 Adults + 2Adulls. ZAdulll+
sehoolage schoolBae leenager In'ant Infant Infanl Infant Inrant Infanl In'anl Infanl In'anl
Ichoolagl .eenage, 'eonager Infanl Infanl In'<1Inl Infant preschooler preschooler prelchooler &Choolage Ichoolaue

Infanl preachoolH schoolage t"naver preschooler Ichoo"oer .eenage' I.c:hoolage ' ••nager

Housing $771.00 $771.00 $ntOO $1.057.00 $1.057.00 $t,057.00 $1,057.00 $1,057.00 $1,057.00 St.057.00 '1.057.00 $1,057.00

Child Carl U6B.OO $264.00 $0.00 $1,299.00 51,376.00 $1,150.00 S666.00 $1,453.00 $1,227.00 S943.00 11.001.00 $717.00

Food 1498.00 $512.95 $527.90 $491.60 $496.40 S532.35 S547.30 S505.00 1538.95 $553.90 $457.45 $457.45

Transportation '124.80 $124.60 $124.80 '124.60 &124.80 $124.80 S124.80 $124.80 $124.80 1124.80 $124.60 $124.80

Medical Care $206.35 $229.96 $253.57 $282.32 $263.21 1263.21 $266.82 $244.11 $245.11 $227.45 S225.45 1226.45

Miscellaneoul $2.16.82 $192.27 St67.73 S325.49 $331.94 $312.74 $288.19 S338.39 $319.29 1200.62 $286.57 '$258.27

T.... $464.87 $379.31 $276.27 S865.26 S914.31 $827.86 $7t7.J9 S943.34 S857.34 sna.30 $710.09 1584.70

Earned Income Tax Credit (-) $0.00 $0.00 ($67.56) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Chtlli Cant Tilt CredIt e-t (S60.00) ($40.00) so.OO ($80.00) ($60.00) (S80.00) ($80.00) ($80.00) ($30.00) (S80.001 ($80.00) ($80.00)

MONTHLY SELF· $2,769.84 $2,454.29 $2.053.tie $4,J85.69 $4,4185.66 $4.181.97 $3,607.51 $4,585.64 $4,289.49 $3.845.07 $3,782.37 $3,345.67

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

HOURLY SELF· $7.87 $6.97 $5.83 $12.46 $12.74 $11.90 $10.62 $13.03 $12.19 $10.92 $10.75 $9.50

SUFFICIENCY WAGE per adult peradu!! peradu!! ",,nr a .....n per adult pei adult pOi adult per adult per adult peraduit per aduil peradull....... uuuu



The Self-Sufficiency Worhheet
Oakland., California/Alameda County

2 Adult. + 2 Adults + 2 Adults + 2 Adulls + Z Adults + 2 Adults + 2 Adulls + ZMulls + ZAdulls + 1Adults + 1 Adults +
Inranl preschooler preschooler preschoDler prescllooler preschooler preschooler sclwola"e schDoJage sdtoolage teenager

teenager preschooler preschooler preschooler sehoolage schoolag. teenager schoolage Ichoolage teenager teenager
teenager preschooler schooillge teeOlllD&r schoolage teenager teenager schcolage teeneger teenager teenager

Haullnll $1,057.00 $1.057.00 $1.057.00 $1.057,00 ".057.00 $1.057.00 $1,057.00 $1,057.00 ",057.00 $1,0~7,OO $1,057.00

Child ear. $433.00 '1,530.00 $1,304.00 $1.020,00 ",076.00 $794.00 $510.00 $652,00 $568.00 $284.00 SO,OO

Food $472..4Q $511.60 $545.55 $560.50 $579.50 $5904.45 $509.40 $613,45 $628.40 $643.35 5658,30

lransportatlcn 11204.80 $124.80 $124.80 $124.80 5124.80 $12-U0 $124.60 $124.80 $124.80 $124.80 $124.80

Medical ClIre $249.06 $22.5.01 $226.01 ~50.(j2 $225.01 ~49.(j2 $214.23 $225.01 $246.62 sm.23 $295.84
.

MlKellaneous $233.63 $3-44,84 $325.74 $301.29 $306.43 '281.99 '257,54 $287.23 U62.e6 '238.14 $213.59

T8Jle. $498.72 $975.25 $656.38 $776.35 $799.46 $689.46 $596.26 $713.04 $602.69 $517,12 5431.55

Eamed Incom. To Credit H $0.00 SO.OO '0.00 $0.00 '0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 10.00 10.00 SO.OO

Child Care Tax Credll (-) ($40.00) ($M.OO) ($80.00) ($80.00) ($60.00) (S80.00) ($40.00) (100.00) ($80.00) ($40.00) SO.OO

MONTHLY SELF· 5:1,028.61 $4,686.50 S4,369.47 $4,010.56 $4,090.22 $3,711.31 $3,389.23 $3,792.52 s:l,412,18 $3,096.63 $2,781.08

SUFFICIENCY WAGE

HOURLY SELF- $8.60 $13,J2 $12.47 $11.39 $11.62 510.54 S9.63 $10.77 $9.69 $8.80 $7.90

SUFfiCIENCY WAGE peradull per adult per adull peradull peradull per adull peradull per adull peradu~ peradull pltr adult
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ATTACHMENT C

MATRIX OF CITY RESPONSES



Probable Impact of Living Wage Ordinance of Life Enrichment Agency Programs
&

The Community & Economic Development Agency ( CEDA )
Based on an ordinance of $7.72/hr. without benefits and $8.501hr. with benefits.

Parks, Work reation $8.50 - $5.25 =$3.25 - Exemption I No I 0 I 400 I 200 I 289 I $260,000

Recreation and requested

Cultural Services Feather River Camp Based on 1997 camp season. Seasonal 4 80 -160 I I $15,796

part-time: Camp Helper ($5.23); Camp 2 200- 360

Cook I ($6.52) ;Head Counseler($6.30); 1 400

Camp Second Cook($7.45);Jr. Counselor

($5.00); Camp Rec. Leader(6.68), Camp

Counselor($5.57) NOTE: City also

provides shelter & food at a valur of

$156 per week, per staff position

Other Recreation, Sports Recreation Aide classfication is paid I I I 20 I 200 I I 13,200

& Cultural Arts $5.15 (Unit G) or $5.28 (Unit I) $13,200

is based on average.

Lake Chabot Golf Course Food Service Workers

Other Non-profits Children Fairyland costs will I I I I I I $186,500

Concessionaires Lessees increase by $186,500

Facilities Planning IN/A No Impacl.

and Development

Oakland Museum of CA. N/A No Impacl.
Senior Companion N/A Volunteers stipends are not I No I 0 I 1 I I 0 I $1,560
Program considered in these calculations.
Aging, Health ASSETS Senior T No 1 0 1 150 1 1 0 T Do not have
and Human Employment Opportun. current pay rate.
Services National Senior Senior aides earn minimum wage

Community Service while working part-time and
Employment Program gaining OJT, but program is
(SCSEP) nationally funded. Ord. wage

increase would reduce by 25% the
# of seniors on OJT because grant
amount is fixed =62 fewer seniors
served. >Library Library Homework assistance program

Services Services will be impacted ..............
The Youth Students would earo a higher No 0 30 About 44 $23,308

~Employment wage receiving UJ], thatlhey can (Each year nParmership, Inc. expect in a private, entry-level about 27% of =-position. Ord. should not apply partic. turn 18
to those 18 and under. during program.) S

tt>Community & Economic Community Developmen A $48,000 increase in programs. 890 N/A N/A N/A I =Development Block Grant
Agency (CEDA) (CDBG)

.......
Total $500,364 nNational Economic Development and Law Center
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Attachment D

Oakland Living Wage Ordinance

Draft· Not for Circulation

Whereas, the City of Oakland awards many contracts to private
firms to provide services to the Public and to Oty Govcrrunent; and

Whereas, the City of Oakland provides financial assistance and
funding to others for the purpose of economic development or job growth;
and

Whereas, the Cjty of Oakland has a limited amount of taxpayer
resources to expend; and

Whereas, even in promising economic times, far too many working
Oakland residents and their families live below or near the poverty line;
and

Whereas, the use of taxpayer dollars to promote sustenance and
creation of living wage jobs will increase consumer income, decrease levels
of poverty, invigorate neighborhood businesses and reduce the need for
taxpayer-funded sodal programs in other areas; and

Whereas, the City of Oakland's payment of prevailing wage rates
for public works projects has been tremendously beneficial for working
people in Oakland and their families, Oakland neighborhoods, and the
area economy;

Whereas, the experience in the City of Oakland indicates that the
procurement by contract of services has all too often resulted in the
payment by service contractors to their employees of wages at or slightly
above the minimum required by federal and state minimum wage laws.
Such minima1 compensation tends to inhibit the quantity and quality of
services rendered by such employees, to the City and to the public.
Underpaying employees in this way fosters high turnover, absenteeism,
and lackluster performance. Conversely, adequate compensation
promotes amelioration of these undesirnble conditions; and

OAKUVNCi.wAG.oRO "'AF.~llQQ 2S 13.0211'lR



/

Whereas, the inadequate compensation typically paid loday alsu fails
to provide service employees with resources sufficient tu afford life in the
Clty of Oakland. It is una.cceptable that contracting decisions involving
the expenditure of Oty funds should foster conditions placing a burden on
limited social services. The City, as a principal provider of social support
services, has an interest in promoting an employment environment that
protects such limited resources; and

Whereas, financial assistance recipients of the City are engaged in
manufacturing or some other line of business that is an integral part of the
Oty of Oakland economy and such entities often pay wages at or slightly
above the minimum required by federal and state minimum wage laws.
The City as a provider of subsidies to these entities has the same interest in
requiring the payment of a higher minimum level of compensation to
employees of financial assistance recipients as it does of service
contractors;

Whereas, when the Citv uses contractors or subsidizes businesses
J

which do not provide health insurance to their employees, this often
imposes the costs of their Incdical care on the County, State and Federal
governments. The City has an interest in avoiding such impacts, which the
City finds can only be done if the employer provides health insurance in a
reasonable form. The City finds that the benefits avoiding such impacts
cost at least $1.25 per hour on average in contributions. The City also has
an interest in ensuring that persons delivering City services are healthy, as
lack of health care can effect performance and absenteeism. The City finds
that employees are far likelier to be healthy if their employer provides than
reasonable health insurance to them and their dependents. In addition,
one of the City's reasons for providing financial assistance i~ to promote
the public hea Ith, an interest served by having employers receiving such
assistance spend. a reasonable portion of this money for health purposes.

Whereas, in requiring the payment of il higher minimum level of
conlpensation, this chapter benefits these interests;

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNC1L FOR THE CITY 0 P
OAKLAND:

OAKUVNG WAGOAO I.IAF 3 lHI02St302f1118 2



The Municipal Code of Oakland is hereby amended by inserting a
new Chapter XX, as follows:

Section 1. Title and Purpose

(a) Oakland Jobs and Living Wage Ordinance

This Chapter shall be known as the "Oakland Living Wage
Ordinance," The purpose of this ordinance is to require that nothing less
than a prescribed minimum level of compensation (a living wage) be paid
to e.mployees of service contractors of the City and employees of City
financial assistance recipients.

Section 2. Definitions

The following definitions shall apply throughout this chapter:

(a) "Awarding authority" means that subordinate or component
entity or person of the City (such as a department) that awards or is
otherwise responsible for the administration of a service contract or the
financial assistance recipient, or if none than the City.

(b) "City" means the City of Oakland and all awarding authorities
thereof, including all City departments,

(c) "City financial assistance recipient" (CFAR) means any person
who receives from the City financial assistance as contrasted with
generalized financial assistance such as through tax legislation, in
accordance with the following monetary limitations. Assistance given in
the amount of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) or more in any
twelve-month pel'iod shall require compliance with this article for five
years from the date such assistance reaches the five hundred thousand
dollar ($500,000) threshold. For assistance in any twelve-month period
totaling less than five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) but at least fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000), there shall be compliance for one year if at least
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) of such assistance is given in what is
reasonably contelnplated at the lime to be on a cuntinuing basis, with the
period of compliance beginning when the accrual during such twelve
month period of such continuing assistance reaches the fifty thousand
dollar ($50,000) threshold.

OAKlIVNOWAGOl'lO.WlF")'9'Jl>.251J.0211!lll 3



Categories of such assistance indude, but are not limited to, grants,
rent ~ubgldies, bond financing, planning assistance, tax increment
financing exclusively by the City, and tax credits. Oty staff assistance
shall not be regarded as financial assistance for purposes of this article. A
loan shall not be regarded as financial assistance. The forgiveness of a
loan shall be regarded as financial assistance. A loan shall be regarded as
financial assistance to the extent of any differential between the amount of
the loan and the present value of the payments thereunder, discotmted
over the life of the loan by the applicable federal rate as used in 26 U.S.C.
§§ 1274(d), 7872(f). A recipient shall not be deemed to include lessees and
sublessees.

A recipient shall be exempted from application of this article if (a) it
employs fewer than five employees for each working day in each of twenty
or more calendar week., in the current or preceding calendar year, or (b) it
obtains a waiver as provided herein. The City financial assistance
recipient must also demonstrate that the waiver will further the purposes
of the financial assistance, ie. creating job for the long term unemployed,
creating training positions which will enable employees to advance into
living wage jobs or better. A recipient -- who employs the long-term.
unemployed or provides trainee positions intended to prepare employees
for permanent positions, and who claims that compliance with this article
would cause an economic hardship -- may apply in writing to the City
department or office admlnistering such assistance, which department or
office shaH forward such application and its recommended action on it to
the City Council. Waivers shall be effected by Council resolution only.

A city financial assistance recipient who contends it is unable to pay
all or part of the living wage must provide a detailed explanation in
writing to the City department or office administering such assistance,
which rnay recommend to the City Council a waiver of this requirement,
which waiver may only be granted by a resolution of the Council. A
waiver will be granted only if the city financial recipient c.an show
economic hardship and that the waiver of the ordinance will further the
interests of the City in creating jobs for the long term unempJoyed or
providing training positions which will enable: employees to advance with
the employer into permanent living wage jobs or better. However, no
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waiver will be granted if the effect of the waiver is to replace or displace
existing positions or employees or to lower the wages of current
employees.

The explanation submitted by the City fmancial assistance recipient
seeking a waiver musL set forth the rea:mns for its inability to comply with
the provisions of this ordinance, including a complete cost accounting for
the proposed work to be performed with the financial assistance sought,
including wages and benefits to be paid all employees, as well as an
itemization of the wage and benefits paid to the five highest paid
individuale; employed by the City f.inancial assistance recipient. The City
financia1 assistance recipient must also demonstrate that the waiver will
further the interests of the City in creating jobs for the long term
unemployed or providing training positions which will enable employees
to advance with the employer into permanent living wage jobs or better
and will not be used to replace or displace exi'iting positions or employees
or to lower the wages of current employees.

Waivers from the Ordinance are disfavored, and will be granted only
where the balance competing interests weighs clearly in favor of granting
the waiver. If waivers are to be granted, partial waivers are favored over
blanket waivers. NIoreover, any waiver shall be granted for no more than
one year. At the end of the year the City financial assistance recipient may
reapply for a new waiver which may be granted subject to the same
criteria for granting the initial waiver.

(d) "Contractor" means any person that enters into a service
contract with the City.

(e) "Ernp]oyee" means any person - who is not a managerial,
supervisory, or confidential employee who is employed (1) as a service
employee of a contractor or subcontrac.tor and under the authority of one
or more service contracts and who expends any of his or her time thereon,
including but not limited to: hotel employees, restaurant, food service or
banquet employees; janitorial employees; security guards; parking
attendants; health care employees; gardeners; waste managen1ent
employees; and clerical employees; or (2) by a City financial assistance
recipient who expends alleast half of his or her time on the funded project,
or (3) by a service contractor of a CFAR and who expends at least half of
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his or her time on the premises of the CFAR directly invulved with the
activities funded by the City.

(f) IIEmployer" means any person who is a City financial
assistance redpienl, contractor, or subcontractor and who is required to
have a business tax registration certificate by Oakland Municipa1 Code
§§ or successor ordinance Of, if expressly exempted by the Code
from such tax, would otherwise be subject to the tax but for such
exemption.

(g) "Person" means any individual, proprietorship, partnership,
joint venture, corporation, limited liability company, trust, association, or
other entity that may employ individuals or enter into contracts.

(h) IIService contract" means (1) a contract let to a contractor by
the City primarily for the furnishing of services to or for the City (as
opposed to the purchase of goods or other property or the leasing of
property) and that involves an expenditure in excess of twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000) and a contract term of at leasl three munths or
(2) a lease or license under which services are rendered for the City by the
lessee or licensee.

(i) "Subcontractor" means any person not an employee that
enters into a contract (and that employs employees for such purpose) with
(a) a contractor to assist the contractor in performing a service contract or
(b) a City financial assistance recipient to assist the recipient in performing
the work for which the assistance is being given. Vendors, such as service
contractors, of City financial assistance recipients shaH not be regarded as
subcontractors except to the extent provided in ~mbsection (e).

(j) "Contract Compliance" refers to the Office of Contract
Compliance of the Public Works Agency of the City of Oakland.

Section 3. Payment of Minimum Compensation to Employees

(a) Wages

Employers shall pay crnployees a wage to each employee of no less
than the hourly rates set under the authority of this Chapter. The initial
rate shall be eight dollars ($8.00) per hour worked with health benefits, as
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described in this Chapter, or otherwise nine dollars and twenty five cents
($9.25) per hour. Such rate shall be adjusted annually, no later than July
first to the sum equal to the increase at the immediately preceding
December 31 over the year earlier level of the Day Region Consumer Price
Index as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.5. Department of
Labor, applied to 59.25. The City shall publish a bulletin by April 1 of each
year announcing the adjusted rates, which shall take effect upon such
publication. Said bulletin will be distributed to all awarding authorities
and City contractors upon publication. The contractor shall provide
written notification of the rate adjustments to each of its employees and
the employees of its subcontractors, if any and make the necessary payroll
adjustments by July 1.

(b) Compensated Days Off

Employers shall provide at least (20) twenty days off per year for sick
leave, vacation, or personal necessity at the employee's request.
Employees shall accrue one compensated day off per month of full time
employment. Part-time employees shall accrue compensated days off in
increments proportional to that accrued by full-time employees. The
employees shall be eligible to use accrued days off ailer the first ~ix months
of employment or consistent with company policy, whichever is sooner.
Paid holidays, consistent with established employer policy, may be counted
toward provision of the required 20 compensated days off.

Employers shall also permit employees to take at least an additional
(10) ten days a year of llllcompensated time to be used for sick leave for the
illness of the employee or a member of his or her immediate family where
the employee has exhausted his or her compensated days off for that year.
This Chapter does not mallda te the accrua I from year tn year of
uncompensated days off.

(c) Minimum Hours

The Employer shall offer at least 16 hours per week to each
employee. This guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee
engaged only for a special event, such as d holiday event, or any week in
which the enlployer is not operating for at least 40 hours.
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If an employee declines to work 16 hours, the Employer shall
make a written record of its offer and the employee's declination.

Section 4. Health Benefits

Health benefits required by this Chapter shall con~ist of the payment
of at least one dollar and twenty five ($1.25) per hour towards the
provision of health care benefits for employees and their dependents.
Proof of the provision of such benefits m.ust be submittl.'<i to the awarding
authority not later than 30 days after execution of the contract to qualify
for the wage rate in Section 3 for employees with health benefits.

Section 5. Notifying Employees of their Potential Right to the Federal
Earned Income Credit

Enlployers shall infonn employees making lesR than twelve dollars
($12.00) per hour of their possible right to the federal Earned Income
Credit ("EIe") under §32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 26 U.S.C.
§32, and shall make available to employees forms informing them about
the EIC and forms required to secure advance EIC payments from the
employer. These forms shall be provided to the eligible employees in
English, Spanish and other languages spoken by a significant number of
the employees within 30 days of employment under the terms of this
Chapter and as required by the Internal Revenue Code.

Section 6. Contract Review Process And City Reporting And Record
Keeping

(a) In preparing bid specifications or preparing for contract
negotiations, the awarding authority shall notify Contract Compliance of
the proposed RFP, RFQ, contract, lease or financial assistance agreement
and request a written determination as to coverage under this Chapter.
Information transmitted to Contract Compliance shall include but not be
limited to the following: the contract amount; term; scope of work; the
nt1ffiber and classification of full-time and part-time employees required to
perform the work. A copy of each executed contract and related
documents subject to this Chapter shall be transmitted tu Contract
Compliance.
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(b) Each awarding authority shall submit reports to Contract
Compliance for the period ending June 30 and December 31 of each
calendar year within 15 working days following the close of the period.
The reports must include the following information:

(1) A listing and the status of all applicable RFP's and RFQ's,
service contracts and lease agreements exel.'Uted and financial assistance
awarded, including tile term l dollar amolmt and the service performed;

(2) A description of every instance where an exemption was
granted by action of the City COtmci1;

Within thirty days of receipt of said reports Contract Compliance
will submit a summary of the rcports received to the City Council.

(c) Before issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP) or awarding any
contract covered by this Chapter, the awarding authority shall follow the
following procedures:

(1) The awarding authority shall complete the normal and
custonlary process of issuing RFP's and rating all bidders for the contracts
in question.

(2) The awa rding authority shall make a preliminary
determination as to whether a prospective contract meets the term and
dollar limitations of this Chapter as provided in Sections . For
those prospective contracts meeting such tcnn and dollar limitations l the
awarding authority shall then submit a request for determination to
Contract Compliance as to the applicability of this Chapter pursuant to
Section __'

(3) Contract Compliance will issue a written detennination
of applicability of this Chapter within five working days of receipt of a
written request from the awarding authoIity. If the prospective contract is
detcrmined to be subject to the provisions of this Chapter, the awarding
authority shall include compliance language in the RFP or prospective
contract and attach a Declaration of Compliance form.

(4) If a bidder is otherwbe qualified and is being considered
for a contrtlct award l the awarding authority shall review the bid
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documents f01" inclusion of the completed DeclaratiOl' of Compliance. If
the declaration is not furnished, the bidder shall be deemed to b~ non
responsive and shall be disqualified subject to the Appeal Process under
Section herein.

(5) If th~ information in possession of the awarding
authority indicates that a bidder should be disqualified the awarding
authority shall inquire, in its request for a determination from Contract
Compliance, whether any of the exemption provisions of this Chapter
applies to the prospective contract in question.

(6) If a bidder is disqualified as non-responsive to the
requirements of these Rules and Regulations but challenges the
applicability of this Chapter, the Appeal Process shall be activated.

(7) Each bidder that has been disqualified under this Chapter
shall be given written notice of such fact.

(d) There shall be a two level appeal process as described below. A
contract shall not be executed until there is resolution of the relevant
appeaL

(1) The following appeal process shall be available to every
bidder who has been disqualified by the awarding authority because the
bidder was deemed to be non-responsive to the requirements of this
chapter or who disputes the determination of applicability of this Chapter
to its business operation which will be involved in the proposed contract.

(a) Within five working days of being notified in
writing of the awarding authority's disqualification decision and reasons
therefor, or written determination of the applicability of this Chapter, the
subject hidder may file an appeal with the awarding authority that made
the disqualification and Contract Compliance.

(h) If such appeal is made, the awarding authority
shall prepare written findings to support the disqualification and solicit the
written findings and recommendation~of Contract Compliance. Contract
Compliance shall ~ubmit the written findings and recommendations within
five working days of receipt of the request for consideration by the
awarding authority.
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(c) As soon as reasonably practical, but not more than
ten working days from receipt of the bidder's appeal, the awarding
authority shall conduct a hearing on the appeal. The scope of the hearing
shall be limited first, as to whether the bidder responded to the bid process
as directed relative to this Chapter, and secondly', as to whether the
provisions of this Chapter applies to the contract.

(d) The appellant may present oral or documentary
evidence, lmder oath, to rebut the information reli.ed upon by the awarding
authority and Contract Compliance.

(e) After reviewing all the evidence and testimony
presented, including the written findings and recommendations of
Contract Compliance, the awarding authority shall make a written
determination as to whether the disqualified bidder was non-responsive.
Contract Compliance sha11 make a written determination as to whether
this Chapter applies to the bidder's business operation which will be
involved in the proposed contract. If there is sufficient supporting
evidence, Contract Compliance may grant an exemption under the terms
of this Chapter.

(2) In case of an unfavorable determination to the bidder as
to the applicability of this Chapter to its business operation which will be
involved in the proposed contract, a bidder may file with Contract
Compliance, within five working days, an appeal for a second level
review. The second level review panel will consist of the director of
Contract Compliance, the ~eneral manager or director of the awarding
department or Contract Compliance, and the appropriate supervising
attorney of the Office of the City Attorney. The Contract Compliance
director shall chair the panel.

After review of all evidence, testimony and reports presented, the
panel shall make a written determination within ten working days as to
the applicability of this Chapter to the bidder's business operation which
will be involved in the proposed contract. The detennination of the second
level review panel as to the applicubility of this Chapter to the subject
contract performance shall be final, after which action the City contract
may be executed.
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(c) Contract Compliance shall maintain a listing of all its
deterlninations and a file of all complaints, findings and results, and shall
submit a regular report on compliance with these Ordinances no less than
amlually to the City Council. Special reports and recommendations on
significant issues of interest to the Council will be subnliLled as deemed
appropriate. . .

Section 7. RFP and Contract Language

All RFP's and City contracts subject to this Chapter shall contain the
folloWing two paragraphs or substantially equivalent language:

(a) Uving Wage Policy

This contract is subject to the Living Wage Ordinance, Chapter -- of
the Oakland Municipal Code. The Code requires that, unless specific
exemptions apply, all employers (a~ defined) lUlder contracts primarily for
the furni!'\hing of services to or for the City and that involves an
expenditure or receipt in excess of $25,000 and a contract term of at least
three months or certain recipients of City financial assistance, generally
shall provide payment of a minimum initial wage rate to employees as
defined in the LWO of $8.00 per hour with health benefits of at least $1.25
per hour or otherwise $9.25 per hour. Such rate shall be adjusted annually
pursuant to the terms of Living Wage Ordinance, Chapter -- of the
Oakland Municipal Code.

(b) Termination Provisions relating to Living Wage Policy

Under the provisions of Section of the Oakland Municipal
Code, the City shall have the authority, under appropriate circumstances,
to terminate this contract and otherwise pursue legal remedies that may be
available if the City determines that the subject contractor or financial
assi~tanc.e recipient violated the provisions of the referenced Code
Sections.
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Section 8. Obligations Of Contractors And Financial Assistance
Recipients

(a) All proposed contractors and City financial assist,lnce
recipients subject to the provisions of this ChapLer shall submit a
completed Declaration of Compliance form, signed by an authorized
representative, along with each proposal. The completed Declaration of
Compliance form shall be Inade a part of the executed contract.

(b) Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall be
responsible·' for informing their subcontractors of the subcontractor's
obligation to comply with the provisions of this Chapter. Language
indicating the subcontractor's intent to comply shall be included in the
contract between the contractor and subcontractor. A copy of the
subcontract shall be submitted. to the awarding authority and made a pa rt
of the contract.

(c) Contractors and City financial assistance reCIpIents shall
maintain a listing of the name, address, date of hire, occupation
classification, rate of pay and benefits paid for each of its employees and
the employees of its subcontractors, if any, and submit a copy of the list to
Contract Compliance by June 30 and December 31 of each year the
contract is in effect. Contract Compliance shall transmit a copy of the list
to the awardin.g authurity immediately upon receipt. Contractors and City
financial assistance recipients shall maintain payrolls for all Employees
and basic records relating thereto and shall preserve them for a period of
three years.

(d) Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall give
written notification to each current employee, and each new employee at
time of hire, of hie; or her rights to receive the benefits under the provisions
of this chapter. The notification shall be provided in English, Spanish and
other languages spoken by a significant number of the employees, and
shall be posted prominently in communal areas at the work site. A copy of
said notification shall be forwarded to the awarding authority which must
include the following:

(1) Minimum compensation - The initiaJ rates of $8.00 with
health benefits or $9.25 without health benefits will be adjusted annually to
correspond tu adjustments, if any. The Living Wage shall be upwa;dly
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adjusted each year no later than April first in proportion to the increase at
the immediately preceding December 31 over the year earlier level of the
Bay Region Consumer Price Index as publi.,hed by the Bureau of Labor
Stath;tics, U.S. Department of Labor, applied to $9.25, whichever is
greater. The Employer shall offer at least 16 hours per week to each
employee. This guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee
engaged only for a special event, such as a holiday event, or any week in
which the enlployer is not operating for at least 40 hours. If an employee
declinl:?:; to work 16 hours, the Employer shall make a written record of its
offer and the employee declination.

(2) Health benefits - Proof of the provision of such benefits
shall be submitted to the awarding authority not later than 30 days after
execution of the contract to qualify for the wage rate in Section 3. Health
benefits shall be provided to part-time employees as well as full-time
employees.

(3) Twenty compensated days off per year for sick leave,
vacation or personal necessity at the employee'S request, and ten
uncompensated days off per year for sick leave which shall be made
avaiJable to all covered employees as provided in this chapter. Employees
shall accrue one compensated day off per monlh of full time employment.
Part-time employees shall accrue compensated days off in increments
proportional to that accrued by full-time employees. The employees shall
be eligible to use accrued days off after the first six months of employment
or consistent with company policy, whichever is sooner. Paid holidays,
consistent with established employer policy, may be counted toward
provision of the required 20 compensated days off. Ten uncompensated
days off shall be made available, as needed, for personal or immediate
family illness after the employee has exhausted his or her accrued
compensated days off for that year. This Chapter does not mandate the
accrual from year to year of uncompen:r;;ated day5 off.

(4) Federal Earned Income Credit (EIC) - Forms to inform
employees earning less than $12 per hour of their possible right to ErC and
forms to secure advance EIC payments from the empfoyer shall be
provided to the eligible employees in English, Spanish and other languages
::;poken by a significant number of the employees within 30 days of
emploYlnent w'lder the subject agreement.
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(5) Notice that the employers are required to file a
Declaration of Compliance form as part of the contract with the Gty and
that the declarations are available for public inspection at the Awarding
Authority.

(e) Contractors, City financial assistance recipients and
subcontractors shall permit access to work sites and relevant payroll
records for authorized City representatives for the purpose of monitoring
compliance with this Chapter, investigating employee complaints of non
compliance and evaluating the operation and effects of this Chapter,
including the production for inspection and copying of its payroll records
for any or aU of its employees for the prior three year period.

Section 9. Retaliation And Discrimination Barred

Contractors and Oty financial assistance recipients shall not
discharge, reduce the compensation or otherwise discriminate against any
employee for making a complaint to the City, otherwise asserting his or
her rights llnder this Chapter, participating in ilIly of its proceedings or
using any civil remedies to enforce his or her rights under the Chapter.
Contractors and City financial assistance recipients shall al~o be in.
compliance with federal law proscribing retaliation for union organizing.

Section 10. Monitoring And Investigation And Compliance

The provisions of this Chapter will augment the awarding
authority's normal and customary procedure for administering its
contracts. Contract Compliance shall administer the requirements of this
Chapter as follows:

(a) Contract Compliance will be available to review all contract
documents in cooperation with the awarding authorities to insure that
relevant language and documents are included. It shall be the
responsibility of the awarding authority to insure that all required
documents are included.

(b) Contract Compliance will munitor the operations of the
contractors, subconlractors and financial assistance recipients to insure
compliance by conducting random site visits and payrOll audits. The
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provision of wages and benefits by each employer shall be reviewed prior
to the contract renewal and no less tfu"ln annually.

(c) Contract Compliance will perform designated reviews where
there is a specific concern or a cOlnplaint about the employment practices
of a contractor' or subcontractor relative to this Chapter. Tn such case~, the
awarding authority will be notified and efforts made for a resolution to
the problem within 30 days.

(d) Where a violation of any provision of this Chapter has been
determined, the contractor will be given a written notice by Contract
Compliance to correct the violation within five days. Should the violation
continue and/or no resolution is imminent, Contract Compliance, in
cooperation with the City Attorney and the awarding authority, shall
pursue available legal remedies including termination of the contract for
cause.

(e) If necessary for the enforcement of this Chapter the City
Attorney may issue subpoenas, compel the attendance and testimony of
witnesse~ and production of books, papers, records and documents
relating to payroll records necessary for hearings, investigations, and
proceedings. Tn case of disobedience of a subpoena, the City Attorney lllay
apply to a court of appropriate jurisdiction for an order requiring
attendance and testin10ny of witnesses and the productions of books,
papers, records and documents. Said court, in the case of the refusal to
obey any such subpoena, after notice to the person subpoenaed, and upon
finding that the attendance or testimony of such witnesses of the
production of such books, papers, records and documents, as the case may
be, is relevant or necessary for such hearings, investigations or
proceedings, may issue an order requiring the attendance or testimony of
such witnesses or the production for such documents and any violation of
the court's order may be punishable by the court as contempt thereof.

Section 11. Employee Complaint Process

An employee who alleges violation of <my provision of this Chapters
by a covered employer may report such acts to Contract Compliance and,
at the employee's discretion, exhaust available employer internal
rClnedies. The complaint to the Contract Compliance shall be handled as
follows:
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(l) The employee shall submit to Contract Compliance a
completed complaint form and copies of all documents supporting the
allegation. Contract Compliance shall provide the complaint forms in
Engliqh and Spanish.

(2) Contract COlnpliance shall notify the awarding authority and
the employer of the complaint and seck resolution within five days from
receipt of tilC conlplaint form. If resolution is not accomplished, Contract
Compliance shall initiate an investigation, report the results to the
awarding authority and the City Attorney within 30 days and seek
appropriate legal remedies.

(3) An employee claiming retaliation (such as, terminatiol1.,
reduction in wages or benefits or adverse changes in working conditions)
for alleging non-compliance with this Chapters, may report the alleged
retaliation in the same manner as the initial complaint.

(4) The complainant's or witness' identity will not be divulged to
the employer without the individual employee's written consent.

Section 12. Private Right Of Action

(a) An. elnployee claiming violation of this article may bring an
~ctiun in the Municipal Court or Superior Court of the State of California,
as appropriate, against an employer and may be awarded:

(1) For failure to pay minimum wages, back pay for each day
during which the violation continued.

(2) For failure to pay medical benefits, the difference during
the involved period between the minimum wage required herein without
benefits and such minimum wage with benefits.

(3) For any violation of this Chaptcr, including retaliation,
the Court may award any appropriate remedy at law or equity, including
but not limited to reinstatement, compensatory damage~ and punitive
da.mages.
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(b) The Court shall award reasonable attorney's fees and costs to
an employee who prevails in any such enforcement action.

(c) Notwithstanding any provision of this Code or any other
ordinance to the contrary, no criminal penalties shall attach for any
violation of this article.

(d) No remedy set forth in this Chapter is intended to be exclusive
or a prerequisite for asserting a claim for relief to enforce the right under
this Chapter :in a court of law.. This Chapter shall not be construed to limit
an employee's right to bring common law cause of action for wrongful
termination.

Section 13. Collective Bargaining Agreement Supersession

All of the provisions of this Chapter, or any part hereof" may be
waived in a bona fide collective bargaining agreement, but only if the
wavier is explicitly set forth in such agreement in clear and unambiguous
terms. Unilateral implementation of terms and conditions of crnployment
by either party to a collective bargaining relationship shall not constitute,
or be permitted, as a waiver of all or any part of the provisions of this
ordinance.

Section 14. Expenditures Covered By This Article

This Chapter shall apply to the expenditure - whether through aid
to City financial assistance recipients, service contracts let by the City, or
service contracts let by its financial assistance recipients - of funds entirely
within the City's control and to other funds, such ac; federal or state grant
funds, where the application of this Chapter is consonant with the laws
authorizing the City to expend such other funds. As to any grant or similar
program, this Chapter shall become applicable to the funds authorized by
such program jf and only if the City Attorney's Office has obtained from
the funding government either an opinion or other determination
indicating such consonance or a judgment of compliance from a court of
law or other tribunal, which procurement has been reported in writing by
such Office to the City Council by a letter to the City Clerk.
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Section 15. Chapter Applicable To New Contracts And City
Financial Assistance

The provisions of tilis Chapter shall apply to (a) a contract entered
into and financial assistance provided after the. effective date uf this
Chapter; (b) a contract amendment consummated ailer the effective date
of this Chapter which itself meets the requirement uf Section _ above or
which extends the duration of the contract; and (c) supplemental financial
as~istance provided for after the effective date of this Chapter which itself
meets the requirements of Section above.

Section 16. Implementing Regulations

Contract Compliance shall promulgate implementing regulations
consistent with this Chapter. The proposed regulations shall be ~uhject to
public comment and City Council approval before becoming final.

Section 17. Severability

In the event any provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid or
unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such holding shall
not invalidate or render unenforceable any other provisions hereof.

Section 18. Effective Date

The law shall be effective from the date of July 1, 1998.
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CITY OF OAKLAND

DECT..ARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Living Wage Ordinance

The Oakland Municipal Code Chapter XX provides that all
employers (except where specifically exempted) under contracts prin1arily
for the furnishing of serv.ices to or for the City and that involve an
expenditure or receipt in exc~ss of $25,000 and a contract term of at least
three months, or certain recipients of City financial assistance, shall
coo'l.ply with all provisions of this Chapter.

The contractor or Oty financial assistance recipient further agrees:

(a) To pay employees a wage no less than the minimum initial
compensation of $8.00 per hour with health benefits, as described, or
otherwise $9.25 per hour, and to provided for the annual increase
pursuant to Section 3; To offer at least 16 hours per week to each
employee. This guarantee of hours shall not apply to any employee
engaged only for a special event, such as a holiday event, or any week in
which the employer is not operating for at least 40 hours. If an employee
declines to work 16 hours, the Employer shall make a written record of its
offer and the employee's declination.

(b) To provide at least 20 compensated days off per year for sick
leave, vacatiun or personal necessity at the employee's request, and at
least ten additional days per year of uncompen~ated time off pursuant to
Section 3;

(c) To inform employees making less than $12 per hour of their
possible right to the federal Earned Income Credit (ETC) and make
available the forms required. to secure adv..mce F.TC payments from the
employer pursuant to Section 5;

(d) To permit access to work sites for authorized City
representatives to review the operation, payroll and related documents,
and to provide certified copies of the relevant records upon request by the
City; and,
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(e) Not to retaliate against any employee claiming non
compliance with the provisions of this Chapter and to comply with federal
law prohibiting retaliation for union organizing.

The undcrsigned authorizcd representative hereby obligates the
proposer to the above stated conditions undCl' penalty of pel;ury.

Company Name Signature of Officer or
Authorized Representative

Company Address and Phone Number Type or Print Name and
Title

Date Bid Number Type of Service

FOR CITY USE ONT..Y

Determination: BidderisNotExempt_ Bidder is Exempt
Date. ~__

Department
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ATTACHMENT E

NATIONAL LAW CENTER LIVING WAGE
SCENARIOS



"
Attachment E

December, 1997National Economic Development & Law Center

SCENARIOS REASONING ESTIMATED ADMINISTRATIVE COST

1. Adopt an Economic Self • Average household size in the city of Oakland is • 1FTE compliance officer to m~>nitor and enforce
SUfficiency Policy for all service three. policy ($109,000).
industry occupations to pay a • This is based on actual cost to live in the City of • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
minimum of $12.74/hr.. Oakland, based on W.O.W.'s economic self- track reports ($45,000).

sufficiency study. • Total administrative cost ($154,000).

2. Adopt a Prevailing Wage • Using W.O.W.'s economic self-sufficiency • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
Ordinance for all service standard as the cut-off benchmark. policy ($109,000).
industry occupations that falls • Setting occupational wage rates based on the • 1 FTE administrative support staff to input and
below $12.74/hr.. county's median market rate. track reports ($45,000).

• 1 FTE researcher to research median market
rate for all service industry occupations, with
annual adjustments ($50,000).

• Total administrative cost ($204,000).

3. Adopt a Living Wage Ordinance • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
for all service industry guideline for a household size of four, (a figure policy ($109,000).
occupations to pay a minimum that several other cities have chosen). Assuming • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
wage of $7.78/hr.. they are working 40 hrs.lwk., and 50 wks./yr.. track reports ($45,000).

• Total administrative cost ($154,000).

4. Adopt a Living Wage Ordinance • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
for all service industry guideline for a household size of three. Assuming policy ($109,000).
occupations to pay a minimum they are working 40 hrs.lwk., and 50 wks./yr.. • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
wage of $6.08/hr.. • The average household size in the City of Oakland track reports ($45,000).

is three. • Total administrative cost ($154,000).

5. Adopt a Living Wage Policy • This is using 110% of the federal poverty threshold • 1FTE compliance officer to monitor and enforce
that staggers in a wage over 3 - guideline for a household size of four. policy ($109,000).
year period, to achieve • To lessen the impact on employers employing low • 1FTE administrative support staff to input and
$7.78/hr. by end of 3rd year. wage workers. track reports ($45,000).
Service occupations must pay a • Total administrative cost ($154,000).

t·
starting wage of $6.26/hr, and
increase by $.76 each year.
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